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of Calcutta, has been assigned to us as a upon me. The history of my people Ledenomination. "We could scarcely have came in some sense my own history ; their
selected a more beautiful or advantageous joys were my joys; their sorrows were
;
position. Lying along the seashore, and my SOrrows.
And thé result of this was, that I soon
embracing the mouths of great rivers, it
is the natural key to extensive territory began to visit them, going from house to
stretching inland. The greatest battle in house. But here arose a difficulty. At
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battle.of ideas:

The

pel truth

the

into

Beirut, and into the

first I' thought I must call only at those

must be the

translation

Arabic

houses or families, which weére connected

of gos-

language

at

languages of India at

Calcutta and elsewhere, is more signifiple, do not take our full share

in this

in-

tellectual and spiritual revolutionialready

begun inthe East{4t will not be for lack
of opportunity, but only because of criminal stolidity, and recreancy to duty.
The territory specially assigned to us
contains a population of about three and
a half millions, or nearly the population
of New England.
For this entire popuJation we have at present in the field nine
missionaries, besides native helpers.
Imagine New England supplied with

‘Who gives and hides the giving hand,

Nor counts on favor, fame or praise,
Shall find his smallest gift outweighs

The burden of the sea and land.

Who gives to whom has nought been given
His gift in need, though small, indeed,

As is the grass blade’s wind-blown seed,
1s large as earth and rich as heaven.
Forget it not, O man, to whom
A gift shall fall, while yet on earth;
Yes, even to thy seven fold birth,
Recall it in the lives to come.
Sins much;

but greater sin is his

Who, fed and clothed with kindnesses,
Shall count the holy alms as nought.
Who dares to curse the hands that bless
Shall know of sin the deadliest cost;
The patience of the heaven is lost
Beholding man’s unthankfulness.
For he who breaks all laws may

!

of Christ,was what I would not, and, what
ismore I could not, do. And that was not
all. There were some families, who as

one may say were nothing religiously;
profane, perhaps, or drunken, or without
any belief at all, or otherwise bad. And
I thought to myself that Christ certainly

would not pass by those—these would be

the last to be passed by—and so I made
‘ a clean sweep of it.”
It was in a remote part of the town, and

one in
one in

.

Is it a fact that

we

are

standing be-

tween these people and gospel light? Are
we actually shadowing souls in India?
It is true that other denominations would

gladly accept our responsibility and do
OUR

INTEREST IN THE
QUESTION.
BY

REV,

A,

EASTERN

L. HOUGHTON,

Recent events have not only necessitated a change in the map of Europe, "and
unsettled
the ** balance of power,” which
has been the watchword of European

whose

in Maine, one in New Hampshire,
Vermont, three in Massachusetts,

India?

~John G. Whittier.

Quakers,

the gospel on this scale: two missionariés

In Sivam’s mercy be forgiven;
But none can save in earth or heaven
The wretch who answers good with ill.

or

hearts I knew were glowing with thelove

year to the piteous pleadings of benighted

still

I was acquainted with them

tists, or Methodists,

Rhode Island and one in Connecticut! Is
it not imperative that the force in India
be increased? But such increase calls for
increased contributions. To incur addi;
tional debt in these times of business depression is simply suicidal. The ultimate
responsibility then rests with the churches. What answer shall be returned this:

Who broods above a wrong in thought

impossible.

all, having been brought up with them
from a child, and having mingled with
them much more than is common: and to
pass by a family, especially in the remote
parts of the town, because they were Bap-

cant than the appearance of ‘a British fleet
before Constantinople.
If we, as a peo-

lm reine

with my own society. But I soon found,
on making the experiment, that this was

for this mission double what we are doing at ‘present.
Is it right to hold this
field and not cultivate it? = We are also
deficientin the necessary machinery for
carrying on the work.
A Bible school,
for the education of native teachers and

preachers, is an imperative necessity ; but
still it waits.

How

long ? Not only is this

I was walking on foot,

did.

as

I often times

Making my point of departure with

‘“ Jesus, lover of my zoul,
Let me to thy bosom fiz.”

And another smaller one, who was sweeping the room,

or making

a

dust

of some

years ;.they

to

The focus of political
transferred to Asia,

interest
and

is already

the

belt

which

separates the Asiatic possessions of Russia from those of England is narrowing
every day. Itis not impossible, as Mr.
Cook says, that ¢ the British lion and the
Russian bear maye yet lock jaws inthe
jungles of Cashmere.” Butwhatever may

remember

in

this

connection,

that

three-fourths of our membership contribute absolutely nothing to this end, is
deeply humiliating.
Do we not need a
little more of the old-fashioned gospel of
giving in many of our churches? We are
nearer India to-day than Jerusalem was
to Rome in the time of the

apostles;

and

one in the room beside that
cupjed,—beautiful but pale
sorrow,~an infant child in
“Oh, Mr. U.,” she said,
ruined.”
«“Lknow it all,

my

a broken

friend

and

on

hoth

sides;

a sort of partnership,

or

rather marriage of the soul.
And so we went on, singing and talking, laughing and praying,—a good time
generally.
One of the girls said, “I
think, Parson, we will come to your meet-

ing one of these days.”
father said,, ‘Certainly

And
we

the good
will go.”

“allow me to ask one special favor. Do
no such thing. I should be afflicted, if
you did. Your presence is due to your

wards she was so pleased to see George

own minister who needs your countenance

and could not imagine what the matter
was and only smiled ; but when she saw
the minister was as bad off as George,she

can missionary is the most essential to its
religious and social and political well-

spot, ‘with a great probability that the

to sustain him by your encouragement
and prayers, you will not only advance

being.

the cause of God, which is above every
other consideration, but will give me the

issue of the struggle will be reverséd,and
that much, which

regained.

all

‘was then

lost,

In this impending

Christendom

is deeply

will be

struggle

interested.

Americans may feel little interest in the
political contest, but not so in the

In this

impending

contest

moral.

there are

three strategic points worthy of notice.
In the first place, it must be that European Christianity will infringe more powerfully than ever upon Asiatic superstitions, from the West. “The clearing of
the Bosphorus will mean

more

free passage of European ships.

than

the

It will

mean the free passage of European ideas
across that boundary heretofore bulwark-

ed with ignorance and" bigotry. = This is
Europe's opportunity. Secondly, America has some vantage ground on the ' Bast.
The moral ‘circuit ‘of the globe is now

creature,”

for whoever

can

give

a dollar to this mission to-day can send
at least - one ¢ slant javelin
of the
gospel’s radiance” through the defenses
of Asiatic heathendom.
This is our opportunity.
Lord Shaftesbury has said
that, of all men

in the

East,

the

Ameri-

In this most efficient force shall

we have a full and fair representation in
the years to come? If so, then there must
be more expression of interest in the subject, more talking, more writing, more
liberal giving, for its support. The people need to know more of India and its
colossal possibilities. The great need is
a high moral out-look, which shall afford
a broader view.
o-0-0-0-¢
**+
oe

PASTORAL EXPERIENCES.

ve
:
BY THE LATE PROF. THOMAS C.UPHAM.
mn
I am not quite sure, that my proceedings in the ministry, my -incomings and
outgoings, when looked at closely,

be fully approved

would

by the ministers

of

© civilization
nid
; of * our! religion.

How

shall we treat him? Shall We' fax hii,
and cheat hit, and'pay him for his labor
in poor whiskey? Or, shall we treat him
like a man; and: put into his hands an
‘open Bible? Our ‘treatment: of him, on

three strategic points which just how

mand the attention and summon

'the

de-

the en:

ergies of the Christian world: \' With the
line of attack last mentioned we dre most

intimately connected.

A large and beau:

tiful tract 'of country, lying along the
shore of the Bayof Bengal and extending
eastwardto the mouth of the Hoogly river, and: within some fifty miles of the city
"

again, will you?”

And I said, * Icertain-

ly will.) ~ +
:
The next house was the house of Mr.
B. Isaw it at a distance ; it was easy to
distinguish it; the windows were broken
and the clap-boards were loose and dangling. There was a log before the house
near the road ; and a man was seated upon it. - It was Mr. B. But I will call him
by his Christian name now.
It was
George.
Iknew him as soon as I saw
him, and quickened my step to meet him,

But it was sad.

His coat was

torn; his

He

we can not give you a drink. No rum in
the house; no brandy; nothing left but
some cider. But you can go in and ask
Sarah about it; perhaps she can’ find

Yn
parish,~+~the church included,—rested up- something.”
« Déar George,” said I,/'do not trouble
onme. | In other words,that there was no
one too highor too low, too rich’ or: too yourself. Iam a cold water man.”
poor, too earned or too ignorant,too wick-

¢¢ A what,” said he.

ed or too virtuous, to be beyond the reach

“A cold water man,”

tian missions

These are

pleasure.” The good father said,
I think the minister is .right.
meaning in what he said; but
not love him any the less. Come

extended his hand, and almost embraced
me.
But he said, ‘‘Parson, I am afraid,

not only EX OFFICO, but, as the lawyers
sometimes say, EX NECESSITATE REI, the

India.

greatest
¢ Mary,
There is
we shall

In doing all you can

attribute any defécts which they may find

of my personal responsibility. . Where I
got: the idea I can not at this moment exactly say, but.somehow it was deeply implanted in my soul, that a minister was

in

special obligations.

face was bloated ; his eyes were red.

this Western coast, means help or hindrance to Christianity in China. Thirdly,

the opportunity to" pierce fhe center of
Asiatic heathendom is through the Chris-

and prayers, who has greater experience
than I have, and to whom you are under

modern times. I hope they will charitably

complete, ‘since San’ Franeisco’ has met’ therein, to the ignorance and want of
Hong Kong. ' "We need not send mis- comprehension, which’ may possibly have
sionaries to the: celestial empire, for’ the ‘existed
Sor
in that former age.’ For instance,
Chinaman has e¢dme to us; and he will’ |’ I had an idea (perhaps some will consider
return, eartying what we give him of our. it an absurd ope) that the whole of my’

people.

“Do you mean to say, that you drink
cold water P”

¢ Certainly I do."
The idea seemed
absurd.

And one of the first things I did ing

of every man, woman, and child, whom I

supposed to come within the limits of my
ministerial sphere. Undoubtedly it was
a heavy burden
; but cheerfully I took it

ground where they

So much

to him
so,

that

exceedingly
his

at a minister.

U

astonish-

§~

‘ Well, George, let me go in and see

hoe, and

corn

and

plow,

and

m

do much, if they will, by frequent familiar
talks to their people about India;

and

its

brother,who isnow realizing the truth .of that

«I found him well bodily; and, I may
say, well spiritually. But he did not call
me Mr. U. He sat down with me. He
left the oxen standing in the furrow ; and

precious promise that ¢ at evening time it shall
be light.”
SILAS CURTIS.

we sat down under a tree, and

We find in the American Missionary for
March a review and summary of three recent articles on the negro as he is and is

me Thomas.”
“What a man!"

he

called

said the wife.

Tt

ful; he was wanting in respect; he
got that you were a minister.”
¢¢ Minister or no minister,

Christ in the soul;

At first she

was

greatly

astonished,

for-

I have

some

been

it is

a new

reality,

Well,

MISSION
CONDUCTED

BY

DH Y].|h

WORK.

REV.

G.

C.

WATERMAN,

¢¢ NO INTEREST IN FOREIGN MISSIONS.”

Not many months after the first

movements of the great temperance reformation came along; and he took the temperance pledge; and there were songs’ of
joy where there had been sighs of agony.
And Iremember, when many years afterin-

stead of being a child and maiden of heavy

believe

in

doing

it, too,

but

I don’t

feel

any interest in the heathen.” No doubt
this is true,and in most cases the chief reason is that they are not acquainted with
the condition and needs of the heathen. If

nec-

they understood these as well as they do
the wants of the destitute in their own
neighborhood, they would be interested
en ough in them.
" People need only tobe informed.
Let
them but know the facts, and they will see
and feel the claims ofthe heathen upon

drunkard’s

daughter

I am writing & hidden history, it is

true;

but not an illusive one. I have two kinds
of 'mémory ; the ‘memory of the head
which sometimes forgets, and the memory
of the heart which fails me never:
The next'house (I am using the letters
of the alphabet), was the house of Mr.

C+ Thave a habit-—not a very polite’ one—

when T have tried thé front door in’ ‘vain,
of ‘strengthening * my = perseverance by
making my way round to the’ back' doo,

into ‘the region’ of wash-tubs ahd. milkpans!’

A true American

woman—I'

am

to be there, I found ‘the door, but did
not enter. But standing upright in front
of the doorsteps, and with my hat. in my
hand (for I am always respectful to the
laboring people and the poor), I said,
«Mrs. C., will you haye the kindness to
tell me where your husband is?”
“Lam glad to see you, Mr. UL My
husband is.out in

the

field,

plowing,

or

them.

We find no lack of interest 1 on the

part of those who have taken pains to read
and become familiar with the condition of
nations where the gospel has not been
preached and the people'have no knowledge of Christ. Not long since we receiv-

ed a letter from abrother who has been a
reader of the Star for nearly fifty years and

ful reader of the Star, and she,too, is deeply interested in all our Mission and Edu-

She
cational work, at home and abroad.
is thoroughly informed so far as one can
be from our

subjects.

books and papers on all these

They have but

littlé To

hope

from the present generation of whites in
those states, and must work by a long and
tedious pupilage to the full enjoyment of
their rights.
The rapidity with which

this work willgo

on

will

be determined:

largely by the activity and benevolence of.
their northern friends. We have already"
seen no small amount of good resulting:
from our own work in the Shenandoah
Valley, and much more could be done had
we the means to push the work as oppor-tunities open before us.
Shall we not
have more help in this noble work?
Mr. Stetson gives @ series” of answers to:
questions, representing the negro as he is,
morally, socially and politically : the sum of it

all being

what

might be

anticipated

for a

race of tropical origin, held for generations in
slavery, and suddenly endowed with political .
equality.
Sensual and emotional by nature,
lazy and thievish by training, clannish and
easily misled as a voter, his salvation will de-

pend on his receiving education, but not by a
forcing process, and on his coming gradually.
The South

Carolinian

gives

an apparently

for any color;

nor have the airs put on by col--

ored school children contributed to. remove it..
Policy,
however, and
past
promises
will
probably impel the maintenance of a freeschool system for some time, at 1 ast, but on a
less extensive scale. Itis proper to add that
some cultured Southerners are in favor of educating and elevating the negro, as the best

way to solve our

race difficulties.

But

itis

doubtful if their views will prevail against inherited prejudice.”
:
But the Louisianian’ takes stronger ground...
rminated
when a
The Southern question
into the Ameriean..
slave was first introdu

colonies.

Phe institution of slavery

made alt

the difference; giving rise in the
South to a"
“domineering and proscriptive aFisioctICT™
with regard to all the African race,and.puttin

all'whites—poor or rich, ignorant or

—on a footing

of equality.

educated

‘ There was a no-

bility inthe white skin, more sacred.and more
respected than the one derived from the letters patent of kings;” more even,

apparently,

than that based
on intelligence or virtue.
Slavery madeof the Southern planters,
igh
barons in reality, although not in name.” la.
the North and West, on the contrary, there
‘was a demoeraey politically, but a social aris-

So it will always

be, and

for

The
has had its feet up and its head down.
but the race
seems to see nothing
author
question: the law of animal life, where the
strong destroy the weak, is the highest law he

can thnk of for its solution;

where

a weak

race comes in contact with a stronger, it must
merge into it, .or 'subserve its interests and

rejudices,” or be wiped out of existence, and
* There will never
rovidence so ordersit.
peace angl prosperity in the Southern States,
subjects. - be
shall be opsupremacy
casiun
as long as’

this reason we need to use every agency for
presenting information

on

these

to see ‘conversations of the returned missionaries
-

the South.

who has never ¢ skipped” the articles on
tocracy, not recognizing the equality of the
Missions. He is awake to the importance
white skin,
The writer says: *¢ The aristoof carrying on this work vigorously; there ] crats
of the South were the real ones; those of*
is
he
for
case,
his
in
is no lack of interest
the North were spurious, The Southern quesWe, recall tion used to be, that of the maintenance of this
well informed on the subject.
supremacy over the whole land by these real
a Christian: woman, wife of a deacon in aristocrats.”
who, for nearly or
Now -** mediocrity is enthroned,” and the
one of our . churches,
is the free negro question;
quite as long a time, has also beena faith-: Southern question
a reversal has been made—the body politic

burning brush, or hoeing potatoes, as the The Star has ‘never been derelict in this
case might be. But you will call in again ;
matter and means ever to do its whole duyou are not: going to leave usin this way ?” ty in spreading knowledge among its read¢¢Oh no, mother; I will be back soon;
and I wish you to call in the children, if ers; the public addresses and private

Sarah and the children a few moments:
They will think it strange if I do not. I
would like to have you sit here till I return, Perhaps we shall think of some- they are'not' ‘too, far off; I wish
thing moreto say.”
Josey and Betsey at least.”

‘These opinions showy one thing clearly,
and that is that we can not do too much
for the education of the colored people of

We frequently hear people say, ‘I have
no interest in Foreign Missions. I believe in
Ithink there are enough | regard to Education, he writes: * There is
Home Missions.
right about us to help and work for, and I great prejudice in this State against free schools

essarily is, had expanded into womanly
beauty ; the talk and pride of «the neighborhood, and the light and glory of a
happy home.
Let no one think I am writing fiction;

sorrow, as the

of the articles noticed are by southerners,
apparently intelligent and candid. Wegive
below the summing up of their opinions.
Mr. Stetson is a gentleman of Boston;
the ** South Carolinian” wrote his article
for the Atlantic Monthly, and the * Louisi~
anian,” for the North American Review.

frank representation of the situation as it ap-pears to the native people of that Staid,_ The:
present shows more honesty and less crime, a
renewed interest of the whites, and the banishment ofthe blacks from politics. . No party
will be tolerated ¢ which aggressively, and in
real earnest, advocates negro rights,”
He
says: ‘ The whites regard the negro as an inferior animal, admirably adapted to. work and
to wait, and look on him, ¢ in his proper place,’
with a curious : mixture of amusement, contempt and affection. It is when he aspires to
participate in politics, or otherwise claim privileges, that their hatred becomes intense.”
In

BE
EE.
ALP

water makes us laugh, drinking cold
water will make us sing.” And it was

babe,

FREEDMEN.

that is thine. Give my love to Josey
and Betsey (they had not yet come home),
and tell them to come to meeting next
Sunday.”

George, "said I, «if talking cold

wards I called to see them, the

THE

to the independent exercise of his. ¢ivil rights..

some good in it; and then she laughed.

even so.

N.H., Feb. 27.

Mrs. C., God bless you, and your good
husband, and the sheep and oxen, and all

thought her husband could not be sinning a great deal, and perhaps there was
«Well,

to

thing; but it is a great

laugh once more, that she could not help
it.

Concord,

was strange that he should be so forget- ‘likely to be, which is worthy of notice. Two

speaking of farmers’ wives—will be likely

:

ment changed into laughter. He did nof
necessary and responsible embodiment of mean tb be rude: buthe could not help
all the ways and possibilities of good to his it. And he asked my pardon: for laugh-

was (I will not say it was right and best,
but only state the fact), to make out a list

draw their characters like their

brought up among you from childhood.
Allow me to be recokned among your children. Your husband was right. We
depths, and there is no”one to hear me.
I have not smiled for months; but to-day talked together some time. And we
I have been laughing at the minister. agreed that religion is good for everyAnd now, Thomas (we will talk as ‘we thing—for sowing and mowing, for digdidin old times), let me ask a question, ging and ditching, for laughing and ecryhow do you get into the pulpit without a ing. Do you not find if So, my good
:
drink ? How do you pray without a drink? mother ?”
She
said
she
had
begun
to find it so.
Where do you get your inspiration? The
But it was something rather new.
She
very heathen held to drinking.”
«I am aware, George, that the heathen used to think that a minister was an awful
man, and religion an awful thing. But
did.”
:
:
“Well, Parson,
excuse my
imperti- since one of our own boys,who had grown
nence; and when you come again (you up with our own children, had come:to be
must not pass us by if we are drunk), you a minister,it seemed to be different. It
need not bring cold water with you; we came right into the house, as if Christ
have a well ; and there is a running brook should come into the house, and say, How
do you do,
at the bottom of the hill; and the river do you. do, Mary ?—How
|
Chocheco is not far distant. Is the world Martha ?
“Certainly,” said I. Christ does
coming to an end? There is cold water
enough. But whoever heard before of a come; that is to say, Christ the living
principle, Christ the I AM who lived becold-water minister.”
And he laughed,
—a genuine hearty laugh. Laughing is fore Abraham, Christ the Eternal Love,—
contagious ; and,I suppose I must confess He comes right in, and he says, Martha,
it, I laughed too. And turning my face or Sally, I believe your .name is Sally,
towards the house, I saw Sarah at the LET ME MAKE YOUR HEART MY HOME.

to every

com-

people understand the actual state of the
heathen world; the Map, too,
fills a
place, long vacant in our educational apparatus, and by diligent use of all these
appliances we need to spread far and wide
a knowledge of our Foreign Mission field,
its condition and wants.
Our pastors may

and

and will not pain you to repeat it. You sow, is the spelling-book, where they get inhabitants and their manners and cushave my deepest sympathy; but out of their lessons. We talked about the land, toms. Preparations for such talks will be
that ruin God will pluck salvation. Allow the rocks, the crops, the old trees, the a benefit to the pastors,and the ¢ talk” will
me as one whose utterances are prayers, winds and the rains, and the seasons. interest and profit the people,until, by-andand whose hopes are sometimes affirma- And somehow or other (I hope no one by, no one will say ‘‘ I have no interest in
tions, while-I see and proclaim the bright- will be offended at an expression which is Foreign Missions.” .
ness of the future, to say there is and certainly well enough, if we apply to it
"A BIRTH-DAY GIFT.
what scholars call exegesis), Christ was
must be, also, a day of suffering.
Your
To-day
I
received
the following letter from
heart will bleed, but stanch the wound tumbled right in, here and there, indis- our venerable brother and father in the Goswith patience. Do not rebuke him. The criminately as one might say, among the pel, which is too valuable to the cause of
rum-sellers are killing him; and in his hoeing and mowing, among the reaping Christ to be passed over in silence. Hoping
agony he will do violence and wrong. and sowing, and among the sheep and ox- that-many of the lovers of Jesus who may see
But always return his unkindness with en. And, by the way, this was appro- this article, will be influenced by this very
love. Remember, my dear sister, that he priate. He was born, as I have under- worthy example to remember the Home Mission cause on their “ birth-days,” and forward
too is 4 great sufferer. But so long as stood, among the oxen or cattle ef some their gifts, with their prayers, to the Treasury
there is a God in heaven, there is a place kind; worked among the . carpenters;
of the Lord, where they are very much needfor prayer; and so long as there is pray- could manage a boat and talk with fisher- ed, and will be very acceptable to Him who:
er, there is a place for hope. If you can men ; and in every way wis quite at home said, “it is more blessed to give than to receive,”
not believe in me, believe in him who hag among the common people. On the whole 1 give publicity to his letter:
sent me here to-day. And now wipe I am inclined to think, on full consideraLoupoN, N. H., Feb., 1878.
Dear Brother Curtis: —1I send you fifty
away your tears ; and let me kiss the babe tion, that the idea of making Christ too
dollars as my eighty-sixth birthday gift, to-whom God has given you; and I will common, by mixing him up in our daily gether with my prayers, for the promotion
matters, is a mistgke.
;
and benefit of the F. Baptist Home Mission
hasten back to our poor George.”
of which you. are Treasurer.
But I must go back to the house, as I Society, ours
“Do you say, parson, that you drink
in Christian Bonds,
promised.
JEREMIAH CLOUGH.
cold water?”
‘How
did
you
find
my
husband,
Mr.
¢ Certainly, I.do.”
May the Lord abundantly bless our aged

plications may vex great statesmen, or
involve great nations in war, it is now
evident that it requires no very keen
prophetic insight to discover that the
moral alld religious battle-ground of the
coming century is to be in the heart of
Asia. Tt looks as if the old struggle of
the garden of Eden were to be fought oyer again, not very far from the original

whatever

in the furrow;

wheat from the soil ; at least in part. The

sister,

At once I became alarmed, and spoke a window with her child in her arms, and
little seriously. ‘My dear friends,”I said, . she was laughing.
She told me after-

outlook,

stopped

breathed heavily; perhaps they thanked
me for giving them a little respite from
their hard work. I love farmers; they

which she oeand worn with
her arms.
‘my Georgé i
fs

there is no one who can not, in spirit, fulfill the injunction to ** preach the gospel

be the political

noble oxen

a view to the strength I might have to
hold out during the greater part ofa day’s
walk, the first family I came to I found to | “There was no rum in- the house; did
be Methodists ; at least the greater part Sarah say there was no cider?”
of them. And I knew but little about
‘I did not ask her, George.
But I askthem. I think they were comparatively ed her to allow me to kiss the beautiful
strangers in the town. We will call the babe she held in her arms. You oughtto
successive places at which we stop by the’ ‘be a_bhappy man, George, with such a
letters of the alphabet. And this there- noble wife,—I remember when, you were
fore was the house of Mr. A. I entered;
married, —and such a lovely child.”
and believing that ¢ Christ is not divided,”
“I ought to be, Mr. U., but I am not.
we became acquainted at once. I think I can not tell how it is, but I am sinking.
I asked them if Christ
was in the I am like a man going down into a deep
house. I certainly did ¢‘for substance.” well, or into some deep, dark place,” sinkThey said, “yes.” And one of the girls ing, sinking, and none to help me.
I do
at once struck up,
~
not understand it. I ery out from the

kind, at once joined in,
school’needed at once, but the delay in
|
RAZ
S I T
o*erme roll,
While the tempest still is high.”
* have also reversed fhe currents of moral “securing its endowment keeps three mis- |
influence across the line which separ- sionaries in this country, whose presence We were just as well acquainted with
ates Europe from Asia.
With the recoil and labor are greatly needed in their chos- each other, and just as happy, as if we
against superstition and tyranny in the en field. An opportunity like the pres- had seen each other for a fortnight, or, as
Turkish provinces, there already appears ent, for the moral conquest of theEast,has to that matter, for six months.
I forgot to
a corresponding recoil against Oriental never before been seen. Somebody,some ask them, if they were ‘‘ elected;” it was
ideas and systems.
We have seen at Christian denomination, will secure last- not necessary.
They elected themselves
least the beginning of the end of Moham- ing remembrance, and do God service on and then the Lord elected them; or take
- medan influence in Europe. It isa sig- this battle ground of the ages.
it the other ‘way, the Lord elected them,
I believe the opportunity to perpetuate and then they elected the Lord. Either
nificant fact that Russia and England
have met on the border line, and that all our denominational name and principles way is.good ; and both together are excelthe action of the great powers thus far in India is larger than in America. ‘But lent. A sort of double election; election

__statesmanship for a hundred

I found the old man at the plow; the

I entered the house and saw the young
wife,~—a single chair and: that

will do

more

than

anything else to make

posed there;” but, “ we intend

negro vote

ta eonfrol the

by. superior mtelhigence,

aud not by violence,”

:

by per-

edneation. should, he
Equal opportunity forblacks;
should
but they

suasion,

thinks, be given 10 the

efforts
und
be discouraged from all “aspirations
ich will ead indisappointment. and hasten
.
hg. active and deadly struggle.”

.

&

fenced

citiés of Judah,

captive 200,150 and

¢ shut

up

over

in Nineveh.

the

eunuchs,

Rab-shakeh,

Sharezer,

This ques-

‘tion he proceeded to answer.
The trust
-of Judah for human help was in Egypt,
for divine help, in Jehovah.
Hezekiah
had submitted three years before to Assyria; now he was in revolt.
His king«dom was then weakened.
The secret of
‘his rebellion against Assyria then seems
to have been an, alliance with Egypt.

Is. 81:1, 8, 6—9; 2 Kings 18:21.

he

had

done

this,

who

murdered

him

while

he

AN ‘“ ABOMINABLE”
CusroM. Mr.
John E. Ray, Corresponding Secretary
of the North Carolina
Sunday-school
Board says in the Biblical Recorder:
There is an abominable enstom in some
Sunday-schools of taking the Testament
up and reading for an hour or more without a single word of explanation from

chief of the cup-bearers.
The speaker
was the latter personage.
He spoke the
Hebrew, which may explain the reason
that he was sent on the errand.
2 Kings
18:28.
. *“ Whereon dost thou trust?”

When

was worshiping in the temple of his god,
Nisroch.— Scholar's Weekly.

Rabsaris and Rab-shakeh. 2 Xings 13:17.
of the

up against

King Hezekiah, in order-to save his kingdom, paid him an enormous tribute.
This sufficed for "the time. But a short
time afterward Hezekiah again declared
his independence, and then ‘happened the
events which are given in our lesson.
185,000 of the army of Sennacherib perished in a single night, and he returned
home “ with shame of face.” He built
the great palace of Koyunjik, which surpassedin extent and magnificence all
that
had ever been erected by his predecessors. As our lesson’states, he finally
—though not immediately after his return
to Nineveh—came to his death by the
hands of his sons, Adrammelech and

in Jerusalem like a bird in a cage.”
Notice that his records report the capture
. and captivity of Judah, which the Scriptures omit. * Lachish.” A town of an.
cient times even then, the king of which
Joshua defeated.
Josh. 10:26—33. It
was thirty miles south of Jerusalem, and
belonged to Ammon.
The original does
not say * laid siege against Lachish,” but
‘‘ was near Lachish.” The Assyrian records report the capture of it.
All hss
power, with him.”
All his army and
chariots. ¢¢ Send his servants.” Tartan,

«chief

Philistia, -and

so say the inscriptions left by that king

Hezekiah

the

and

Before he came

—
he "took 46 cities of Judah
and carried away over 200,000 captives—

took

Tartan means the general, Rabsaris,

Egypt.

the teacher, or a question from the schol-

ars. Wonder if this does not do more
harm than good? This much it does:
it has a tendency to wear out the patience
of every boy or girl in the class, and give
them a distaste for the Sunday-school.
Have some particular lesson, and

the

scholars

to study it, and

induce

then ask

questions.
This can be done; and the
teacher says but little for himself, who

Hez- says that he can not keep the attention of

and keepeth his garménts, lest he walk
naked, and they see his shame. And he
gathered them together into a place
called in the Hebrew tongue Armageddon,” Rev. 16: 12—16.
One important regson for giving the
prophetical portions Sythe Bible, is found
in the following words of Jesus: ¢ And
now I have told you before it come to
pass, that, when it is come to pass, ye
might believe.” John 14: 29.
A careful study of those prophecies

he said.

Notice in

2 Kings 28:25,

that

That

claim, in his

_pride, he may have sincerely put forth;
probably, however, it was said for effeet.

“4 Taken away his high places.”

The

: reformatory, religious character of Heze‘kiah seems to have been known by the
Assyrians. They were ignorant enough
-of the law of Jehovah to regard the re-

moval of ¢ the high places” by Hezekiah

-as impious. The Assyrians viewed these
-aets from the stand-point of paganism.
‘Hence, to them, piety

was

impiety.

So

now when our stand-point is prejudice,
avarice, bigotry, sectarianism, the piety
‘of others becomes in our eyes impiety.

“God ever sees things as they are.

« My

fathers.” Previous monarchs of Assyria.
Only one member of the family of Sennacherib had previously had the throne of
Assyria.
‘ Know ye mot.”
The suc-cesses of Assyria were known over the
whole world of that age. Syria had rea‘son to remember the power of that em-

‘pire.

It had been overran,

-and despoiled of wealth
by Assyria. The whole
‘was carried off by this
-archy. « Were the gods

conquered

and inhabitants
nation of Israel
powerful monany ways able 2”

Notice that Jehovah was, by

the pagans,

-viewed like the gods of other nations.
Notice how each nation looked to its
gods in times of peril. “Consider the dif-

‘ference
and

between

trust in

blank

space

in that Eternal Spirit who fills heav-

-en and earth. Since these gods of the
imagination hod not delivered their de.

luded worshipers, Sennacherib reasoned

‘that the living God

could

«dah.

Read Is. 10:8—12.
-often reason, comparing

not help Ju.

So now
ihe false

men
with

he

has

given

ability to do (*‘ reaping where thou hast
not sown”), and, like him, you plead your
timidity. Do you remember the reply of
the. judge:
Thou wicked and slothful
servant?” Wicked sloth, hiding bebind a
sense of responsibility. Alas! how many

Sennacherib claims that Jehovah sent him

to destroy that land.

than

‘“‘one talents” are hid in a napkin.— Tracts

Jor S. 8. Teacher.

:

© SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS.
Fanny Crosby has written 2,500 Sundayschool hymns.

Sir Charles Reed, of London, finds it a
pleasure to work
He says:
- “Ihave been
of public work, in
parliamentary and

in the

Sunday-school.

called to do a good deal
the course of my life,
otherwise. I may say

that nothing has evér

given

me

such

thorough satisfaction and true reward as
my work in the Sunday-school.”
The S. S. Teacher, of London,
adopted an expedient that, to say

has
the

the

ad-

least, is a novelty.
first

vance.

six

of 1878,

in

He gave his own trust to the

nation, and

made it secure.

So

now,

‘one man of resolate and intelligent faith

may inspire a whole church and commu-

‘nity, perhaps, like Luther, his whole age,
‘with confidence in God.

‘“ They cried

but

from

territory of Greece, of Montenegro, of

growing

Servia, of the independence

Rev. W. C. Van Meter closed his work

among the children

ber,
tion
use
that

in Rome

last Octo-

safety, be dispensed with.
This would
very literally fulfill this part of the pre-

on the recall of the Baptist Publica-Society, that organization desired to
him in other ways, but he, feelin
his mission is at. Rome, has. severe

diction.

the

Sunday-School

World

‘school, and

.
not a few

zealous expounders of prophecy rushed
into type, to assure us that the great day
of the Almighthad
y at last come, some
of whom have gone into mourning at
the prospéct of peace; others are hoping
that there may come some misunder-

learn that the Bethesda Sunday-school of
the First Presbyterian church of H oboken,
N. J., has alocal Sunday-sehool - mission-

ary, an industrial

;

When the war broke out;

we

a

bank. On certain evenings duringsavinthe
week a cashier receives the depos
its of
the

it

ARMAVIEDDON: *

his work there as an independent mission.
:

From

of Rouma-

nia, and Bulgaria. ‘Should this council
prevail over both Turkey in Europe and
Turkeyin Asia, the Turk might, with

‘the true religion, and putting both on a
level.
ai
“Let not Hezekiah deceive you.” Nolice his connection with the Society, and is
soliciting the funds necessary
to
‘the compliment to the sincere faith of now
carry on

Hezekiah.

or religion,

fear of the Czar of Russia. To maintain
the ‘* balance of power” has cost much
Christian blood and untold millions of
treasure. But the Turk has become, at
last, so atrocious that the world was
shocked at. the idea of supporting him

habit of holding frequent county “conventions is one to be especially’ commended.
— Advance.

in the text, the

kings

of the

Strafford, on Sabbath,Oct.

11, 1818.

In the Spring of 1819, went to Gilmanton Academy, and while there was deeply impressed with the work of the ministry. Itsank deeply into my heart. I
felt that I ought to warn sinners and
speak to them from the Scriptures, passages of which, would revive with great power
and ‘feeling in my mind. I sometimes
would have hard work to Keep from

east

may sit, unmolested, on . their thrones, a

3

Se

or Doctor V.can

sermons upon the

not

practical

endure plain
sins

of the

age, and that they raise such a cry

Tiam ~ Buzzell;

Charge

Bean;

to the congregation and

Address

by

EId.

Moses

concluding prayer by Eld. E. Place.

about

Visiting

and

living,

andi
pressing fountain of
truth—and—is
Prat

ed

_

preaching in Rye consid-

God;—yet it can not be made to account

ficulty, and raising a row

about pastor

and family and those who are active in
carrying forward Christian enterprise

and work.

It seems to me it often

hap-

pens that no small part of this state of
things is brought about by one minis.
ter's taking up the issue against his
brother pastor and disparaging him and
his work, and thus causing dissatisfac-

tion and trouble. When the herald of the

Cross dons the garb and habit of the political aspirant, and sacrifices the sacredness of his high calling for the ermine of

the demagogué

and

resorts to

all the

chicanery of the smart lawyer, it is not
strange that the true minister often finds
his hold upon his ‘people gradually les-

sening and his pastorate accordingly in-

secure,

me

to

sing

one

of

a little

while.

II.
COMPILED

BY

JOSEPH

FULLONTON,

BAPTISM, CALL TO THE MINISTRY, ORDINATION AND EARLY LABORS.

[It is designed that these articles shall be
useful to all. Hence the selections will be ex-

perimental, historical and

suggestive

for good

plans, purposes and actions. They may not
be manyin number, and in some of them only a line, or paragraph here and

there, will be

put down, and taken from a very full account
in the journal. In the last paper Just enough
was taken from the account of his convietion and conversion to show that the work of
the heart was thorough, and his conversion
clear. In this, hi§ impressions relative to baptism, also his conflicts while feeling called to

Baptist

He assented.

hymn

All,

some

this occasion.

God was there truly.

June 29, 1823, preached in Rye and
baptized four persons. This was the first

time I administered this ordinance.

The

candidates had been sprinkled in infancy,
and I felt it my duty to preach on baptism.
Text,
Mark 16:15, 16. At the
place of baptism a large concourse of
people were present. A more solemn
and weeping scene F never witnessed.”
(A request was soon made that the discourse
on the above occasion be published.
He com-

plied,

but

young

man, but 22 years of age, he

stated

in a preface

that being

what they said
not ,by the loudness of the

|

n which I thought I died and

a

wasin trial

in submitting a work on a controverted subject

to publication,
It was issued from the press
of Mr, Robert Foster, Portsmouth, contains
twenty-four pages,and is a treatment of the de-

sign of baptism; the mode immersion; and the
subjects, believers. He went * to the law and

the testimony,” the sacred Scriptures,
for authority in all. This was probably the first
sermon published on baptism by a minister

of our denomination.]

“Dec. 11, 1823, I was married to Miss
Olive H. Foss, daughter of Mr. William
Foss, of Strafford. Eld. Enoch Place

performed the marriage ceremony.”

REV. SAMUEL HUTCHINS.
‘Elder Samuel Hutchins, the
in New

subject of
Portland,

Portland, Ban.

societies.

:

While he lived in New Portland he lost
his wife and three or four children.
He
married Lucy Sylvester for his secon
d
wife, by whom he had two sons and
a
daughter, who are now living.

He moved to Norridgewock and took
the pastoral care of the church there,

where he buried his second wife. After
residing there for several years he mar-

ried a Mrs. Bickford, and removed to
No. Belgrade, and took the pastoral care

of the church

there,

and also of ‘he one

at Smithfield, which relation he sustained

while he lived.
No man in the vicinity in which he
lived was held in higher esteem than Eld.
Samuel Hutchins. He remained a faithful minister and worthy member of the
F. Baptist church until death.

He

died

at

1876,
days.

aged

85

W. Waterville, Apr. 9,

years 4 months

et

and 10
C. S.

le

REV. WILLIAM HOOPER,

M, D.

William Hooper was born

in Mon-

mouth county, New Jersey, December
2, 1818. While young, his futher, with a
growing family, moved to Alexander,
Ohio, where the subject of this notice
made

a’ publ
- profes
ic
sion

of ‘religion,

under the ministerial labors of Rev. D.

C. Topping,
and united
Freewill Baptist church.

with the first
He soon com-

menced preaching and traveling as a Iicentiate, and in a few years he was or-

dained. His labors extended into the
counties of Athens, Meigs, Gallia, Law-

rence, and

Scioto.

His

early ministry

seemed to be attended, in many places,
with success. He formed one or two

churches,

mental
house
rial aid
For
much

and in one

place

was

in

instru-

securing the erection of a
of worship, and furnished. matein building another.
twelve years he continued, with
regularity, his ilinerate labors,

with the exception of a year or two spent
in attending
school.
He
was married,

settled,

and

made

his

home

during the

most of his subsequent life.
:
After the year 1850, he turned his attention to the study of medicine,and, in 1857,
graduated at the Starling Medical College,

at Columbus. * He also attended a partial
course of lectures at the Ohio Medical
College, Cincinnati. He entered at once
on a successful practice in Rutland, the
place of his residence, and became somewhat eminent in his profession.
He still preached occasionally, but the
most of his time was otherwise employed,

giving him litle or no time

formance

of ministerial

meantime his

influence

for the per-

duties.

In. the

as a minister be-

came less, and for the last few years of
his ‘life he seldom pregched. But his at-

tentions to the sick were

never

remitted,

often visiting them when others would
have been in their beds. Indeed, he was
a man, sick or well, of indomitable

ener-

gy and perseverance. Though of feeble
health and elender form, he performed
more Jabor than most men of robust
health.
His last illness was very painful, confining him to his room for five months.
He died March 21, 1877, aged fifty-nine

years.

on the

His funeral was largely attended

23d.

In

less

than seven

his wife also “followed him

months,

to the house

appointed for all living. Thus, in a short
space of time, a family of children are
deprived of both parents.
SELAH HIBBARD BARRETT.
SRLS

»

THE FRESH HOUR.

Every day should be commenced with
God. The busiest and the best man in
Jerusalem was wont to say, ‘‘In the
morning will I direct my prayer unto
thee,

and

will

look

up:

“I will sing

aloud of thy mercy in the morning.” Daniel, too, saluted his God with prayer and
praise at early dawn. We begin the day
unwisely and at a great risk to ourselves,
if we leave our chamber without secret’

conference with our Almighty Friend. Every Christian, when he puts on his clothes,
should also. put on his spiritual armor.
Before the day's march
bggins he should
eavenly

gather up a portio!

manna

to feed the inner man. As the Oriental
traveler sets out for the sultry journey

Maine, Nov. 29, 1790, converted Jan. 1, over burning sands by loading up his
1803, and was soon after baptized and camel under the palm-tree’'s shade, and

joined the Freewill Baptist church in fillshis water flagons from the crystal
New Portland. He commenced preach- fountain which sparkles at its roots, so
Ing at nineteen years of age, was ordain- does Christ's pilgrim draw his morning
ed in 1810, and was the first settled min- supplies from the exhaustless spring.
isterin New Portland.
He served for Morning is the golden hour for prayer and
several years as military chaplain, was
representative to the Legislature
two or
three yedrs, and preached in Portland
while he was in the Legislature.

praise. The mind is fresh; the mercies
of the night and the new resurreglion of
the dawn both prompta devout soul to

school in Madison where he preached.
He has witnessed several reformaiions
there. - He labored also in a reformation
in Mt. Vernon, where many were hopefully converted, among others Sally

the gates of heaven, One of the finest
touches in Bunyan's immortal allegory
is his description of Christian in the cham-

Previous to his marriage he ‘taught

standing ‘which shall involve all Europe
the blaze of war. This much may be
in
children, from a penny up, and when
said
:—*“ The end is not yet.” Two es-hoped to frighten the Jews. an individual's deposits’ amountto five sential elements are lacking to bring for- the ministry will be brief, while his accounts Eaton, whom he married for his first wife.
tone
they ,
of both are full. He was the first converted He spent much time preaching in differ:
doll
“The Jews’ speech” was the Hebrew | bank ars;he receives a regular savings.
on all ‘that he | ward Armageddon. . (1). : The inspiring ‘of a good number that soon came out.]
ent towns ; was a man of deep piety, and
language, and was employed in prefer- may put ; and interest
in thereafter.
cause of that battle is not at St. PetersThe plan, though
‘“ A short time after my conversion, I a successful revivalist. He
«ence to the Syrian, in order that the peo- | 2 here, is quite
was often on
common in England. burg, or Constantinople, at London or at hada dream,i
‘with a loud voice , . , fo affright them.” By

Ry

fifteen, gathered, I preached unto them
Jesus. Soon I saw the tars falling. The
master of the packet was a profane
man, but he dropped his head to conceal
his emotions. Necessity compelled him
to look up to see if his packet was going
right, and then I eaw his eyes streaming
with tears. Never was I more sensible
of the divine presence and aid than on

this notice, was born

FROM ARTHER OAVERNO'S JOURNAL, |

my

I told him Isupposed he meant to ridicule. He denied. I told the master, if he
had no objection, I should like to preach

the shield the devil uses when he glides
into the sanctuary among the sons of

He preached in Boston,

gor, Augusta and other villages; and
was loved and respected by all Chris
tian

Hooper, of Rutland, in which place he

the minister's preaching reform" and pol.
itics ;—yet all this could not produce the erably, 1 sometimes went down the river
wide spread uneasiness
and disaffec- from Durham to Portsmouth in a packet.
Once in going from Portsmouth to Durtion.
Granting that this cry of expediency is | ham, the company was unpleasant, being
the dead weight of the church in this profane, vulgar and every way irrelignineteenth century; that it padlocks in ious. I prayed to God that he would entoo many instances the minister's mouth able me to reprove them. One, knowing
and rests with mountain weight upon the that I was a Freewill Baptist minister,ask-

for all this trouble. Is there not a cause
beyond and behind all this, often unnoticed and yet none the less existing
This much, however, has been suggestand hurtful?
:
ed by the discussions arrising out of the
Do not ministers in too many instances
late war, and the threatened complications :—The prophet may have had in| take the very course to encourage this
view the native princes of the distinct restlessness and uneasiness? perhaps unconsciously
but yet surely and effectually.
and diverse nationalities, which compose
If this is true, ought they not to be held
the empire of the Turks.
Thus, to responsible
for a part at least of the
found a great empire, the Turks overtrouble? Are there not ministerial lawturned a great many legitimate thrones,
and derived many nations of their law- yers inalmost every community whom the
unruly and rebellious spirits consult and
ful and loved sovereigns; whip
this by whom
they are often directly or indipower is, in turn, overthrown, the narectly
aided
in their attempts at disorgantions so long groaning under this despotization? How agreeable it certainly is to
ism shall have an opportunity to select
personal vanity, to be flattered and to be |
rulers agreeable to their wishes.
had in high estimation for wisdom in
Passing events point to this interpretaecclesiastical councils and to act the part
tion. . The western powers,—England
of semi-lawyer for ‘these people in our
and France especially,—have long suschurches who are continually making dif- |
tained the Turk, not from love of his

Some of the prominent clergymen of
Chicago have entered into a compact to
recommend to their congregations the any longer, upoh any pretense whatever,
English system of Bible-reading. Amon
and other methods of restraining Russia
them we notice the names of Rev. E.
P, and of maintaining
the balance of power
Goddwin, Rev. W. C. Willing, the M. E.
|
are
now
under
contemplation.
It is
residing
elder, Rev. J. M. Gibson,
Rev. D. $. Cheney, etc.
A committee thought that independent nations, govwas appointed to select topies for three erned by kings of their own choosing,
months.
:
ruling in accordance with the customs
After all has been said ‘in just praise of and religion of their fathers, would form
the great annual Sunday-school ‘¢ (Con- a stronger barrier against Russia than
gresses,” ete., it still rémains that the
the present odious government. Aecordreal elevation of our Sunday-schools is to
come mainly through the multiplied meet- ingly, we hear of the enlargement of the

ings of lesser pretensions, . The

gested

SERA

manners, morals,

It has been issued,

numbers

symbolized
by the ‘ false prophet,”
Protestant commentators very generally
agree in referring the symbols, ** Dragon” and ‘‘Beast,” to Rome.
Rome, then,
must be at the bottom of the movement
which culminates in the battle at Armageddon.
(2) Another consideration leads
to the same conviction,
Armageddon is
not fought until after the way is prepared
by the drying up of the river Euphrates,
for the kings of the east. Not less than
three-score years have been consumed in
that part of the prediction which ‘relates
to the drying up of the waters of the
great river, and two-score more may yet
be consumed before her channel becomes
dry; and for anything that is said or sug-

century more before they shall be forced
to meet the forces ofthe Dragon and Benst
at Armageddon.
To form a background
which have already been fulfilled might for the picture of this great and decisive
enable one to discover certain laws of battle, we may suppose the Turkish powinterpretation,
by the observance
of er to have passed into history, legitimate
weeping aloud when these feelings would
which the probabilities of the outcome kings ‘enthroned throughout the east, come.
I felt an unwillingness to engage
of passing events might be forecast; but Christianity rapidly spreading—the Greek in the work, I was
so young, 18 years;
experience shows that men are more gov- and Protestant types prevailing;
the had had but little experience, &e.
erned by their preconceived opinions, Pope in possession of Italy, as a base, in- | In the winter, taught school
in my napreferences, and passions, even while stigating many kings to join him in his at- tive district.
The call was that I must
expounding the Scriptures, than by the temptto subjugate the east, is met and preach the gospel. At length
felt I must,
laws of Biblical exegesis. = Nevertheless, defeated in the plains of Palestine near as by holding back, I had
but little freewe can but hope that when the prophe- Mount Megiddo.
dom in prayer. I conversed with the deacies have more generally been fulfilled
con (this was Deacon Seward, who had
their power as a witness in favor of the
‘| prayed so Cog
MINISTERIAL LAWYERS.
Tg my conversion).
divine origin of the Bible will more genHe said, “Try Arfpur, try, Experience
BY WILLIAM WILLIAMS,
erally be felt and acknowledged.
will settle it.” Idid try, and blessed be
For some little time the eyes of all
There is noticeable in many of our God from that day, I have had few doubts
have been turned towards Constantinople
churches a very restless and dissatisfied that it is my duty to preach the gospel.
and statesmen and students of prophecy,
June 17, 1823, was ordained. The night
spirit in the membership, bordering on
have alike been striving to-lift the vail
and often culwinating in open rupture and previous, I walked till a late hour in ny
and catch a glimpse of the To. of that
father’s fields and spent the night mostly
rebellion.
great city.
Now the question frequently comes in prayer and meditation. Oh, how preAside from the merest conjectures of
home to the true disciple of Christ, what cious Christ's cause looked to me.—Sermen, all that the world knows, or at presmay be the cause of all this grumbling ‘vices in a grove. Prayer by Eld. 8S. B-.ent can know, concerning the final settleand unchristian criticism about the pas. Dyer; Sermon by Eld. David Harriman,
ment § of the ‘Eastern Question,” is
tor and his co-laborers in Christian work from 2d Tim. 2:3. * Thou,
therefore,
found in the Scripture above quoted.
endure hardness as a good soldier of
and progress?
The language being symbolical, requires
Granting that there are yellow eyes Jesus Christ.” He first showed the char-.
the presence of the events to make it peramong every people;
that there are acter of a good minister of the gospel.
fectly intelligible. The most that can be
hypocrites amid those who listen to the Second, enforced the exhortation to endure
safely undertaken, at present, is to look
hardness. Ordaining prayer by Eld. Wilword of God; that Squire A, or Deacon

at the text in-the light of passing events:
ekialr without the promise of foreign as- | his class; and
study
son.
By common consent the river Euphrates
sistance did not defy this mighty power.
is supposed to symbolize the Turkish
Isaiah rebukes the nation for not trusting | THE RESPONSIBILITY.
‘I am going
-solely in Jehovah.
toresign; the responsibility isso great, power. The drying up of the water of
«¢ Abide in the siege.”
*“ Abide in the I do not feel that I have the ability to do that great river is considered a fitting
stronghold,” says the margin. No army ‘the work.” How many teachers, in all symbol of the decline of Ottoman power.
parts of the country, have spoken thus.
Taking this view as the correct one,
now encompassed the city, but the sur- Let
us remind you:
is now, and, for more than half a
Turkey
rounding country was overrun
by As1. That the responsibility is great,very
has been, enduring the plague of
century,
syrians.
great; but you do not escape it by re*‘ Doth not Hezekiah persuade
you.”
The king was braver and had signing. The responsibility of one who the sixth vial.
1t is nota
THE KINGS OF THE EAST.
more confidence in God than his chief does not teach is greater.
question between you and a belter teachthis part of the prophecy shall
When
men.
They, rather than he, were in er,but between you and no teacher at all ;
completely fulfilled, when the
been
have
«dangeriof yielding.
for
there
are
never
teachers
enough
for
He stood firm in his
- confidence in God.
** Saying, the Lord all the children who might be brought in. Turkish power shall "have been entirely
our God shall deliver us.”
Here wasthe If you dare not teke the responsibility of swept away, the next part will come up
how can you take the responsi- for fulfillment, and those then living will
ground of the king's confidence. He also teaching,
bility of shirking.
be able to determine who are the kings of
believed that faith and works should unite,
2. Your answer is that of the man of
and strive together for the end in view. one talent. When you talk of responsi- the east. In times past, this has baffled
‘ The Jehovah our God shall deliver us,” bility, you virtually say that God is ** aus- the wisdom of commentators.
tere,” exacting more

Armageddon.”

Whatever may be said as to the power

Meetings than
whom I was ac.

councils to settle difficulties in churches,

ee

forty-six

victories in Phenicia

unto the kings of the earth and ofthe whole:
world,to gather them to the battle of that
great day of God Almighty. Behold,I come
as a thief. Blessed is he that watcheth,

ceeded all I had ever heard.
The sweetness of that music, tongue can never express. Nothing short of heaven can equal
it.
:
y
Soon after the dream, one day, while
pondering upon it, these words came to
me, ‘“ And now why tarriest thou? Arise
and be baptized." Conversed with my father, who was not a professor ; he said he
had no objections, but thought such a step
should be taken with due consideration.
Turning to my mother, she said she was
willing, and bursting into tears said, ** I
feel
I must go with you.” My mother,
myself, and a widow living near were
baptized by Eld. Enoch Place in North
River Pond, Barrington, N. H., now

He preached oft.

Le

.nacherib.” Son of Sargon, and king of
Assyria twenty-two years, from 702 to 680
B. C,, the most powerful monarch of Assyria.
Nineveh owes its fame to him,
and modern knowledge of Assyria is due
to the inscriptions gathered out of the ruins of Nineveh. He writes that he took

false prophet. For they are the spirits of
devils, working miracles,which go forth

one thousand persons.

music, exy)| ener

RN

¢Sen-

of the dragon, and out of the meuth
of the beast, and out of the mouth of the

any other minister in the" Kennebec
Year.
ly Meeting; and has baptized more than

Raed

and became the vassalof Assyria.

spirits like frogs come out of the mouth

of

ser-

AN

is valiant words, submitted,
paid tribute,

thiee unclean

tongue

for melody

ordination

ee

"Hezekiah, notwithstanding

Then

And I saw

Hebrew

at Q. and Yearly
any other minister with
quainted.

which,

mere

Ly

fore.

BIOGRAPHICAL. Sen-nach-e-rib signifies
¢* The moon adds brothers.” Perhaps this
is a way of saying that he was not the
eldest son. Ile was the son and successor of Sargon, king of Assyria. He was
a mighty king and a great conqueror,
Before attacking Judah, he had obtained

east might be

in the

harps,

He preached

mons and solemnized tore marriages than

edt AN

After the first invasion

prepared.

of the

the Dardanelles, but “¢ into a place called

try.

PE

Notes and Hints,

clean spirits thus sent forth assemble the
kings to fight, not on the Danube or on

‘ And the sixth angel poured out his
vial upon the great river Euphrates ; and
the water thereof was dried up, that the

185,- way of the kings

000 perished out of that army.
2 Kings
19:85. ¢¢ Slew him.” The deathof Sennacherib took place seventeen years later,
by assassination at the hands of his two
sons. 2 Kings 19:37.
God did not suffer the trust of Hezekiah to fail of reward.

' 2 Chron.--32:9-31.

Bennacherib, three years be-

* Angel”

natural agent

wouldbe here called ‘* an angel.”

82 8.

«of Judah by

angel.”

Any

by which God destroyed the Assyrian
army, pestilence, simoon, or an army,

ASSYRIANS.

GOLDEN
TEXT: “ With him is an arm of
Jesh
; but with us is the Lord our God to
help us,and to fight our battles.”—2 Chron.

““¢ After this.”

sent an

messenger.

These un-

the Saviour. He was clothed in’ white,
as were also the holy Lappy guests. Oh,
the beautiful personage of the Redeemer
and the happiness of the saved; He was
assisting them to tune and strike their

———

for the minis-

ee

THE

Lord

means

mouth of the false prophet.”

BY REV, 8. D, CHURCH.

candidates

ed

“

AND

“The

Papers.)

out of the mouth of the dragon, and out
of the mouth of the beast, and out of the

er

also to examine

saw the Eternal one and
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HEZEKIAH

see Lesson
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went to heaven,
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Questions
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NOTES

the

saw three unclean spirits like frogs come

TURKEY IN PROPHE(Y.

Is. 87:14—20.

Says

thankfulness.

The

its earliest flight,

ber of Peace,

buoyant

heart takeg

like the lark, toward

‘‘awoke and sang,” while

his window looked .out to the sun-rising.
If even the stony statue of old heathen
Memnon made music when the first rays
of the dawn kindled

‘on its flinty

brow,

surely no Christian heart should be'dumbr

when God causes the Tuigoings of the
morning to rejoice.~7.
Cuyler, D.
|p
[
Ca

!

r

AND

the prayer of the king.

Communications,

Paris, but at Rome.

UD Die

ple might hear, be disheartened, and
force Hezekiah to open the gates,
« Prayed and cried to heaven."
Ses | —
the relation of trouble to prayer.
Notice

Sabbath - School Lesson.---Mar. 17.
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Selections.

THE

Fie

reality ; life will be a supper to the heart
where the Saviour is a guest,

quil and calm will

be the

and

tran-

meal, for he

whe taugat his disciples, entering at a
door, to say, ‘* Peace be unto this house,”

' © IN HIS VINEYARD.

And duties with Christian grace;

will surely speak the same words himself, being a very Prince of Peace. And
we shall also sup with him. ‘This promise begins to be fulfilled on earth whenever a spiritual gift or gladness is poured
into the soul ; but tongue can not tell, ear

To be given in every place.)

ing.

or, short,

There is never a way so narrow

But the Master's work is there;
There is something ‘to do for his dear sake,
Or something to calmly bear.

.

There are trialé’to meet with Christian faith,

"And there’s Christiansweetness to every one,

hath not heard, the fullness of its mean-

;

fot us only say, blessed ave they that
shall eat bread in the kingdom of God!

Their working days are never so hard «
Christ a stay

happy they who sit down at the marriage
supper of the Lamb.— Quéver.

Forks; hain of darkness are days of light,
;

When Jesus leads the way.

0-0-0
+o

And the waiting days of those who hope

ONCE AND NOW,

Are days of quietness;
And the praymg days of those who trust
Are dys of perfect peace.

There
And
Which
Nor

‘* How is your church getting

smart?” ‘Well, I believe the brethren
think so.” *¢ Don’t you like him?” “ Yes,
I like him as a man well enough, but he's

Yet as sweet as the breath of the royal rose
ord

Theos

they

knoweth well,

bloom,

— Selected. .

ob
0-0-0

RESPONSIBILITY FOR
THOUGHTS.

SECRET

¢“ A good man out of the good

:

treasure

of his heart bringeth forth that which is

good; and an evil man out of the evil
treasure of his heart bringeth forth that
which is evil ; for of the abundance of the
heart his mouth speaketh.”
The text teacheth that man is swayed

to.do what is good, or whatis evil, by the

quality of his preponderating

thoughts.

" Because, ‘‘as a man thinketh in his heart,

soisfhe.”

Christianity

minion

over

extends

the ‘secrets

its do-

of the

heart,

and aims to purify its concealed currents
of thought.
‘The quality of right or wrong
pertains to the invisible

thoughts,

as well

as to the manifested actions. To God
all hearts are open, and he searcheth the
heart.

From

him

no

‘secrets

are

hid,

and not one can escape his all-seeing eye.
* The

preacher,

therefore; - shows:

First,

that cherished thoughts exert a controlling influence in the formation of moral
character, and in shaping the outward actions,

No passion of our

nature

can

be

brought into activity till after the mind
has thought of the object of that passion,
formed

conceptions

concerning

it,

and

dwelt on exaggerated views of the pleasures of indulgence. In the curtained
theater of the heart, passions enact their
secret sins of lawless violence on our

moral nature. Those that do not
forth and blacken the outer man,
burn

and

scar the

hidden

blaze
often

man

of the

heart. Vile literature incites the evil
thoughts that supply the fuel to the passion-fires that rage within the heart, and
which are more consuming because they
are concealed and burn
virtue in the
dark.

Mental reveling .in sin is known to
God. He understandeth thy thoughts afar
off.

:

Hatred

are

mental

“idoltary.

Lustful

thoughts are the essence of adultery.
Meditated sin is actual in God’s sight. He
knoweth the thoughts of the heart. To
him we must answer for

their

character.

We must all appear, or be manifested,
before the judgment seat of Christ. All
secret sins will burst forth into vivid
form by the revealing brightness of the
great white throne. We can not -escape
the guiltof cherished evil passions..because concealed from mortal eye. Hark!
the trumpet’s awful sound !
Oh, what fear it shall engender

In solemn words, with tremulous

tones

of - action

and

heaven is and will be to a redeemed soul,
into that glorious,

eternal

final

entrance

state—all

the

mighty interests of your being for immortality are to be won or lost in your
victory or defeat in that tremendous conflict by which every thought is to ‘be
bronght

into captivity unto the obedience

of Christ. Let each soul pray: Cleanse
Thou me from’ secrets faults.” Create in

me a clean heart,

right

spirit

O

within

God,

and

me."—

Pleasure.

renew

Temple
:

a

of

It is a question

that

can

be

an-

swered very quickly. What makes you
hesitate, my brother? Is it not because
Jesus has said, ** If ye love me, keep my
commandments”? And one of them is,
‘ Touch not mine anointed, and do my
‘prophets no harm.”
ou claim to know what good preaching is. You did know once, you ought
to have said. I know you will never forget the time when you used to go from
the closet to the house of God,

and

* sit

under his shadow with great delight.”
The sermon, oh how sweet it was! What
an appetite you had! You-ate it all and
wished for more: How it made your face
shine! As you passed out the
door, the
brethren whispered softly to each other,
‘ Our brother has seen Jesus to-day.”
Those were precious seasons, but they
are gone. What a change has come over
you! Your appetite has failed so that you
cannot relish
the preaching of God's
word now, and you fancy the fault is in
your pastor. Like a sick child, you imagine that if you had something different,
it would taste good. What a miserable
condition you are in, my

dear

brother !

How unlike the beloved brother of former days. Instead of taking sweet counsel together as you walk to the house of
God in company, you hardly see your
brethren now until Jou get there, and
then only to cast sidelong glances at them
to see if they are not * hit.”
O my brother! my poor, backsliding
brother? return unto the Lord again!
Enter into your closet and thank Him, the

first thing,

that

he ever prepared your

heart to receive the ‘Word.

Then

repent

and do thy first works, and may God bless

salvation.—Ner Vous in Chris. Secretary.
MOSES'
The end was

LAST LOOK.
at

last

come.

It might

still have seemed thata triumphant close
was in store for the aged prophet. His
eye

was not dim; nor his

natural

force

abated. Ile had led his people to victory
against the Amorite kings ; he might still
be expected to lead them over into the
land of Canaan. But so it was not to be.
From the desert plains of Moab he went
up to the same lofly range whence
the

same

pros-

has

been

long forgotten ; but the view of Moses has
become the proverbial view of all time.
It was the peak dedicated to Nebo on
which he stood. He lifted up his eyes
westward, and northward,and southward,
and eastward.
Beneath him
lay the
tents of Israel ready for the march; and
over against

them,

distinctly

visible

in

its grove of palm-tree, the stately Jericho, key of the: Land. of Promise. Beyond was spread out the whole range of
the mountains of Palestine, in its fourfold
masses ; all Gilead, with Hermon and
Lebanon in the east and north ; the hills
of Galilee, overhanging
the
lake of

Gennesareth; the wide opening where
lay the plain of Esdraelon, the future
battle-field of the nations; the rounded

summits of Ebal and Gerizim; immediately in front of him the hills’ of Juda,

and, amidst them, seen distinctly through
the rents in their rocky walls, Bethlehem
on its narrow ridge, and the invincible
fortress of Jebus.

To him, so far as we

know, the charni of that view lay in the
assurance that this was the land promis-

0-00-06
oe

CHRIST AT THE DOOR.
Some hear, but, fearing to relapse, they
set to work to bind the strong man with-

in them, or to blunt his weapons, before
they admit the stranger. But this is impossible ; you can do nothing but admit
your lawlul prince, who will bimself bind
the usurper, and reclaim his own ‘abode,
if only you draw back the bolt for
him,

Others hear, but are ashamed to let
Christ in until they have made themselves
a little worthier. “As if you can do that !

Christ is not to be left waiting while you
sweep und garnish your house;
give
once a hearty welcome, and the place heat

enters in will becowe a ‘temple. Others
are waiting for a crisis, ‘some effectual
call without which they
fancy’ nothing
can be done. Ju plain English; they will

not open the door for Christ until “he
breaks it open for himself.
use violence; he will stand
But now cease to block the
belief mo longer obstruct

but I

pect... The same, but seen with eyes how

kind of influence in the world—your success and triumph in the great battle with
foes within—your peace and joy in the
Holy Ghost—your steady progress in the
divine life—your preparation for all that
and the condition of your

Jesus?

different! The view of Balaam

the preacher looks at usand closes, saying,
The formation of your religious
course

Now, I do not know that brother,

would like to ask him a few questions
through the Secretary. Do you love

Balaam had 1)oked over

‘When the Judge shall come In splendor,
. Strict to mark and just to render !
Book where every thought’s recorded,
All events all time afforded,
:
Shall be brought, and dooms awarded!

character—your

a miserable preacher, according to my
notion. In faet, I think he'd better be
about some other business.” = Perhaps
the fault is in you.” “I guess not! I
claim to know what good preaching
js.)

Covet- you, and restore unto you the joy of "his

is the spirit of murder.

ousness

along?”

said one brotherto another. ¢¢ Oh, pretty
fair,” was the answer. ‘ Who preaches
for you now?”
Mr, —"
«]J3 he

are flowers down in the valley low,
over the mountain side,
a
were never praised by a human voice,
by human eyes described.

Is the perfume they exhale;
And why they bloom and Where

‘

But he wiil not
and wait still.
way; let uns
the entrance;

ed to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob,
and to their seed, the inheritance—with

all its varied features of rock and pasture,
and forest and desert for the sake of
which he had borne so many years of
toil and danger, in the midst of which
the fortunes of his people would be unfolded worthily of that great beginning.
To us, as we p ace ourselves by his side,
the view swells into colussal proportions,
as we think how the proud city of palmtrees is to fall before the hosts of Israel;
how the spear of Joshua is to be planted
on hight after hight of those hostile
mountains,
All this he saw. He saw it
with his eyes, but he was not to go over
thither,

Stanley.

It

was

his

last

view.—Dcan

MORNING

ed—know it for the vision his blind eyes

sought, his dumb heart. yearned for, his
numb hands groped after—yea, know it,
and cry, with the sudden joy of a deliverance grasped, ‘ Lord, remember me
when Thou comest in Thy kingdom"—
aye, cry, and get the answer: ** To-day
shalt thou be with me in Paradise!”
WHAT ARE YOU AT
Strolling around among
who live on the suburbs
found two boys playing
boys play a different
what I used to play.
with
a big marble in the
plump that out from taw

game.

Now

THERE IS ALWAYS HOPE.

The following is the conclusion of a
sermon by Hugh Miller Thompson,D. D.,
of New Orleans, and reported in the

HOME?
some members
of our town I
marbles. The
game now from
¢ had aring,
center, and to
was tq win the

they have a straight line,

with two marbles, and ““ play for keeps.”
I always stop to talk with boys, and I
stopped

to

have

a

chat

with

these.

I

told them how we used to play, and. they
told me how .they
play now, *‘ Well,”
said I. ““ boys, you don't play for keeps,
do you?” One of them cat his eyes at
me. in a' moment, and. said,
Ain't you
Joe Hooper's pa?” .‘‘ Yes,” said I, “but

how did you know

it?”

¢ You can’t get

ceive,

sometimes,

an

inconsiderate

an-

swer; as they watch our indoor life, when
we are not on guard, and draw their inferences, are we not holding a most solemn position, and unconsciously giving

tone, and taste, and character to those
who, of all others, ought to concern us
most?
You are rich, and
your children

may inherit your riches.
You are poor,
but your children may be rich. You are
talented, and Joue children ‘may inherit
your talents.

But you can

not

Jnbling on many’
a devious
le will not abolish the conditions of
la
our earthly life, nor sweep away all its road, arand darkly laboring
through mire
that stains, and ‘amid crags that’ wound
lowly Tunishing and humble

fare, but

will

himself take share in these and

sup

with us as with the apostles after the
resurrection, saying to them, * Have
ye
any meat? eating
fragments

of boiled

fish and a honeycomb;
known of others
in bread and saying
yet again,” ** Brin
of the fish that ye
‘have now cay ht

Yes, th roef may be lowly and the ¢ amber mean, but the luster of his presence
will iltumine it; the gems on ‘his crown

will make it splendid

; and if sorrow

big
us to: eat with bitter herbs,
yet the bi‘terness that he shares will be that of a sanetified

Paschal feast ; and dry bread will
become sanctified and sacramental fare
if Jesus eats with us, according. to” his
Promise,
** T will sup with you.” Then
the cares, and toils, and wants, und bate
tles

\

of Iifu will no longer be its deepest
i

and tear,

him.

Christ sees it

And some time—it

all, ‘and follows’

may’ be

when

the’ heavens
are black with
‘an utter
eclipse, when the earth reels, when the
rocks rend, on the very cross of mortal
agony itself, us here, when all ‘is lost—

6, 1878.
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only when faith shoots its first illuminated ray into the darkened heart that the
baneful presence of unbeliefis made manifest, It is only when the troubled soul
can say, ‘Ido believe,” that it starts

back at the abyss of doubt which
first gleam of faith discloses, and

claims, ‘“ Help Thou
Churchman,
ue
Ready

mine

that
ex-

unbelief.”—
0 (TE

Obedience.

He that is sincerely obedient will not
pick and choose what commands to obey
and what to reject, He will lay sucha
charge upon his whole man as the mother
of Christ did on the servants 'at the feast :
‘ Whatsoever He saith unto you, do it.”

at $2.00 a year and we will double

opportunity to sce what can be done.

who have paid all arrearages, and
will order these other publications,
at the following rates :
A

them by will your education, or your principles, or your religion. These are to be
impressed upon them, not by one, act, but
by the constant, persevering efforts of
your daily life. But under * the grace
of God ” they may become, and they will
become, what we most desire them, and

¢
¢
¢

in nine cases out of .ten will be reprints
of ourselves.
Let us learn, then, to

‘‘show

piety

at

Work.

home. —Christian

af

¢“Inall thy Ways

Acknowledge

In all thy ways. In thy worship. In
thy study of his Word. In thy intercourse
with his people. In thy traflic with the
world.
In thy business and in thy recre~
ation. At thy meuls. In thy ‘correspond--

ence.

In

thy

reading:

In_ thy

dress.

“What! in these petty matters? Yes; in
all thy ways. Thinkest thou that God
will have no word for thee
on such
| topics ? Be undeceived.
Thou shalt find
a revelation of the will of God for every
.one of thy paths. There is no need for
thee ever to let go his hand. Not a single
hair of thy head receives its aliment without him. Why, then, should a single step
be taken without himP—Rev.
George
Bowen.

and

gift you ask for

May never comfort your fears;

and
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I would rather dwell in the dim fog of
superstition than in air rarefied to nothing
the

panting breast expires, vainly and convalsively gasping for breath.— Richter.

Christ says, If ye love me, keep my
commandments.” It would be well for
us to pay more attention to our conduct,
and prove the depth of our feelings by
our obedience.— Payson.

ERYSIPELAS.
Me,, never fails in the cure of the severest forms
of Erysipelas, Rheumatism, and all forms of
1y38
scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.

50 Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case 13c.,

or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co.
Bristol,

52t52

TEE MAGIO COIN BOX.
Holds over
of Silver
Coin, in
35.00 Dollars,”
“Quarter Dollars,” “Dimes,”
and ** Nickles,” The merest

the
upit,
it.

movement
of your thumb
pushes the desired coin int)
four hand, and another one

EN

immediately takes its place
fia If by magic. Makes change
i
he time with no dan-

”

ya

(

=

]

]

The Wonderful Remedy
or Liver Complaing,
Billousness, Dyspepsia,

|.

Rhenmorism, Newrolgio, Constipation, Sok
MNeoadadne, Neadaehe,,

Nervousness,
Complaint,

~ Many
of our best citizens inform us that Dr. H.
A.LAMB, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,

Ct.

MAGIC

Condition Pills!

less. Order size two inches smaller
52t6

1y5

J

in Coutil, $2:

WARNER BROS, 351 Broadway, N, Y,

worth

DPR. QUAIN’S

To Agents at 25 cts.

than waist measures over the dress,

Samples

TESTIMONY OF CLERGYMEN.

WANTED,

by mail,

Satteen, $1.75.

at home.

The MEDICINE that CURES

no two alike, with

AGENTS

Samples

with name for only 10 cts. .

Me.

2.60

:
Self-Adjusting Pads.
Secures HEALTH and COMFORT of
Body, with GRACE and BEAUTY qf
Fors,
Spe
Sarmenis in one.
Approve
a
sicians.

HE

"5s

C. H. HOWE, Jericho Genter Vt.

per day

New York or Cincinnati, O.

A
Ra)

Country

-

$5ortland,
fo $205 fre. Address STINSON & Cob

WARNERS
HEALTH CORSET.
With Skirt Supporter and

Christianity, once in action, can never
be content with a limp and lavender liberalism, an unaggressive indifference to

V

t8

of

The Life and Work of Dr. REYNOLDS and
FRANCIS MURPHY, over 800 pages. Price $2.00.
AGENTS WANTED.
H. 8. GOODSPEED & CO.,

= Proctor.

CARDS

25 for 6°cts.

X.

Yet strive, and watch, and pray.

warrant-

price.

al

50 Extra Mixed Cards, name in Crimson, Gold or
Jet, on all, 10c. CLINTS BROS., Chintonvjlleic.

THE CURSE OF RUM.

Yet pray, and with hopeful tears.

Ohio.

‘*“ ANNOUNCEMENT.’

~ ame, 10¢. post paid. J. B. HUSTED, Nas-

sau,

Cleveland,

C. E. BEAN.—Dealer in ‘Housekeeping Dry
and Fancy Goods—Table Linens—Napkins—Daniask Towels—Quilts—White Goods—Handkerchiefs
miosiory—Gloves—Ladies: and Gent's’ Furnishing Goods—Shaw! Straps—Small Wares, &c., &c.—
No. 549 Congress St., Between Casco & Oak St’s,

LY | Brad

Rev. Geo. T. Day,” (new
subscribers,) seeccesececasecees

o

;

;

¢ twoyears and ‘Memoir of
Rev.
. Geo. T. Day,” (old
subscribers,)ecessescsnscareasss

Catalogues of sheet music and music books
sent
SONS, Publishers,

8. BRAINARD’S

and

........

School Teacher”............

An answer, not that which you long for,
But diviner, will come some day ;
Though your eyes are too dim to see it,

Whoever would be. sustained by
hand of God, let him constantly ‘lean
on it; whoever would be defended by
let him patiently repose himself under
— Calvin.

Recorder

Gardener”

and “National Temperance ’

¢

free.

3.85

‘

and

Ag

and

and

2641

by the air pump of unbelief,in which

Greek

¢

“

For $150 we will Sat the HusIgaL WORLD

3.80

Concordance?.....

Cottage

May never repay your pleading,

J

“Critical

|

one year, con
over $20 worth of* pew music.
THE FEBRUARY
NUMBER containg an illustrated™
supplement, giving the history, full description
and a fine illustration of the
new Cincinnati
| Music Hall, in addition to the grand
usual large
amount
of musical reading
matter.
subscrie. Agents vated, Now: is die ig4
8@-The
¢ supplied
by the Ameriean News Co.,
&New York,
on i, oro. Branch House » Williams & Manss, 2 .

‘‘Lite and Epistles of

Engilsh

¢

Sells for 30 cents.

GWENDOLINE.—A choice compogition for
piano-forte. Sells for 30 cents,
‘HARP SOUNDS.—An Slegant fantasia for piano,
by A. Jorma.
Sells for 50 cents.
ST. PAL
ALTZE. -Arra
as duet for
four hands. ‘Sells for 30 angen,
1 this choice music is included in the MusiCAL
WORLD for FEBRUARY which
sells for Only
13 ua Soil
os sows Ey
8, or mailed on
y
pul
ers.

2460

PAUL savsrsraresnresserinsse.

_%

ligion that believes in plush and velvet |
and the genial, rather than in usefulness
and the scientifically true.—Joseph Cook.

Him.”

and

safer results than fanaticism ; and the on-

the fact that men can be ruined,

MINOR SELECTIONS.

AEY YP vasasnssssserennenmarnssiss.

¢

troversies of our own day, whether reason might not have brought better and

Pray, though the

(the

and ‘‘Harper’s Magazine,”
“Bazar »’ or “Weekly”....
5.80
and “Arthur’s Home Maga-~
ZINE es rsinesiiiannnsasinnnens. 260
and ‘‘Scribner’s Monthly”? 5.75
and ‘New England Fare
IEE su susncerssnssnsabonersee
4.75
and “Smith’s Bible Diction=

¢

con-

reason at best may serve in some small
degree as pilot or brakeman; the flame
and vapor are from quite another source.
—J. H. A. in Christian Register.

¢* Wide Awake?

Zine) cersiisiiiieisnareness $4.00

¢

v

that impel mankind, while reason is not 3

and

7’

popular new juvenile maga-

Every inmost aspiration,
Is
’s angel undefiled ;

ly answer I could find was, that what we
call fanaticism is one of the great forces

.

STAR

That his prayer, * Come, gracious Allah 1”
Is my answer, “ Here'am 1.”

the

number

We will furnish the Stator,
those | NANCY Lame Apis

Tell him that his very
longing
Is itself an answering cry;

in

EBRUARY, 1878.
$1.50 per annum,
The Riy
leading 8 musical monthly.
Mba
ithly. Each
Kae

our list of subscribers,” now have an

ly to observe and diligently do whatever
hrist says unto him.—7. ‘Brooks,

I have often asked myself,

BRAISARDS MOSIGAL Wort)

Establishment to become bankrupt.
Those who have said, ¢“ put the Star

With eyes, ears, hands, heart, body, sonl,
he will
endeavor, seriously and loving-

convey to

Kidney

Piles, Par-

alysis, Fewer and Nowe,
Sevofula, and all dis-LASLS
ANSIMY row a.
vod stoke of tne
o\ood,
Statement of Rev. A. H. Francis
>
New Bedford, Mass., May 6, 1875.
W. LANE—Dear Sir—A
package

MR. THOMAS

-

of your Pills, received a,few weeks since, have
been tested in my family, and really their merits
have not been over-estimated. As'a regulator for .
the digestive or
they are pnsurpassed. In
case of Nervous
Headache they prove an excellent remedy. In case of cold, and tightness across
the chest, they give relief, They act as a purga-tive and also as a tonic. Every family should
have a supply at hand in case of need.
Rev. A. H, FRANCIS.
i

y

Soul-Thirst.

‘My soul thirsteth for God” are words
which exactly describe the spiritual state
of every man whose life is not found in
his favor, and whose loving kindness is
not his chief joy. The unrest and secret
repining of the soul,—the craving for a
better and more satisfying portion than
they have been able to find, is the testimony that even the most godless men are
constantly giving to the fact that they are
suffering from a soul-thirst that only God

can satisfy ; ‘and one of the saddest proofs

of human folly is furnished in the perverse
purpose which the great mass of the human family show in trying to appease the
craving of their better natures with what
has as little adaptation to their real wants
as mere tinsel has to comfortable and
comely
attire.
Universal -experience
teaches that * the living God” is the one
great want of the human soul.— Baptist
Weekly.
;
The

Angel

The angel-song is

Song.

not,

to

be

sure,

a

compendious history
ef Christendom.
Peace on earth, good-will to men: there
has been a plentiful lack of both. But who
shall say the lack would not have been
infinitely greater if this song had not expre-sed the essential quality of the life of
Jesus,—a quality infinitely transcending
all his special moods of thought and special theories of life?

I can not doubt hat,

far as Christendom has fallen short of the
ideal of that angel singing, it would have
fallen short a hundred, ay, a thousand
times farther, if for eighteen centuries the
holy tenderness of Jesus had not rebuked
its cruelty and hate, its injustice and oppression.—J. WW. Chadwick.
v
roo
Jesus Can

Save.

Jesus can refuse nothing to faith.
word and honor are pledged to it.
word, inasmuch as he, has

proclaimed

His
His
a

hundred times that all things are possible
His Ronor, for how

could Jesus abandon any one ‘who 'contides in bim? = Otherwise he would coinpromise his truth, his goodness,

and

his

power, Jesus can save me. He desires
my salvation; he has promised me it; I
know it and believe it. So sufficient is
Church
Journal:
+
{let the doors of your will turn upon their:
“this way of salvation, that it is not inconi
hinge vand he will not delay;swiftly and | There is hope for the honest seeker al- sistent with any ' of God's ' attributes to
surely \.e will come in, He promises to ways | that while one ldoks for God's save even the chief of sinners; yea, the
kingdom ‘with faithful heart, though greater triumph has Christ over his great
sup with us and we with hin.
blindly,

MARCH

him to play for keeps. He eays its gam-And in every * O my Father!”
bling, and that his pa says so.”
© Slumbers deep a * Here,my child.”
[was
y
—=Tholuck.
gratified to hear such a good account of
one of my boys (rom a stranger, for
Are you a self-analizer, ever looking
it is not always so. But that boy's recognition of me through my little son set me inward, striving to trace in the hidden
to thinking. He is not at all like me in recesses thereof the progress of that diperson, but when I began to denounce a vine grace which has engaged to make
certain ‘ameas «in the intuition of that ‘ the kimrg's daughter all ‘glorious withstranger boy led him to know me as the in?” Then, in all probability, you are not
father of his playmate. Isn't it often the a sunshiny Christian ; but you are a type
case that eur children are but reprints, a of many, the just balance of whose religkind of pocket edition of ourselves? As ious life is perpetually losing its equithey sit around the fireside and hear us librium, —Zion’s Herald.
talking ; as they ask us questions and re-

to him who believes.

>0000
40+

STAR,

We paint our lives in fresco. The soft
and fusil plaster of the monument hardens under every stroke of the brush into
&
eternal rock.—Sterling.

Rather leave the ark to shake as it shall

please God, than put unworthy
hold it up.—ZLord Bacon.

hands to

| Liberal Offers |

J. BRIDE

300

FREE SAMPLES to be given to men
and women In search of honorable and
profitable work. P. MORRIS, Chicago.
13t49

Ayer’s

For resioring

‘every old

Gray Hair to

its natural Vitality and Color.
om

:

A dressing
which is at once
agreeable,
healthy, and ef-

subscriber, who will

fectual for preserving the
hair. Faded or
- gray hair is soon

pay all arrearages for his Star, and
two years in advance ($5.00), or
will pay for his own Star one year
;
restored to 1s
To) I WY
in advance ($2.50), and at the same
original color,
loss and. freshness of youth.
time sénd pay for a new subscriber with
Thin hair is thickened, falling hair
one year in advance ($2.50), we
checked, and baldness often, though
will send a copy of the Life of Rev. - not always, cured by its use. NothGeorge T. Day, or a copy of the ing can restore the hair where the
follicles are destroyed, or the glands
book entitled ¢* Open Communion or atrophied and’ decayed. But such as
Close Communion.”
remain can be saved
for usefulness
Instead of foulThe postage on each book thus ob- by this application.
ing the hair with a pasty sediment, it
tained will be ten cents extra.
will keep it clean and vigorous. Its
The same premium will also be occasional use will prevent the hair
given for every new subscriber paid from turning gray or falling off, and
prevent baldness. Free
for one year in advance ($2.50) by ‘consequently
from those deleterious substances
any person who has already paid for which make some preparations danhis own Star one year in advance;

and

also to every

who

will send his ewn name and

new

subscriber

pay for one year in advance ($2.50).
Postage, ten cents extra.
The Establishment has also offered,

year, for $4.00 in advance.

Clubs

of six or- more,

:

one-third

being new subscribers, can have the

Star at $2.00 each, strictly in ad-

:

vance.

A

more

and the Star,
liberal

offer

than

Containing, neither

oil

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer.& Coc
LOWELL,

MASS.

MISFIT

this

Cornish Flat, Jan. 31, 1876.

T. W, LANE, Esq.—My Dear Sir—The package
of Dr. Quain’s Pills which you sent me some time
last vear, while residing as Hudson,

N.

H.,

have

proved to be just the remedy which I needed.
hey have, in a very large measure, relieved me
from one of the physical indispositions peculiar

to men ot sedentary habits. “Constipation” has
been neurly overcome by their corrective power
and medieinal virtues.
"I am now out of them and
find no agent in this community, hence 1 write:

you for another package.

Yours truly,
x. A. GLINES,
Pastor Baptist Church, Cornish Flat, N. H..

Testimony of Dea. Charles Baldwin. Pills:
dose of Dr. Quain’s Magic Conditiou “One
Completely and Permanently Cured Lame
Shoulder.
The best Medicine I kuow anything about.
Charles Baldwin, deacon of the Congregational
Church in Greenvill3, N.' H., writes :

cured her. - Since then [ have occas

They

Aly used

are

medicine 1 know anything about.
CHARLES BALDWIN.

is libthe

above can not bé ‘asked for, unless
the one asking it should wish the

best:

isis

nor:

and yet lasts long on the hair, giving
it a rich,’ glossy Tustre and a grateful
perfume.

just at

What the pastor ef the Baptist Church in
Cornish Flat says of Quain’s Pills :

them, and always with benefit.

dye, it does not soil white cambric,

Practical and Analytical Chemists.

some time, out have not time to do so

moment. Please send the Pills as soon as possible, for I am entirely out, and I give a good many
of them to other people, and all are wonderfully
benefited by them,
REV. L. KNIBS.

T. W. LANE—Deur Sir—I am willing
to say
anything in favor 6f Dr Quam’s Magic Pills .
For
along
time my wife had a pain in
shoulder,
but the first
dose compleiely and JErmangutly

DRESSING,

nothing else can be found so desir-

able.

< __ "Hawley, Minn., Sept. 6, 1375,
T. W. LANE—Dear Sir—I fina 80 much’ benefit
to myself ana others from the use of Dr. Quain’s
Pill that I send you herewith one dollar for two
more ackapes. 1 have been all my life: affected
with
Laver jomplaint, and all its accompanying,
fruits of Indigestion, Biliousness, Heat Burn '&c..
I have used all kinds of medicines, Allupathie,.
Homaopathie, Eclectic and Patent, and I have
never betore found a medicine that drives disease
out of one’s body like these pills. I could say a
great deal more in their favor, and probably will

From Rev. MH. G. Murch.
Lamar, Barton Co, Mo., July 24, 1875.
MR. THOMAS W. LANE: —We received your
Pills, and think they are good. Please send us
anot: er package immediately. Enclosed find fif-

ty cents,

REV. H. G. MURCH.

A package of Dr. Quain’s Magic Condition Pills:
sent to any address on receipt of fifty cents,by the
American Medicine Company, Manchester,
N.H.,

For sale by

GOODWIN

all leading

&

CO.,

88

Mass,, General Agents.

druggists.

Hanover

GEORGE

Street, Boston,

eml2 25

CARPETS.
(Trade Mark Copyrighted.)

The offer of ¢“Day’s Memoir,” or
of “Open Communion
or Close
Communion,”
eral indeed.

Looe, and injurious to thie hair, the
igor can only benefit but not harm
it, If wanted merely for a

HAIR

nefits
. She therefore resolved to try the pills, and
they have proved a medicine adapted to her case
and her health is much improved. Please send
me two Jackass more, and much oblige,
ours, &c.,
L. DRAPER.
Direct to Rev. L. Draper, Seabrook, N. H.

Rev. L. Knibs thinks they drive Liver Com-Dblaint and its accompaniments from the
system better than angthing else.

Vigor,

fers :
To

& CO.,

~ 11 Clinton Place, New_York,

Please read the following of-

on a slip%ent in the Star (andwe
here repeat the offer), that any subadversary in redeeming and seiting at
liberty from his bondage those who were scriber who has paid or will pay all
his greatest vassals.—Jonathan Edwards. arrearages shall have his own paper
and one for a new subscriber one
Sheer Selfishness.

Is it not sheer selfishness for a considerable number of Wealtay people to club
together,or (if that word
is offensive to
it may be then, but some time surely, to any one) combine or join themselves tothe honest seeker who has resolutely fol- getherto build a magnificent place of
lowed conscience and dared to stand by worship and provide elaborate “services
conviction, and ira world that has de-| for themselves, forgetful of their fellow
and those who ought to be
ceived him in a false and lying time, Christians,
When Wrong seemed master and Right a Christians, in the same city? The distincMnpied captive, has still clung to the tions of wealth ought not to show themfaith in God and # God's kingdom——some selves in whe Lord’s house.— Churchman.
time the Awful Face shall turn to hum,
blood-dyed and in death’s agony, it may
No Trouble with Unbelief.
be but still the Awful Face, ** crowned
Dead, men never feel cold.
Frozen
with the many crowns,” the Lord, al- feet never
ache. Anda soul given up to
mighty to save, and he shall know it; ungodliness, and bound hand ‘and
foot in
ah! know it torn though it beand wound- sin, has
no trouble with unbelief.
It is

wanted everywhere: Big Pay,
{

Har

Now is the time to work for an
increased circulation of the Morning

Star.

'

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain. Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair
as Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings,

&e., &c., very cheap, at the old place,

~

‘112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.
Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,
C. 0. D,, free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Cireular
and Price List.

J. A. BENDALL.

The Roming Star.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1878.
on

+

A All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters

business; remittance
-mongy, s-of
&c., should be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H,

RWThe Western Editorial Office is at 95 Clark St.

Room 52, Chicago,

have at length been seized upon in great

numbers by the power of the Holy Spirit,
and are seeking a better life.
So that

one of the daily papers of that city admits that
the third week of the revival
- opens most auspiciously in a city that requires something far beyond the ordinary
to wake it up in matters of reform.” The
city. churches and pastors are co-operating in the work, which will undoubtedly
prove to be a rich means of Grace to them,
whatever may be the effects upon the unconverted.
But this latter class seem to
be visibly affected, and their presence at
the inquiry meetings shows that they are
ready to put themselves under Christian
influences.
Y
President Finney used to say that frequent seasons of secret prayer are wholly
indispensable to the keeping up of an intercourse with God..
And he believed
that such a habit was of more vital cencern to divinity students than to any
other class of men.

said,

¢ When I think,”

he

“how almost certain you are to

lose what of the praying had, and come out of the
wise, but very dry, and
work without unction and

spirit you ever
seminary very
go about vour
life and spirit-

uality, I am distressed, and

could I raise

and the ‘bottle of water,

heedless

of the

numerous applications within a few days

bedside with her hand on his head.

a ‘ pavement of gold’ or of ¢ burning marl,’

them to any other brother in the ministry,

Then

would ever

seek

or find repentance and self-recovery.

if left

to

himself,

‘It

should never be forgotten,” he says, ¢ that

the moral effectiveness of reward or pun-

cial Secretary.

We

will

Finan-

gladly

send

“but wholly in what these” symbols effect=

melted his heart, he accepted Christ, and

and will send us three cents for postage.
pleasure of the Being whose smile and
Each of the societies—Home Mission,
frown are the reflex of our own for our- NForeign Mission
and
Education—deselves, forasmuch as man is made in God's frays the expense of its own" report,
image.” He further says:
and they can not afford to use the funds
Whatever: representations we find of in the gratuitous distribution of these
man’s weakness or depravity and danger, publications
to every
person
who
whatever high-wrought pictures of God's may desire a copy. They are not given
anger, or its continuance, we must hold
to the recipients merely because they are
fast to the primal truths which make God
dear to our affections as our
pitying Fa- ministers, but for use. It is expected
ther or venerable as our holy Judge. It is that every minister will use them in aid of
because we believe that God is morally his work on missions and education, and
rerfeot, that we assert that he would de- thus secure returns to the societies a’ hunfight to receive honor and love from all dred fold more than their cost. Every
his creatures, that he uses all the means
for the triumph of goodness and the de- pastor is expected to read and study them,
liverance of all that he wisely can do; and so keep himself informed on the progthat he will never cast off a soul that truly ressof our benevolent work. More than
loves him in any part of his dominions, or this he is expected to do. He will make
in any period of his administration; and
that he can not possibly be displeased available the facts and truths gathered
with, or effectively punish, any being who from these reports, and reproduce them
loves him in the present, or. who’ repents
is sermons during the year, as hisown
of not haying loved and obeyed him in the
it and discretion may direct.
ast. Whether he will bring the whole

might lie beside his mother’s, so

that the

grass which’ grew on her grave mightalso
wave over his.
Never did we witness a more powerfal
revival than in a society where an excellent minister had labored year after year
with scarcely any apparent effect. Sabbath after Sabbath they heard his strong
arguments and fervent appeals unmoved.
By the wayside,at their firesides,on all occasions, he sought to win them to the

Saviour, but they yielded not. Suddenly
their faithful minister ‘was ‘removed by
death, and when his voice was silent and

his heart had ceased to yearn for them,God,
through remembrance of his words and
tears, bowed many of their stout hearts.
Scores and hundreds of that congregation
crowded to the altar of penitence and
prayer.

Hard,

coarse

men,

veterans

of

the sea and land became as little children,

and entered the service of the Master.
Many such examples of the results of
faithful toil,though long delayed, might be
given, encouraging us to believe that our
labor is not in vain, in

truly wait

on

him

the Lord. Such as

shall

renew

ively express, viz., the

favor or

the

dis-

in

this

life

or another,

Manyof our most useful pastors are ac-

to

moral harmony with himself, by the redemptive discipline of this life or another;
or, whether he will sooner or later terminate the existence of those who are not
reclaimed ; or, whether he will doom such

with Pres. Porter's opening paper

before

him, for he begins his own by remarking
that ¢ President Porter's calm and candid

and shall

doctrine of eternal punishment has, in the

fail

after all.

Courage,

tried

The

serious thought on this

subjeet

is

that made-up faces soon become rigid
and characteristic. ~ Habit makes them
perennial.
There are fretful faces and

frowning faces and vicious faces. = Then
there is that strange light which shines
out of eyes and gives the whole expression a- haunted

look.

A secret

some-

thing has destroyed for these all healthy
living. ~ Some sort of an eyil spirit seems
to delight in pursuing them all the day
long, and the night brings no rest to their
souls. The doors of insane asylums are

fact that quite as brave a man has just
given his life in Maine rather than betray
‘almost open to many such ones.
- atrust that was committed to him. Such
Those who have become hardened in
isthe tendency to overlook the cases of real
sin exhibic a stolid countenance which
heroism exhibited under our very eyes.
excites the deepest pity. The most vi- Mr. J. Wilson Barron seems to have been
cious looking face is-preferable to this.
a quiet, unostentatious citizen, who never
There are also taces marked by an in* made any boasts, but who, as boy and
different mien who are not classified
man, was so true to trusts that he absoamong the vicious and the degraded.
lutely *would not betray them, and so
when those base robbers undertook to ' Their indifference is of a refined and of a
- make him give up the funds of the bank polished sort. = They disdain positive
statements and are not troubled with conof which he was treasurer, he suffered
vietions.
They have their ideas and the* death at their hands rather than obey.
ories
and
philosophies.
They would
The town ef Dexter may be justly proud
of sucha citizen, and there is no person make all things vanish into thin air. Self-in the world but is honored by human | ishness calls them her own.

statement reveals the extent to which the
course of time, become attenuated.”

He

then refers to the doctrine as a * vulgar”
one, and claims

that

the

introduction

of

moral ideas overthrows it,

The Very Rev. Mr. Preston states that
Catholics believe that there is a hell,

that

condemned spirits are in eternal suffering,

and that the Bible does not use the term
hell-fire in a figurative sense.
Dr. Bellows expresses general acquiescence in Pres. Porter's statements, but he

regards it as improbable and contrary to
experience to believe that probation ends
at death.

ercising his power justly and benignan‘ly,

even more than they are responsible to
him for their sins, that I trust and believe

that he will ultimately redeem the whole
race and their future, 'in a manner that
will not violate human freedom, or injure

any moral law, or reproach Divine holiness—perhaps, by the experience of suffering; perhaps, by the influence of redeemed souls; perhaps, by the release of
spirits from physieal bonds and the corresponding increase of their susceptibility
to moral influences; perhaps, by an improved social, moral * atmosphere,
and
more favorable conditions, whieh enter

‘into our conceptions of a future life: and
not only the earth and its future inhabitants from the dominion of selfishness and
sin, but all the worlds and all the souls in

them, from the moral and spiritual ruin
which it seems to me a God who wishes

to be known as -a Father, and who has
been represented by such a Son as Jesus,
must have for his ultimate purpose, and

needs for his justification as a Creator.
Dr. Williams bases his argument on

the literal interpretation of the Scriptures,
and does not question the endlessness of

punishment, while Dr. Sawyer argues
that ¢ the final victory of good over evil
is not only the dictate of right reason,

but

is also the doctrine of Revelation.”
The discussion is closed by Pres.

Por-

ter, who replies pointedly

to

Mr.

Froth-

once

a year

on our Home Mission work,

our

Foreign

assumes the expense of

He concludes as follows:

It is because I believe in a personal God,
who is responsibleto his creatures for ex-’

these,

and

they

are sent out, not as absolute authority

for

the churches, but as the opinion

and

ad-

vice of the assembled delegates

from

a]l

a

4)

to which they refer,

‘which we can not

solve

now, but

_ hereafter. The responsibility

may

is not outs,”

provided we do our own duty.
Jt is not strange that
in such aworldas

this the ‘hands of,

som

e

of Yale College, one by Rey. O. B. Froth-

ingham

(Radical),” one by ‘Very

Rev.

Phomnas8. Preston (Roman Catholic),one
by Rev. Henry W. Bellows (Unitarian),

make Christianity a

hope of anything worth caring for, or ‘the
endless life’ which it promises a ‘power’
for man’s real redemption,”
Wo)

yby Rev. Wm. R.. Williams (Baptist),
should at times grow weary ‘and their and one’by Rev. Thomas J. Sawyer (Unihearts faint. They see butlittle fruitof their versalist).
i
labor, and fearit is ‘all lost, and so become | Theére is complete dignity of discussion

4-0-0
PO

Cincinnati,

who

projecting a magnificent

favor

this

bodies,

are

cemetery in the

while parties inother parts
of the country are making more modest

attempts.

= The

method will doubtless

find its devotees, but the basis on which
it now stands will always prevent its general acceptance. For it stands on a basis
of purely scientific coldness, where every
sentiment ot grief, and all manifestations
of affectionate sorrow over the loss of

Dr. LeMoyne, for

friends, are ignored.

instance, conduets a cremation as a mere
scientific process, and the feeling that
would place a wreath on the coffin of a
friend, or plant flowers over the grave,
To
seems to have no place in his heart.

And un-

this the people will never come.

til cremation can be practiced in a spirit
that takes cognizance of all these proper
human

feelings,

its

advocates

will

be

But when these
among the exceptions.
feelings are properly honored, we do not
know why the method should not find
considerable favor—that is, if people can
forget that it has thus far been purely a
pagan custom, so far as it has been a cus2
tom at all.
Eid

OURRENT

last

week.

It will be

seen that it permits business men to make
contracts in gold or greenbacks, ignoring silver, ‘so that'if business men and
the banks should unite, they could drive

silver out

of

circulation.

- Again,

the

Treasurer is not obliged to pay out the
monthly coinage of $2,000,000 in silver
which the bill authorizes, but may keep
it in the Treasury vaults, or retire greenbacks with it, and thus defeat the inflationists. ‘But it is not likely that either

of these things will be done.

The bill

has constantly gained strength in Congress. Itisnow a law, and we shall

gradually find out how it operates.
For an example of

courteous

retort

remarkable.
=~ The lesson is, that the
courteous, calm words of a persen who

knows what he is talking about carry conviction.
Even if Dr. Prime had been
really at fault, his mere manner would

The bill

also provides for a registration of publications. We need only refer to what we
said the other day on the great- evil of
almost

knows

TOPIOS.

THE prolonged and perplexing discussion of the silver bill is at length settled by its passage over the President's
veto. It thus becomes a law. The reasons for the veto are briefly stated, the
principal one being the point of honor.
¢¢ National promises,” says the President,
¢¢ shouldbe kept with unflinching fidelity.” We printed the text of the bill, as
it became a law,

certainly aid in that direction.

what

ingham, and atlength to Drs. Sawyer and
we have seldom seen anything better
Bellows..
He refers to the bad work done
‘brotherhood with him. And yet—strang- ~ Then, a face is often disfigured by a by ignorant and alarm-exciting preachers, than Dr. Prime’s reply to Mr. Clarence
Cook’s recent article in the N. Y. Tribest paradox eof all!—his own State, on smirk which may be defined as an affect-’ and presently utters these sentiments :
There are many kinds of a
une. Mr, Cook, whose word for it is
awhose fame his act has:shed such luster, ed smile.
I may assume that the only possible
"has a'lTaw which will almostcompel her to smirk, ranging all the way from an index condition of entrance into Christ's happy about the only reason for supposing that
Of all the future life is the possession of the ele- his opinions about art are of any particuprotect the lives of Mis murderers, even if to afoible to that of avice.
they should be discovered. It is a satisfac- foibles that are shown in the faces of peo- ments of a character in sympathy with its lar worth, undertook, in the article reatmosphere. This sympathy is, for prac- ferred to, to make Dr. Prime responsible
tion,sometimes, to hope that the doctrine ple; that of the affected smile is the most
tical purposes, properly and adequately for the failure to purchase the Castellani
disgusting.
;
of a good degree,at least,
of future punishdescribed as tested by faith, either actual
The
religiosity
of
people
is
quite
apt
to
Ament may be true.
or implicit, in Christ as a person,conspic- collection of pottery for an Art Museum
be expressed by funereal tones and long- uously in the relations in which he is in New York city. He also went out of
drawn countenances. ~ It is such whom prominently known. Hence the test, his way in the same article to make seyfiw WAITING.
«¢ He that believeth is saved, and he that eral characterless flings at Dr. Prime as
‘Moreover, when
‘Of some kinds of waiting there is alto- the Master rebuked:
rejects is condemmed.” It is obvious that an Art-connoisseur. . The rejoinder to
ye
fast
be
not
of
a
sad
countenance;
nor
gether too. much.
Some wait for God's
this test can, in form, be applied oly to
time, as they call it, doing nothing them- disfigure your faces.” And this was im- those who know him. The Master
him- which we have freferred is one of the most
selves, expecting him to do all.
Some mediately followed by words which teach self taught most clearly that many who quiet, unruffled, gentlemanly pieces of
wait for more favorable. times and oppor- us to distinguish between exhibiting one’s have never heard of him should be gather- writing under severe provocation that
ed into his kingdom. It is safe to concede ‘we have seen. But it is terribly effective.
-tunities, which never come. Others neg- religion and living one’s religion.
that many, who have heard him so badly
The
cure
for:
these
disfigured
faces
is
ilect the small duties and wait for larger
represented as to reject the caricature of It [is also valuable for its information
~ones, and of course wait in vain. Nothing sincerity, plain-speaking and honest deal- his person, in the spirit of the faith in his about a much talked-of collection of pot
iis more absurd. Itis not waiting on the ing. Truth is the refage of swéetnessas real character, are in heart true believers, tery. Dr. Prime shows that the ecollecSo dignified and candid a discussion as tion was first made as a commercial venLord. It-finids no countenance in his word. well as strength. Amiability has a deep
this of an important doctrine is much more ture, thatit was sentto America expect- |
Seriptaral waiting implies faithful foundation in character.
NH. RS A
—
H hpfhp gco- kB
to the point than the random guesses of ing the crude notions about art attributed
labor, earnest persistence, patient conthe great multitude of people who are too to this country would readily: find it a
tinuance in hope. Thisis a great virtue
A NOTABLE DISOUSSION.
and often needs to be exercised:
Reap- . The currént number of the North Amer- apt to deal in second-hand opinions. ; Pres- market at the exorbitant price of $300,ing does not always immediately follow. ican Review recognizes thé importance of ident Porter wisely calls attention to the "000, thatin fact the majority of
sowing. Sometimes the spiritual harvest the present discussion of the doctrine of declarations of Christ .and his apostles composing the collection are in{no’ sense
and that but few arereally v
comes very, soon, not after four months, ‘eternal punishment, and the popular in- concerning this doctrine, but believes it rare,
some
of these statements do not make
to
be
still
more
important
that
all
‘Chrisbut directly on the use of means.
Often terestin it, by publishing seven papers
it is otherwise. Itis not for us to de- on the stibject, two—thie fitst and last— tian teachers ‘should maintain . those Mr. Cook blush at the position in which
termine when. It is one of the mysteries by President Porter (Congregationalist), ethical views of the relation of character his opinions as an artist are left, it will be

to salvation, which

about

method of disposing of dead

men preparing for the Christian ministry. .
At such times, they will take the report on ——WE have considerable hope that this
the subject under consideration into the Congress will afford some relief to newspulpit, and read therefrom such extracts paper
and
periodical publishers, by
as may seem appropriate. By this means equalizing and lightening the postal burthe congregation becomes informed, and den whieh they are now carrying. ‘Chere
the preacher's convictions and appeals is a bill pending before that body, drawn
confirm and strengthen the convietion of by a committee of Boston publishers,
the hearers.
7
.
which aims to secure three needed imWe wish that this practice of using the provements, namely, Uniformity of two
reports in the pulpit might become gener- cents per pound on all newspaper and
al.. Indeed we very much doubt if a min- periodical publications which are authorister ought to receive these reports year zed to be sent at pound rates; Uniformiafter year, and do nothing with them for ty at all post-offices; Uniformity for all
the causes they advocate. The people copies addressed singly, and mailed by
know that the pastor is gratuitously furthe publisher from the office of publicanished with these facts for their informa- tion. We know of no better method by
tion, and if they are withheld they have a which the governmentcan discharge one
right to complain, as we know that some of its plainest duties, and that is that=it
of them do.
should encourage the dissemination of all
With the-reports we have also sent a wholesome intelligence. Providing for the
copy of the Minutes of the last General cheap and ealy transmission of letters,
Conference. The Printing Establishment newspapers, periodicals and books will

to conscious and continued suffering, dur-

evil habit.
Even with earnest circumspection, prayer and faith, it may seem
at times that we are
losing ground

customed to preach at least

Mission work and our duty to aid young

their ing an immortal existence—are the quesstrength.
tions in respect to which we are invited to
Itis so in our individual experience. give our opinions, with the reasons for
We have a warfare with foes without and holding them.
Mr. Frothingham seems to have written
within. Evil tendencies are hard to over-

come, grace will not at once subdue every

and

every

about it

observing

om

human experience, that reward and

‘I finally the

moth
fet er
mig berhope ofl urilled.
«dent proves.

i

‘ernment ‘of 4 personal God, but that we
can suffer the keenest form of Dn
ment

‘only so long
as we retain the
wicked purpose. He hardly believes that the sin-

their earliest convenience, to
L D. STEWART, Dover, N. H.

quiet a disposition of the matter that very
many persons, who were disgusted by

0-0-4
4+
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This revivalin the

Quaker

society at Van

Wert, Ohio, with some three hundred
sions, is

times.

one

of the

agreeable

.

conver-

signs

:

of

the

;

speaking

Mr.

Ingersoll’y

ures are a re-hash of Tom

Paine’s,

Voltaire's,

and Theodore Parket’s well-known arguments,

with an intermixtupe of Western

humor ang

the usual mushy eulogies on Love.”

In view of the employment of a detective by

a New York church to witch its minister, who

himself,

to

enforce

the

need of some such protection as that. = It
is needless here to point

provisions of the bill.

out

the

further

Intelligent

Con-

gressmen will, we believe, give them the
consideration they deserve.
For our-

selves, we can not see why, with the
three general provisions of the Boston
committee’s bill adopted, we should not
have a reasonably simple law, that would

be less ambiguous than
that would not tempt

that would

reduce the expense of the Post-office Department, that would not materially reduce
the revenue, and that would be.more in
harmony with the general principles that
underlie recent postal legislation in this
and other countries.
——THuE Examiner and Chronicle finds
itself opposed by both the Baptist Weekly
and Zion's Advocate in its opposition to
‘¢ alien baptisms,” a phrase which it uses
to designate immersions by other than
regularly
ordained Baptist ministers.
The Examiner having stated that those
who oppose such baptism in the North
could be numbered by ‘¢ hosts,” the Advocate believes that ** only in the lan-

guage of hyperbole” could the numbers
be so designated, and the Weekly makes
these comments :
The utter misrepresentation of the position of Baptists in the Middle and - Eastern States on this question would sur-

true defenders of the Baptist faith.

the vulgar notoriety given to previous
cases of cremation, have suddenly dropped their scruples, and become its advocates.

The Doctor,

it is said,

has

had

action must have been taken on the groand
that the Sunday-school is a kind of juvenile
theological department,
“

There seems to be a prospect of no end of
trouble to the owners of property in Nauvoo,
111, and vicinity, abandoned by the Mormons
when driven‘from that place many years since.
The heirs of one or two of these righteously
expelled fanatical bandits have appeared and.
laid claim, in the courts, to valuable property
now held by innocent parties.
A wide door is
thus opened for all sorts of claims.

Western Rhode Island Q. M.
A very interesting and profitable session
of this Q. M. has just closed at Chepachet.
The churches were more fully represented than usual. A deep religious interest
pervaded all the services, gradually in-

creasingto the closing meeting of last
evening, when one -of the merchants -of
the place and the wife of one of the leading members of the church rose and re-

quested the prayers of Christians.

One

public service was devoted to our Mission
interests—a thing that ought to be done at
every session of all our Q. Ms.—and a
genuine interest was manifested in the

cause. The pastors are introducing the
Mission Cards with good success. The
church in Chepachet has made genuine
progress under the five years’ efficient
pastorate of Bro. Purkis.
It has received a new impulse from the services
of the Q. M., and the community generally seems pervaded by a spirit of religious inquiry and conviction.
May the
Lord pour eut his spirit gloriously upon
all the people.
E. N. FERNALD.
Chepachet, Mar. 1.
|

Sinisters-and

Churches

WE learn that at the Feb. covenant meeting,
six were added by baptism to the Phenix, N.
Y., church.
;
THERE is a hopeful revival work in progress
in the Charles St. church, Dover, N. H.
Bro.
Ricker, the pastor, was assisted last week by
Bro. Moulton, of Alton, and the prospects are
encouraging.
»

TamworTH, N. H.

The

years,

chureh

in Tam-

blessed. Between fity and sixty have expréssed a desire to live i better life, and many
of them are rejoicing in hope and working
zealously for the Lord,

Com,

LAST Sunday was a blessed day

to

Vernon church, in Lowell, Mass.

the

The

Mt.

pastor

enjoyed the privilege of baptizing five happy
converts in the morning.
At the sacramental
service in the evening, the hand of fellowship
was extended to six,~among them two young
men and their wives. ~ A very interesting work

of grace is in progress in our church. No extra meetings are held, but a great deal of personal effort is being put forth. Our fruit is all
“ hand-picked.”
enlarging work.

We are

all

rejoicing in the
G. 8, R.

MassawrIPPL, P. Q. There is at present a
good and somewhat general revival interest in
this section.
It has sprung up from a few
scattered prayer-meetings where a humble few
have plead with God to save ‘his people and
give not his heritage to reproach.
We have
received within the last few weeks ten into our
1st Hatley church, and there are more to fo!

Bro. Milliken, of No. Danville, Vt., was

the Eaton and Newport

churches.

Who

will

CHESTER HEARD,
Rev. A. MOULTON writes: The old Stanstead (P. Q,) Q. M., although much reduced,
yet is hopeful, as, through the kindness of

the Wheelock Q. M,, we

the

have

generally

help in our Q. M. sessions, which

Asa it A

has

had

been

of

vital use to us. Of late, Rev, A. H. Milliken,
of Danville, came to the first church in Hatley,
and labored a few weeks. to good account,

we

have never heard of an instance of one
immersed by a pedobaptist whose bap-

After which Rev. 0. Roys, of St. Johnsbury,

Correct views

of the ordinance are in utter conflict with
rebaptism, and to represent its validity as

hastenedto the place to. help carry forward
the good work which he very successfully car-

unfitness of the es

menced under the direction of our Mission
Com., and went to the aid of the Hatley church
wherehe spent 8 week. He then left to meet
appointments. at the Bulwer, Eaton and New-

impaired either by the moral or oficial
tion Upposed to Sedefal

ried on for four weeks;

or, i8 a posi

aptist practice

in the North, and’ absurdly
inconsistent.
Guided by the Word of God, our churches
hold baptism to be the immersion: of an
individual upon a profession of his faith
in

the

name of

the

* Landmarkers”

A'rinity,

when

Bro.; R.

port churches, at which places ‘he

received:

and only

presume / to .make the

was

com-

gladly

He returned to Hatley for a fow

days and found ‘the work

still going’ on.

He

supreme importance to church credentials,

came to Stansted where he labored about a
week. Bro. Roys has now made arrangements
to preach half the time for one year at Mas
sawippi and the other half ‘at North Hatley.

acter.

on Sunday, Feb. 3.

validity of the ordinance depend on ‘‘a
duly qualified administrator,"—attaching

and making .no account of Christian char- ‘He was installed pastor of the Hatley shurch
It would seem that the

attempt is

to be made,to press this dogmaon Northern Baptists.. We stand ready to meet the
issue,

but, we believe, that if

A

Ha

Rev. Dr. Bonar, of Glasgow, Scotland,

long labored, and gives me time to lahor more

with the Staxstead church, where a reyival is
now in progress; and algo time to visit destitute places.

We are yet in meed

through the

labors

equally

of Mr.

Moody,

But they have had such ill luck that they want

to know a man before they engage.

;

says

and Dr.’

favorable testimony

garding the results of the work in London.

re-

of a young

man in the townships of Eaton and. Newport.
We are.

not quite ready to give up, for the spirit of revival is 'with us, and with the help of Bro.
Roys we hope not only to hold the fort but
converts

are also much encouraged by the new

that about seven thousand ‘souls have already’ enlisting, to enlarge the
been gathered into the various thurches there, Zion,
Fraser bears

at,

from the care of that church, for which I have

ren who make these controversies ‘would
devote their energies to preaching New

attention.

He locates his family

Magsawippi Village, P. Q. This relieves me

the breth-

}

Denominational Fetus.

But,

country, we feel called upon to deny

tism has been questioned.

adopted resolutions excluding Unitarians and

Universalists from participating in its ‘ plang
and methods of Sunday-school work.” That

enter that promising field? -

that they may not be
deceived by the
Examiner into the belief that their view
of this subject is held, except by a mere
handful of Baptists, in this section of the
of fact, within the last twenty

of ministers
and churches.” Neither are
whiskey-drinking clergymen, like the one
in question, a ‘“ New Testament order.”
The Executive Committee
of the New
Hampshire Sunday-school Association have

low.

leaning toward * Landnever loses an opportuniabetting those fanatical
assume to be the only

truth of its representation.

detectives are certain.

New Testament order for the oversight

here a while, and was followed by Bro. Roys,
who still remains,
‘Work for God and his
cause seemed to be their business,
There is
pressing need for some minister to labor with

prise us, but for the fact that our neighbor has, for some time past, shown an

unmistakable
markism,” and
ty of aiding and
fire-eaters who

remarks that

worth is enjoying a season of spiritual refreshing.
In Dec. a delegation from the Y. M. Ass.
came to. us, and their labors were greatly

the present law,

evasion,

Weekly

ly not a

Ministerial

boundaries
:

of our

Personals.

Rev. C. L. Plummer wishes to acknowled

a donation of $68.00

from

a
4

of

person

Prize TrAcTS.
Phe time at which. cop- have given him the adyantage over his
| Testament truths it would be far better.
ies of the prize tracts on Baptism and the | assailant, with thinking people.
———
Conscious State of the Dead were to be
——THE cremationists,
it seems, still
BRIEF NOTES.
is
. Long has the loving moth- throughout, the articles by Pres. Porter sent in was the first of March. A few hold out. The remains of a lady were
‘We are obliged to state again 'that articles
er toiled for her wayward boy, using being models of candid and scholarly ar- copies have been received, and other wri- cremated a few days since by Dr. Le- sent
to us-for publication should be accompa
ters
will
please
forward
their
copies,
-at
[5:3 “Hereabons from, analogy, and {
Moyne,in Washington,
Pa., and he madeso | nied by the author's name, ‘in order to rdceive

grace
but ;all without avail; he is | grow- ‘punighmerit'are used in the personal goving worse “and worse,

Nation,

infidel lectures in New York, says: “ The lect.

with cremating
“who will signify his wish to receive them, —suburbs-—of-th
e-eity;
fur--| Wis suspected of convivial habits, the Baptist
nace attached;

thi

human race,

The

We have recently sent to every minister, for the use of his furnace, which is a priwhose name is on our subseription list, a | vate one, to icinerate the remains of
copy of the reports of our benevolent so- friends. We learn, also, that persons in

he was obdurate,now the blessed memory

each may bringto the sufferer a peculiar
compensation in character. But we now
moving the hearts of the people.
But if
refer to what the children speak of as
‘these efforts are accompanied by the
making up faces.
E

« dred orators, who in the next sixty days
may want to illustrate the nobility of
self-denying heroism, will repeat for the
millionth time that old story of Sidney

THE REPORTS.

cieties, including the report of the

TIE Ta SU

"Doubtless ninety-nine ott of every hun-

6, 1878.

ishment is not in the medium which expresses the feelings of God, whether it be

tiesto which. the body is subject, they

‘wan only by fervent, trusting prayer, the
heart of the whole parish will be made to
glow, for the minister will have brought
living coals from off the very altar.

MARCH

ner,

one, never give up, never despair.
The
my voice with sufficient strength, you
bruised
reed he will not break, nor
would
hear
me cry,
‘Beware! lay
quench the smoking flax till he crowns
down your books and pray!”
There is
you. Hold on; through Christ you shall
just as much need to-day of the
praying
prevail.
heart” in our theological seminaries as
there was in Finney’s day.
Without it
DISFIGURED FACES.
the would-be clergyman, however rich
One readily distinguishes between the
and strong in intellectual ability, is weakaccidental disfigurements ofa face,and the
ness itself.
But with a spirit nurtured
face distorted by violent living, or the
at the throne of Grace, and an experience empty look of a countenance behind
enriched by frequenf communing with
which is a purposeless life. Itis a curious.
God, he is irresistible.
The churches
| fact, and one for which devout thanks
are to be by and by in this respect much should he offered, that of all the deformilike their pastors. If there is only the

:sure tokens of the victory that has been

STAR,

A missionary found an outcast ‘lad in a
canal boat, sick and near death.
After
the use of kind means to no purpose, suddenly the poor boy, roused from his lethargy, told the missionary how he began
to remember that mother’s prayers at his

died happy, requesting only that his body

The revival meetings in Springfield,
Mass., conducted by Moody and Sankey,
are developing a great deal of power. As
usual, the audiences seem to have gathered out of curiosity the first week, -but

MORNING

ess

THE

6

\

friends

in Lower

EN

\

4
has

Bickford

‘Gilmanton, N. H....Rev. C. A.

own interest,

It is a fact that while this Q. M.

have raised hundreds and thousands

street

wich
resigned the pastorate.of the Green

THE

March
church, Providence, R. I., to take effect

of dollars

of

for Cleveland, Hillsdale, and other interests,
we have little or nothing upon the records to

Ct., was
Rev. Nelson Jordan, of E. Killingly,
a

show for it. This is not just to those who
give, nor stimulating to those who do not.

jis

He

Register.

last

the

not reported in

name

the

oversight

31....Through some

ers’ Con'member in good standing of the Minist
Rev., L.
M....
Q.
I.
R.
rn
Weste
the
ference of
s to the peopleof Gar- |
ng
ns thank
returhi
— Hatc
recently
land, Me., for donation and presents
received. He also states that he closes a pleasant pastorate of five years with the Garland
acchurch this month:...Rev. J, Runnells
the

from

$117.00

of

a donation

knowledges

from

ners converted, amounting
writes Bro. J. P, Hewes.

to

sixty-eight.

So

(J. A.

8.)

speaks

with

the card system or any other will

will

reclaimed.

Twelve

have

asked

At

our

late

regular

‘Maineville church we had one

accession,

and

care
Lord

VALLEY, O.

Items.

thousand.

bave

been

the changes

be

dedicated on Wednesday,

Feb, 27,

Our last Q. M. was

-sehook

ure of enjoying

with

and the writer are

many years members of our church.
:
JOSEPH MASTERS.
ToLEDO;ToWA.
I left my home on a tour
among some of the churches on Jan, 22. Met
Bro. Baker at Waterloo.
The church is doing
well.
Five additions the Sunday before I was
there, and there are more to follow.
At the

of

‘ worship.
They are at present without a pastor, yet they are not dead. The Fairbanks and
“ O¢élwein churches have just secured the servicesof Bro, H. J. Brown.
Bro. B. is an earnest worker and is well received in his new field

of labor. Arrived at Money Creek, Minn., the
27th. Commenced a series of meetings on that
evening which were protracted until Feb. 7,
when we adjourned to attend the Q. M. at
Utica, where*we enjoyed a refreshing season.
The meeting was protracted with prospects of

good. On Monday we returned to Money Creek,
nant meeting

on Saturday was a feast

week
cove-

to

all.

Onemade a start on the heavenly journey.
Others took us by the hand and said, * Pray
for me.” The result of the meetings thus far
is, five have professed a hope or desired to re-

turn. Two were added to the church. Sunday, the 17th, was a happy day. After the
morning meeting we repaired to the water to
attend to the

ordinance

of

baptism.

In

the

evening the hand of fellowship was extended.
The brethren at Money Creek are an earnest,
faithful band. May God bless them.
O. T. CLARK.
Ohio Correspondence.

Geauga & Portage Q. M., owing to the death
of Rev. O. Blake, is at the present time suffering for the want of pastoral labor. The Q. M.
at its fall sessid®n voted to employ the aid of an
evangelist,
and secured the aid of Rev. A. P.
Cook, who has now
spent some months at
work,
The season has been unfavorable, but
much hard labor has been put forth, and quite
"a number have sought the Saviour.
At Chagrin Falls, *Orange and Hiram Rapid,
the

churches have enjoyed some refreshing from
the presence of the Lord, and quite a number
have united or will unite with our Zion. Bro.
Cook

is assisted
'by his

‘wife

in

singing

and

-exhortation,and is proving himself an able and
efficient worker in this part of the Lord's vineyard,

Since last

Feb.

'19th,

he

has

been

at

Bro. C. A. Gleason,of Ches-

ter, a young preacher lately ¢oming'to us from
the Methodists, is proving ‘himself to be an
able ‘speaker and a kindly, ‘loving. qpirit, a

good successor of our Bro.
who, upon account

R. EB. Anderson,

of age and infirmity, was

compelledto leave the walls of Zion,
Crafts is hard at work in Auburn,

Bro.

and there

* are many tokens that his labors are not in vain
in the Lord.

Owing to, various hindrances. it

seems difficult if not impossible to fill Bro.
Blake's field,and the Q. M. in view of this have
decided to raise means to secure the help of an

evangelist another winter, hoping by that time

us.

Eld.

Hayden,

the

only

members

QUERUS

mittee to raise funds for this: especial - purpose.

"Rev. C. A. Gleason ‘was appointed Secretary
and Treasurer, and it was moyed that he and
one chosen by the churches from each church
be the executive committee to have charge of
funds, appropriate the same, employ evangelists; and arrange for the fields of labor. Other

propriation,

raised

manner! shall

committee: of ap-

It is hoped by these ‘means that

the Q. M. will be able to do more and not less
for the various

causes

that

come

under

William

St,

N.

Y.

News

COD

LIVER

OIL

JELLY,

the

Consumptive. — Wilbor’s

pound of Cop

LIVER OIL

BraNCH Q. M. {loTineHy Steuben & Branch,
the word Steuben
being erased by vote of Q. M.
conference) —Held its Keb, session with the No.
Bethel church.
The churches all ‘were repre-

sented but one.

The atten

$F

5

for Home Mission and
SPECIAL NOTICE.

church.

C. F. MYERS, Clerk.

WARREN & CLINTON (Ohio) Q. M.—Held
its winter term with the Beech Grove church,

Feb. 23, 24.

Owing to the bad

roads

and

burg.

our

notice, and at the same time better care for our

Foreign

was

directed

MAKANDA Q. M.—Held its Feb. session, with
Mt. Zion ¢hurch, Franklin Co., Ill. The meetings were well attended, the business proceedings calm and decisive. Two new churches were received into the Q. M.
A ministers’
conference was
organized. Two
brethren
were licensed to preach.
Many cheering testi-

monials received from outsiders on the hearty
among

good
:

people

Next session will be held with Shiloh ¢hurch
3 miles south of Makanda, kl., May 7.
.

D. J. LatrLE,

SAUK Co, Q. M.—Held

its last

the church in Hillsborough, Feb.

Clerk.

session with

8—10.

The

attendance of delegates from the churches west

was good. It seems pleasant to meet such a
large representation ‘as we had from Ithaca
and Forest, where may souls have been “gath-

ered into the fold of Christ, especially
former place, under the labors of, Rev.

at the
F. B.

Moulton, their pastor, assisted by Rev, B.F.

McKenney, of Evansville. Bro,

supplying three churches and is
work for Jesus, The meetings
were churueterized
heartfelt
outpouring of the Holy Spirit
tions of the field. Rev. John

Moulton is

doing a good
of the Q. M.
prayers for the
on other porChalkley, of

Picket station, was present at our meeting, and

did active service in preaching the word.
Next session will be held with the church in
:

LORAIN

D. STiLLwELL,

Clerk.

Q. M.—Held its last session with the

C. C. Inman

the word was,

préached

ucceptanee,

The attentionof the

Q.

to

good

M.

Con-

ference was called to the life, death and grave
of our lamented Bro. Elder David
Marks.
His remains were removed some years ago
from where they were first interred, to the
new cemetery, with the belief that a more substantial monument could be erected to his
memory, | It is a beautiful lot, 15 feet by 33,
diamond shape, where his remains are now deosited. A committee was designated to raise
nds with which to put in
good order the
marble slab which is placed at his grave,

beau-

tifully lettered with proper inscriptions,indicat¥

tv

their contributions

of

3

TE

ENIrRANCE

2.40

$

Has?

10.00
i

Composers,

.

104 Writers,
172 Hymns and Songs.

Champlin Minn
Mrs Wilkinson

(JHE

1.00

AND

EAN

23)

per D L Herrick

4.25

N H

r

1.00

Leighton’s Corner N H per A Leighton

5

8.25

ae]

N.BROOKS,

Married

Treas.

GC

a

Charles Horr and Miss Lib-

Malisa

Hays,

y DY

,

Rains

rc

B

with name,

8

Sh

NO

Ww

RE AD

Sent post-paid on receipt

of pri

hpPubs,
& CO.,

46 Madison St.,
CHICAGO,

\

:

Cloth 75 Cts.

PAPER, 50 Cts.

N:l

Y

111.

The Great Italian

0

B

for $5 if you could not

ha

3

|

w Musical Wonder,

I

get another,

Every

singing

school,

church

choir,

man,

woman

and

child

in

America would have a CORNETTO if they knew of them, as the price enables all to possess one or
more, and there is nothing in the world equal to it for developing the voice and giving healthy exercise
to the lungs. That we do not make extravagant claims for it, and to prevent the skeptical from classthe throng of cheats and humbugs who are always scheming to deceive the public, we
ing us with
ve a few extracts from sources which none will question, viz.: Horace Waters & Sons, the Great

In Black Creek, Wis., Feb. 16, by Rev. W.H. Edger,
Miss

Cards,

of performers, takWith it you can imitate the CORNET, CLARIONET, BUGLE, or TROMBONE. A number
ing different parts, can, with but little practice, creditably imitate a Full Brass Band. You can play upon
the CORNETTOif you can not upon any other instrument. With Piano and Organ accompaniment,
more amusement can be had by those fond of music than in any other way. With this little
jpstrument
everybody can furnish their own music. After you have seen and tried if, you would not part
with it

bie Flett, both of P,
hg
In Potter,N. Y.. Feb. 13, by Rev. L. E. Bates, Mr.
James B, Silvernail and Mirs
Minnie A. Wells, both of
P. Dec. 19, Mr. Peter Lamnreaux and Miss Edith H.
Cole, both of P.
:
Mr. Sidney Curier and

rd

Fr

Seavy Bros, Nerthford,

FAIRBANKS

y

cts.
Glory

no3 steow2

3

;

Assorted

Outfit 10c.

ENTS

(

10

12 Oriental

12 Morn.

is formed of imported reed, corrugated on both sides, and was patented in this country August 14, 1877.
Is the latest novelty in musical instruments, upon which any Porson can readily
perform
in any key.

In Phenix, N. Y., Feb. l4, by Rev.J. 'H. Durkee,
Mr. David C.8now, of Fayetville, and Miss Ella A.

in the

r

.

1

y

:

Mary Clarke,of Newcastle.

Case. of P. Feb.18, Mr.

.

|

ome,
1y5

¥. wGanniein, Lynn, Muss.

Snowflake

29.

3
:

name,

581. 1 ig fag pe or

-

In North Berwick, Me., Feb.23, by Rev. Thomas
Rpooner, Jr., Mr, Samuel Green, of N. B,, and Mrs, |

Ed. Soe.

BP

with

12 Marble

10 Snowflake

Cut this out.

(

hi

AD

oHE

packet cards,

25 Bristo!

25 Granite

SERA
-

|[NE ook
A

|

p

S Wolfborough

13t2

;

500

bt8

Any worker can make $12 0 da.
GolDésy Outfit free. kelizo 3%
Augusta, Maine.

Mail.

BES

|.

Al500

e

Address Box 788, New York.

TED» in each Stafe for the Detective
|
Service and to report crime, Pay
liberal. Inclose siainp, and address AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN SECRET
SERVICE Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

1ANDBOOKo~ BIBLE READINGS

4

to $1. Circulars free.

A

;

2.00

AA

uced

73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

2!

for B school

New

all Dont

$1.50. Contents free.

PB

$25 per 100 Copies;:|

2.50

R D Preston Dryden Neb

of

RESTORER!

& MAIN, Publishers,
BIGLOW
76 East Ninth Street, New York.

5.83

fy aiageria Full 0
i

opular edition only

Either
Covers,

Cents each by

30

.

9.00

Mic

“416

“Plain Home Talk
and
Modioal Common: Bonin
pages, 200 illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE

;

commend it.

Maybe ordered of Booksellers and Music Dealers.

10.00

per P_ Christian

y

Dialneat

—1,000

Meetings.”

Missions.

Dyer Epworth Iowa

»

;

“Just the book needed in our Gospel Temperance

1.50

BUTLEB, Treas.

:

:

Diseases Cured.

"

“It is by all odds the best.”
“Am thankful for its publicgfion.”
“The best of anything I ha¥®
seen.”
“Best book I have seen for our work.”
“Admirably adapted to meet the want.”
“Meets my ideas of a Temperance Book)”
“Comes just when such a
book is needed.”
“Not one objectionable sentiment has crept into
.
“Will be a most acceptable and popular Hitle
book.”
. |

4.00
2.40
7.47
2.97

A Iriend Manchester) NH for B school

)

TED Ladies and Gentlemen of ability and
good address, to sell a Temperance
(
pages 17 full page
Illustrations.) The

best work on this subj
ever p
one
Agent sold 182 in 3 weeks. Liberal
o
Address J. P. FITCH, Publisher, Hartford, Conn.

128 Pages,

I cordially

J.J.

ei
J Wilson Denver I1L

;

ang diiron Slam;

:

yah
PIANOS
rriLLLLL
Ys
\

A
ork,

ae
apoinetny of OF MrosiiEins
select
the
owing asfe fair specimens
inteligent

Q M N Y per Rev LL A Crandall

Morrice

|
ington, N. J.ane,

Xr.

2002

Western Education Soclety,
Church at Minneapolis Minn
Mich Wampler’s
River
Raisin Lake
Q M chMich:
Woman’s Miss Soc Fairport
NY *™

avis

B—bran new,
15
| days’ test trial. 0 Sher bargaine, want them intro-

Numerous letters have been received from prom- | Agents wanted. MURRAY HILL, PUB. CO.
inent Christian men and women who have exam. | 120 East 23th St, N. Y,
:
.
5t8

169.96
46.21
178.77
E. N, FERNALD, F. Sec.

Chemist,
1t10

each month,

29

Joy

in

Lewiston, Me, Mar.1,

ce

other manvfac$260. Beautiful

both of B.

In Loudon, N. H., Nov, 24, hy Rev. C. L. Plumer,
Clarence A. Jacobs and Miss Ada M. Newell, both of
Gilmanton.
In Lawrence, Mass., Feb. 23, by Rev. A. L. Houghton, Cyrus K, Chapman
and Aristeen C. Andrews,
both of Lovell, Me. Feb, 6, John E. Barr and M.
Emma Watson, both of L.
Feb. 18, by Rev. W. H. Littlefield, C. E. Littlefield,
Fen . of Rockland, and Miss Clara N. Ayer, of Montville.

iano and Organ Dealers, 40 East 14th street,

N. Y.,

should think it would become immensely popular.”
seen

say:

The N

“It

asked.” The New York Advocate, the Great Masonic
2 good thing.” Itis also favorably noticed by the

is a

t novelty

York

and tried the ‘CORNETTO,” and pronounced it a goauins

ian at

usical

novelty,

in music,
worth

4teows

Address,

we

the

price

Weekly, £ays: * The parties are reliable, and it is
Cincinatti Gazette, Boston Traveler, New York

itness, and many other leading journals.
Agents all ox€r the country should at once
merits of the CORNETTO, as millions of them must be sold within the next few months.

post-paid, with full instructions on receipt of 25c.

and

Work says: “We have

well

J. F. PHILLIPS,

look into the
Sent by mail,

/

27 Chatham Street, New York.

Missions.

request

contributors

to the Financial Secretary

Behevolent Societies.
t

|

to

send

of the

N. BROOKS, Treas.

3

3

PRIMER PREMIO
ESPOSICION

FARMINGTON Q. M, will meet with the Farmington
church according to the original notice, March 13 and
14. The ministerial meeting will be held in the afternoon of the Tuesday preceding.
D. PEASE, Clerk.
AROOSTOOK
Q. M. willhold its next session
the church in Blaine comameneing March 22, at
M.,

and continuing

HourLToN

over

the Sabbath.

L. V{TOwWLE,

Q. M. will convene

with

the

with
2, ¥.

2nd

an

appointment,

liberty by advice of brethren
aext session to be beld at the
mencing Friday, March 29, at
J.

the

clerk

takes

the

and churches to call the
Richfield church, com6, P, M.
8. DINSMORE, Clerk.

Dedication.

Rev D Waterman Nottingham N H.,
Rev. J. I. Locke, W. Buxton, Me.
Rev. E.N. Fernald, Financial Secretary,
ton, Me.
of

:
Lewis

Bequest.

months) after my decease, to be used for the purpose
for which said Suciety was incorporated (or forthe Per-

mauent Fund)”
In giving real estate the word
used after ** bequeath,”

*‘ devise”

should be

* The form of bequest to the other Societies is the
same, excepting that for the Education Society the
word ** Education” should be inserted instead of the
word * Home;” and for the Foreign Mission
Society
the word
* Foreign” should be used
instead of the

word ‘* Home,”
and * Maine”
instead
Hampshire,”
All bequests should be duly

of * New
witnessed.

Pinkhani—J

Received.

M

Pease—C F'

Penney—A

Swan—S8 A Stow—H F Wood—Mrs 8 Went-

worth—C D West—J Wood—E
~W Walker,

Books
|

N Wright—F

L Wiley
.

;

8 8 Ortonville Mich for sup=

ort of A Myers

EXHIBITIONS

OF

RECENT

YEARS.

shall

organ

make

mak-

an organ

which will cost the least money. Therefore the
ktiife is to make, by cheapest material and workmanghip, the POOREST POSSIBLE organ; and it is
wonderful what progress has been made in this direction! The country is flooded with ¢irculars and
advertisements representing these cheaply made
organs as worth great prices, but offering them, on
various specious pretenses, at fractions of these.

Into such competition the MASON

& HAMLIN

ORGAN COMPANYdo not enter, From the
ginning their first endeavor has been to make

bethe

MOST CHOICE

of

MATERIAL,

and

the

employment

oe

of the best WORKMEN only, in every department.
And they have calledto their assistance the best

NISoE Hatin

d's

o

improvements in such instruments ever made.
AND THIS HIGHEST STANDARD THEY RIGIDLY
MAINTAIN.
They invented and introduced the instrument,
substantially in its present form, being an improvement upon the melodeon,
It was Mr. Hamlin, of this
vented the modern SYSTEM OF
most important improvement
instruments, now universally

in 1861.
Company, who inVOICING REEDS, the
ever made in such
practiced, but car-

ried to the highest perfection only in these organs.
MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS have heen constantly placed in competition at PRINCIPAL INDUSevery

and in almost

instance

have

at

such been the SOLE RECIPIENTS OF HIGHEST
HONORS, for demonstrated superiority.
At all WORLD'S EYHIBITIONS of recent years,

viz.: at PARIS, 1867; VIENNA,
1875, and PHILADELPHIA, 1876,

1873; SANTIAGO,
they have taken

FIRST MEDALS OR OTHER HIGHEST HONORS.

At the U. S. CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION, MASON
& HAMLIN ORGANS were declared by the” distin-

‘Not

guished jury to EXCEL ALL OTHERS in ALL IMPORTANT RESPECTS. “Every member of the jury,”

B

rites Mr. GEO. F. BRISTOW, one of their num-

ber.” héartily concurred in assigning to those of your

ONLY, the FIRST

RANK

IN ALL

IMPORTANT

make,

QUALITIES

and

N

Priced,

C H

D

but

E A

equality in character throughout each

YOURS | stops;

ST.

PE

smoothness, ease

and

of workmanship, and

ele-

stop;

instru- | exactness of action; durability and perfection

gance and finish of cases, the exeellence of their organs i® COMPARATIVE-

.

ments.”

Lowest

A

BE S 1

of such

by ev
These ave the only AMERICAN ORGANS which have ever been found | LY GREATER TO-DAY THAN EVER BEFORE, and musthe recognized
examines,
and
compares
sufiiciently
who
judge
competent
ery
|
they
and
EXPOSITION,
WORLD'S
EUROPEAN
ANY
at
award
any
of
worthy
have obtained the FIRST MEDAL

WARRANT

at such wherever exhibited.

their organs ‘ for exhibition only.”

|- Every organ made
warrant

will

be

:
by this Company

VOLUNTARILY

made

i8 FULLY
good

‘WARRANTED,

and the

if there is any occasion. Ao It

excellence,

of a maker who wishes to evadeqa it. is
shoulll be remembered that
¥
he the warrant

:
market for them in Europe.
MUSICIANS IN EUROPE AND AMERICA recognize the. unequaled’ excellence of the MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS, and do not hesitate.to declare it.

But while it is commonly conceded that the Mason & Hamlin Organs are

which,

by

their ygreat

While theA sometimes give recommendations of other organs,

some good qualities in them, it will be noticed
parison of the circulars of makers containing

mentioning

by examination

such

and com-

recommendations,

that

Dr. FRANZ
ASON & HAMLIN are in almost all cases declared BEST.recently
charS08 SMe 10 musician in the world stands higher,

He

storized them
pores iti

as *

MATCHLESS,” “ UNRIVALLED.”

tela

is ote ebtoemed in America

THEODORE THOMAS,
or has

a wi a of Se

PRICES

the best instruments of the class madé, either in this country or Europe;

ad iat
of fone,”
qualities
better
richer,
especially
as UNEQUALED
Organs
that
& Hamlin
Mason
regardin the
Sonenlly
ind Xue]
. bw “they

#. M,

Ed, Soc.
10.60
140
5.00
1.00
5.0
4.09
8.00

2.80

H2

52

8.

!
?

1.87
48

3.45

the 3

with experience, machmery, and facilities accumulated

Ts

" pee

HA

and Jorsiels in

ORGANS,4 bvthe
THOUSAND
a a il
oe
is ane thus able to sell atprices whieh are

HUNDRED
; x ONE& gy

Differ.

Mowe THAN THOSE OF THE MOST INFERIOR WORK.4
et
ory
toe in price is small; difference in value very great. se

OF

>

3

ro ll a,b of

hut also for easy payments

nent of $7.30 per.

quarter

Hi proportionate —
size, $34 each. FIVE OCTAVE

(three

DOUBLE

REED ORGANS, $100; with NINE STOPS, $108; in VERY RICH CASE, $114;

ganist and pianist of note;

MASON & HAMLIN

;
Having

:
and valué.

| JATEe8t and most completely furnished factory in the world in this line,

arn
\
ORGANS, which are published in their Circulars, were characterized by
the New York Tribune as * The universal opinion 4 the musical ‘profes: Det Suiehey DE
llest
sion,” and by the New York World as ‘ The Judgment of nearly every or | To if PRICES.—Sma

IMPROVEMENTS.

! This Company arenot aware of any real
instruments, which is not to be found
smoothness of working stops; variety
exceeding refinement of tone; delicacy

15

those

The net prices of these organs are but lit tle aay

is an error.

:
Wy)
i
WAL
of greatly inferior workmanship
of instruments

180

MODERN

12
6

sup.
This

it is often
a.

The eimontl coin he nero of th an Touma | FHS NERS BH EL
¥

TERMS.

AND

THE BEST INSTRUMENTS OF THEIR CLASS IN THE WORLD,
posed that the prices are much higher than those of inforios

ture
o
TH
quaintance with best musicians,j says the MASON & HAMLIN ORGANS “are the Jig
SS

2.80

M Hosmer
2.
(Oh Dayton Mich
Ch Rich
‘
Benevolent Soc Ortonville Mich

who

/ little value, because it is practically impossible to enforce it. Hewce ma.
have given a great reputation to AMERICAN ORGANS, and opened a wide | ers
of poorest organs boldly warrant them.

Benevolent
Soci eties.
February Recelpts.

Genesee Q M Mich

to

etitions ; entering

Rev SJ Gould Edgecomb Me.
Rev N Brooks Manchester N H.

4.

now, is. as

’
:
vamp
ORGANS
& HAMLIN
_ It is the MASON

Rev D A Tucker Millhausen Ind,
Rev A Striemer Potte N
.
Jey T J Furgnson Middleport O, 2
vT E Peden Flat O.
Elid Wm Rose Lene Tree Neb.
J M Holney Pine Grove O,
0 G Augir Wilton Junc Iowa.
J P Hewes Hortonville Wis.
G H Turner Fairburg Neb.
Mrs B Wright Woodstock Ill.
Rev J A Sutton Blanuerster O.
Richard Bogie Rome Wis.
a
Wm H Merriman Depauville N Y.
W U Edwards Sherman NY.
Rev Geo Bullock Lex ington Mich,
EXPRESS.

F.M

great competition among reed

ers

So well established is the superiority of the MASON & HAMLIN Organs
that other leading makers now decline to compete with them at Industrial

Forwarded.
BY MAIL,

LG Jordan Lewiston Me
Church Exeter Me
Mins © C Steere Greenville R I
** © M Haines Biddeford Me
Mrs Haines
ia
Ch New Durham N H
** Park 8t Providence
RT *
Grand Rapids
FB Q M Female
Miss Soc
Ch Starksboro Vt
;

Fr HE

hundreds;

Palmer—L IL Pulsifer—L J Porter—dJ Pelton—L BPot~
ter—D I Rowe—L W Raymond—S Shaw -J C Sweet—
A D Sandborn—N Sparks—J D Smith—E A Stratton—
D Sherman—dJ Sweet—E Toothaker- C H gpl
M
Tilliugast—A Trafton=—W H Thompson—8
m ith—

Emily L

WORLD'S

1876.

TRIAL COMPETITIONS in America to the number of

E B Andrews—E N Argo—M
Atwood
2—K Ashworth-J Adams—W Bacon—T M Blake~Mrs ASD
Bates—Mrs CM Banks—J § Bailey—S88 Bowers—L C
Chase~8 Cole—C Campbell -B Cutlér—A M Coombs—
J Calder—D Cheney—C C Chandler—M F Daggett—S
N Dix—E O Dickinson—N Clough—G W_Carmean—S8
S Cady-—C W L Eastman—H Frost—B F_Ferguson—
Miss 8 B Foller—H P Gage—S J Gould—H T
Geer—L
Gifford—A E L Hobbs—E T Hurd-K F Higgins—P
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ALL

PHILADELPHIA,

skill the world could afford; having been them“selves so fortunate as to effect the most important

"wy give and bequeath to the Freewill Baptist Home
Mission Soclety,* incorporated by the Legislature of"
the Stare of New Hampshire,
(here
insect the
amount) to be, by my said Executor, paid over to
the Treasurer
of sald’ Society,
in ——— days (or

Letters

HONORS
AT

SANTIAGO, 1875.

1873.

VERY BEST INSTRUMENTS POSSIBLE. They have
been rigidly careful in the selection and preparation

Addresses,

Rev N Preble Box 72 Richmond Me.

Form

VIENNA,

HIGHEST

F. B.

The Free Baptist meeting-house at Water
Village,
N. H.. is now completed, and will be dedicated Thursday, March 7, at 2,p. M. All are invited to attend.
PER ORDER.
Post-Office

1867.

3

archri5;at-2-o'clocks

OWING to bad roads and weather there ‘was no ses
sion of the Hancock & Quincy Q,M. in Dec. and .in
the absence of

PARIS,

Clerk.

The Ministers’ Conference will meet “at the church on
Thursday, Mareh 14, at 7, P.M., and also on Friday at
9 A.M.
¥.H.PECKHAM, Clerk.

CHAS. H. KROWINE, Clerk.

sympathy for our cause
tr rohout this country.

first

Sra

anos, Retail Price
900, only

———

By vote of the Executive Board of the
Freewill
Baptist Foreign Mission
Society,
held
in Boston, Mass, on "the fifth of last month, the Treas=-

LrrrLE Scioto §. M.—Held its winter session with the Madison church, Feb. 16, 17.
Although the weather was very rainy and the
roads
extremely bad, yet most all of the
churches were represented by letter and delegates.
All the meetings were interesting and
spiritual.
Rros. J, Shepard and L. Swain were
publicly set apart to the work of the gospel
ministry.
Bro. J. Shepard was appointed Cor.
Mess. to the Jackson
Q. M., and Bro. Alva
Crabtree to the Athens and Meigs.
The Sciotoville, California, and Antioch churches were
received at this session. Numerous additions
were reported by some of the churches.
In
all there have been some 200 accessions in the
last three months.
We are able to say that we,
as a Q. M., are on the advance.
Next session with the church at Wheelers-

Fone iOd,

Prairie City Q M

Star, in the form hedid on the first of
this and the
last month; and he
also
will
send the aggregate
amount ot such receipts every month to the Treasurer
of these Societies. This arrangement has been ap rov=
ed DY the executive comm jttees of the Home
Teslon
and Education Boards. As funds are greatly
needed in
these departments of our Christian work,
it is hoped
and earnestly desired that all our ministers, churches,
brethren, sisters, aad friends, will interest themselves
and actively engage in this systematic work ofralsing
funds for our Benevolent Societies.
n
SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

the

inclemency of the weather, the session was not
so largely ‘attended as on former occasions.
Revs. John Hisey and A. M. Simonton were
the only ministers present.
All the churches
reported by letter, and some by delegates.
Interest good.
Four of the churches have enjoyed revivals,
Two, as reported, are without
pastors.
Next session with the Sugar Run church,
Mar. 19, 20,
M. V. WHITACRE, Clerk.

5.00
16.00

Miss MT

All monies collected in our churckes for Home or
Freedmen’s Mission and
the Education Society, by
cards or otherwise, on
the weekly'subseription system, adopted the past year by our Benevolent Societies, should be sent to our Financial Secretary, REV,
E. N. FERNALD,Lewiston, Me. He will pablish such
on the

:

Van Buren Q M Mich per O H P Sheldon

AND LIME, without pos-

i

weather being stormy and roads bad.
Business
ness of conference done with unusual dispatch
und harmony.
Preaching by Rev. E. J. Keeville, who preaches the Word in demonstration
of the Spirit and with ove:
| May session to bé held with the Snow Prairie

wor!
Ch Chepachet BR T

Newport N Y

Bu
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| PRAYER
10,00

J A Marston Pines Island Minn

Hotices and Appointments.

receipts, monthly,

o

3.00

Ch Lawrence Mass towards support of Alphonso L Hough-

—

Funds

(9) u

i

A

“

Foreign

Com-

For sale by A. B. WILBOR,

B F Hayes

;

"| By Rev. ROT LOWRY and W. HOWARD DOANE.
20.00 | A new and superior collection of Sacred Songs,
thoroughly winnowed, carefully sianged,

ad

Hillsdale, Mich.

ap.

sessing the very nauseating flavor of the article as
heretofore used, is endowed by the phosphate of
lime with a healing property, which renders the
oil doubly efficacious. Remarkable testimonials of
its efficacy can be exhibited to those who desire
to see them.
Boston,

"

a

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cretan,

17.64 | Price,in Board

1y42

a.
--

To

a
o

Rochester

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.
For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
delicate stomiach will not reject it. Sold by drug
gists and E. H. TRUEX, 3 Platt St., New York.

urer

church in
Henrietta, Feb. 16, 17. Delegates
from ithe Spencer church, one of whom was
Rev. O. C. Inman, pastor, were present. Rev.
0. D. Patch,pastor of the Free
Baptist church
of Cleveland, was in attendance, by whom anc

of this
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contains more infor

dealers sell LEISURE HOURS, price seven cents.
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@uarterly

churches may elect, shall be! a: standing cem-

that the pastors and deacons,
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one sending Fifteen Cents (stamps taken) to pay
mailing expenses. Money returned to those not
satisfied. They get Double Value. J. L. Patten &
Publishers,

1.60
450

BELL per 5
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the best Stories, Poetry, Wit, etc., sent Free to any

Co.,

a0
BV

5

Ch 50 Stratford Vt

Handsome
Pictures Free !—Two Elegant
6x8 Chromos, worthy to adorn the walls of any
home, and a Three Months’ Trial of LEISURE
HOURS, a charming 16 page literary paper, full of

of the

Forest, June 10-12.

for missions in'the Q. M. in any

G 8 Ricker
“
MissABGhdden™

Ch Pine St
RL

141
4.00
a

do W Buxton
*
do Mt Vernon Lowell Mass

mation of value to advertisers than most other
publications. Sent free. Address N, W. Ayer &
Son, Advertising Agents, Times Building Philadelphia.

who

the large field may be able to sustain not one
but two pastors. The resolutions contemplate

resolutions contemplate that: all- money

Rev.

A CARD,

bi
AYER & SON'S MANUAL

the Waterloo

WHITE Co. (Ind.)
Q. M.—Held its last session with the Providence church.
The attendance was good during the entire session,
Pray
for us,
and God’s
presence was with us,
brethren of other Quarterly Meetings.
Next session with the Newton church, Jasper Co., April 12—14.
B. F. FurGusoxN, Clerk.

work at Auburn Corners, where the Feb. ses<
sion of the Q. M. was held.’ It' was a season
of great interest.

churches,

14
4.00

50

mr
J
Re Rosa; Clerk,7 T Or Lancaster XH
)
**
W H Bowen

ker, who has long been a resident of Waterloo,

Dianah Boggs, for

and appropriated the balance of the
“to visiting and to prayer-meetings.
The

Baptist

vo

an *
do N Shaplelgh
Me

Rey. JOSEPH 1. INMAN, Station 'D., Bible House,

was formerly a member of the Q. M. (now living on the frontier), was with us. Sister Ba-

interest of the meetings. We were also called
to mourn the death of Bro. Wm. Boggs .in his

a house

F.

anyille ve

do Hodsdon Mo

Union

The Great South American Remedy for all spevial diseases, discovered in the great valley of to
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous: and vital
forces ; its suceess is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, ‘send self-addressed envelope to

It was the 1st Q. M. Bro. Brown had the pleas-

The Jackson Q.

building

and

,

Shabott remained a little more than a week, next session will be held with the Fairbank
church in June, of which timely notice will
and more than that length of time I have been
lone,
With exception of calls from Revs. Carr, | be given +
]
Peden and Crabtree, who added much to the

are

in the

Business Hotices.

| Q. M. at this time who were members at its
: Shabott, of the Little Scioto Q. M., continued a organization. How fleeting and transitory are
all things earthly!
Bro. Baker commenced a
series of meetings, closing last evening, which
series of meetings two weeks before the Q. M.
in the providence of God resulted in much
held, and the good work still goes on.
good,altheugh there were but three members to
begin with. There have been 14 or 15 conver- Sononenty or more have manifested a desire
to become Christians, and quite a number have
sions, and several prodigals have returned.
met with a happy change.
Quite a number
Fourteen have already been added to the
have united with the church.
Others will go
church,
seven of them by baptism.
There
forward in the ordinance of baptism soon. The
are also several candidates for baptism. . Elder

Lester church they

progress

church,and was the best we have ever enjoyed.

of the
moves

M. convened here with the Boggs or Beaver
Valley churéh, Jan, 26, 27. Had quite a pleas. ant season, after which the writer with Bro,

22d year, son of Hiram and

in

on) Ni

HB Sawyer Manchester NH
Augusta
Ch
HoultonSmith Me *

Husbour and G. H. Damon. It is believed
that ten have experienced religion, all, but one,
young
persons, and members of the Sabbath-

Others have tak-

held with

been

of the M, E.

tor of the Oelwein and Fairbank churches.
Eld. Jenkins, although advanced in years,
preaches occasionally as opportunity presents.

May Ged keep us humble and faithful.”

BiG BEAVER

M.

of

church in Henrietta, conducted by the pastors

in the Q. M., Eld. J. H. Brown having just
come to us from Illinois. He is engaged as pas-

God.
the

Q.

he

meeting has

6,

Ch1 No Berwick Me ¢

in which

Any one interested and desirous

further information can address J. H. Rosa
Kipton Station, Lorain Co.,, 0.
A revival

en their places and are holding up the standard
of the cross. We have six ordained ministers

for

with

.one to come under the watch and
«church,
Thus the work of the

«on,

of

appointment

J.C. 8.

1871, brothers of the writer.

prayers.
The church has thus far had three
accessions, all soundly converted.
We are

awaiting an outpouring of the Spirit

reported

by Rev. O. E. Baker.
Many of our dear brethren and sisters have gone to their long home,
among the number Eld. Edwin Champlin, in
the year 1869,and Eld. D. E. Champlin, in

renewed zeal “to go up and possess tue
land.”
Rev. Jd. A. SuTTON, of Blanchester, O.,
writes: ‘“ We.are at present engaged in holding a protracted effort with the Oceola F. B.
«church.
God is greatly blessing our labors.
* The church is being revived and many
back-

sliders

be

nearly four hundred members. Five churches
have erected houses of worship, the last being completed by the Lester church, which

pleasure of a visit recently paid to churches in
the Harmony Q. M. He met with warm hospitality and returned to his own field of labor
encouraged and strengthened and fired with

was held.

at least none that can give a fair view of the
real work done by us. It is hoped that all
money raised in our churches for missions by

that lave taken place in its short history.
We
are sorry to say the above named churches
have lost their visibility, but not without doing a good work for the Master. The Q. M. is
now composed of seven churches, numbering

P.H.

A CORRESPONDENT

done

STAR, MARCH

ing his life and the high esteem

by the Q. M. and churches, upon our books, or

one hundred. . Many

SPECIAL meetings have been in progress in
the Middleport, O., church, for three weeks.
<Five have found peace in believing on the Lord
Jesus Christ, and the work still goes on.

'

and de-

Creek and Oxly Grove churches. Eld. N. W.
Bixby organized the first, and Eld. David E.
Champlin. the last two.
At that time Eld.
Bixby was the nearest F. B. minister, living
some sixty miles away,
Eld. Jenkins about

still

sin-

south

The Q. M. was composed of three churches at
its organization, namely: Waterloo, Spring

Western.
and

and

now a thriving city of nearly seven

—
cre
p—ee=
Sf em
sememm

are reclaimed

west

The Waterloo Q. M. was organized by Eld.
Enoch Jenkins, July 16,1858, in the village of
‘Waterloo, situated on one of the most beautiful rivers in the West, numbering at that time
some three or four hundred inhabitants. It is

wards, a donation of $64.00, besides Christmas
presents of $19.00.....Rev. J. W. Burgin, of
of
Warren, Vt., acknowledges a donation
$70.00, Feb. 13. Also on Christmas, $30.00,

Backsliders

and

alike traverse our State, raise money

Waterloo

market, N. H., March 381, and will go to
Haverhill, Mass..:.The Sherman (N. Y.)
church gave their pastor, Rev. W, U. Ed-

goes on.

east

part, and-there-is no record of the work

vern closes his labors with the church in New-

Tue revival work at Hortonville, Wis.,

the

to Bro. Gleason.

J. Mal-

church in Tamworth, N. H....Rev.

Agents

MORNING

ORGAN

new style, POLISHED JET and GoLD BRONZE FINISH, $135, eto.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, with illustrations from photagrapbs,
improvement ybt effected in such
for them ave Invited » Bou}
in their organs. In power and | and Price Lists sent free, Persons writing
like them, to whom they will also Le
and attractiveness of solo stops; | names of other parties who might
free.
:
J
of soft stops; volume of louder ' sent ih
; ;

©0., 151 Tremont 8t,, BOSTON; 25 Union Square, NEW

YORK; or 250 Wabash”

Ave, CHICAGO,

THE

Poetry.

Ls | peril

truth of his conviction that

BABY GOINGTO SLEEP.
BY

V.

G. RAMSEY,

Bye lo baby, bye lo byé—

'

a

Opening to the dream-land fair
‘Where the crimson roses bloom
And white lilies fill the air.

vole,

In that wondrous land of dreams?

which

had

driven

of the mountain was

its

as the Lake

WAIT.

instantaneous,

and

buried them as they lay sleeping; the
water flowed with impetuous rapidity
into the unprotected villages, not one inmate of which survived to relate the ex-

little while,
sure
.
but one short lifetimi
endure.

periences of that awful night,

Wait a little while

;

Some months passed; and the first
horrer of the catastrophe had a little

And trust;
Thou shalt suffer only
What thou must.

faded, when another berg-fall took place,
again followed by lamentable consequences. It occurred in the month of May

Wait a little while;

Above
In his love,

!

Wait a little while;
His grace
:
Soon shall bear you quickly
To his face.
:

an enormous wave, and rushed violently
up the valley, wrecking
houses and
farm-buildings,
destroying the flourish4

SPRING HA 8 COME.
MYRA.

the world who, in like manner,

.| away a portion of the parish church of a
village which had been recalled Alleghe,
after the submersion of the first of that
name.
The organ of this church was
forcibly swept to a considerable distance ;
and a tree borne along on the mighty
wave was dashed into an open window of

Waiting for warmth to melt the snow,
Waiting for ice-bound-brooks to flow.
Waiting to hear the April rain,

Paltering on the window pane,
Telling of fields, and pastures green,
Of lovely flowers as yet unseen.

— Well-Spring.
:

Waiting and hoping for it all.

Many lives were

Waiting for what the Father ’J| give;
Each in its season, his words not vain,
*‘ Beedtime and harvest while earth remain.”

Science does not explain

of somnambulism.

lost during

out for misfortune.
~ Since that time, however, no other

se-

rious disaster has befallen them; the
huge mountains of the neighborhood
have not again hurled death and ruin on
the smiling valley at their feet; and the
little lake of Alleghe, the principal me-

A TYROLESE CATASTROPHE.

In 1771, a terrible calamity befell the
little villag
of Alleghe
e , situated on the
banks of the river Cordevole, not far _morial
of the catastrophe, is only an adfrom the town of Caprile in the Tyrol. ded beauty to
the lovely scenery. which
The district was a fertile and beautiful
surrounds it, and lies there in serene
several scattered villages, - sur-

tranquility, all unconscious
ing hearts forever stilled

cornfields, and

protected from the fierce blasts of winter

waters,

by the range of high mountains, which
were at once its safeguard
and
its

dark

when

of the happy

homes

somnambulist

desolate

its

by

truthfulness we vouch for :

rendered
cold,

One night the grandmother of the writer was awakened by some one fumbling

cruel

about the bedroom.
*¢ Who's there!” she asked.

More than a hundred years have passed

At the base of one of the loftiest of
.this great range, called Monte Pezza,
stood the village of Alleghe.
of January,

and

of the beatbeneath its

wave.

peril.

In the month

The

all the facts

places, and executes feats of agility impossible to him when awake. Sometimes
he performs difficult work,—he has been
known to paint a picture in ut'er darkness,—and to do other acts such as required for their execution no ordinary intelligence in wide-awake men. Yet when
the somnambulist awakes from his unnatural condition, he knows literally
nothing of his extraordinary acts,
Occasionally the somnambulist appears
in a humorous character,as did the woman in the following anecdote, whose

seemed to have been so specially singled

Circle.

rounded by orchards and

——

this second great berg-fall, and terrible con- moves about io the dark as readily as inthe
sternation was created in the minds of light, fearlessly puts himselfin dangerous
the inhabitants of the district, which positions, securely stands on slippery

‘Waiting and hoping—it’s thus we live,

, one, with

+

FUNNY SIDE OF SOMNAMBULISM.

dinner;-the-servant—wheo—was—attendin
him being killed on the spot.
od

~ Waiting
to hear the robin’s call,

trust their

in the day of trouble ; I will deliver thee.”

| the curé’s house, while he was sitting at

Waiting and hoping, with never a fear,
For the happy seedtime that is near;

since then ; many generations of villagers
have lived and died, and the recollection

‘¢ Susan,” was whined out by the servant girl. ‘ What are you doing?”
“Iam trying to find a needle and
thread to sew up the Commandments,”

of the great berg-falls of 1771 has faded

into a mere tradition of the place; but
yet, looking down into the clear depths

the

mountains around were all covered with
heavy snow, a charcoal burner was at

of the lake, on a day

when

there

is

no

his work in the Woods of Monte Pezza,
wind to raise ripples on its surface, the answered the fumbling Susan.
when his attention was suddenly arrested outlines of
¢ What do you mea?”
the submerged villages can be
by a distinctly tremulous movement of distinctly traced.
“I have broken one of them.”
Roofs and walls of
the ground, and by the frequent rattling houses
“
Which? "
fn
:
can yet be distinguished ; it is even
down of stones and debris from the said that
‘
“Thou
shalt
not
steal.”
I
have
been
the belfry of the church is visirocky precipices behind
him. These ble, flights of stairs, and many other stealing your sugar and giving it to
were sufficient indications of danger to relics
of the past life of the drowned in- Thomas,”—the girl's lover.
the practiced ear of the mountaineer. habitants.
“How did you get it to him?”
Se
:
:
He knew too well the portents of those
‘In one of your-stockings, and I put it
* On the 21st of May, in each year, the
overwhelming
catastrophies
that are date of the second of those great disas- in the hollow tree for him.”
continually to be dreaded ; and on listen- ters, a solemn commemora
On the next morning the stocking was
tion service is
ing more attentively, he became convinc- celebrated in
the little church of Alleghe, examined, and sure enough, it showed
ed that serious peril was impending. and
masses are performed for the souls that Susan did indeed need to sew up the
Even as he watched, several large boulHer only plea
of those who perished in the two fatal Eighth Commandment.
ders became detached from the face of the
when
she
was
brought
face
to face with
berg-falls of 1771.—True Blue.
mountain, and rolled down to a considher own accusation was—
erable distance ; while at times the trem- DOES GOD
‘J shouldn’t have done it had it not
LISTEN WHEN CHILDREN
- bling motion of the ground was too evibeen for that red-headed fellow.”
PRAY?
dent to be mistaken.
0-0 -0-0
Let me tell you a story, and then yom
ro
It was growing late in the afternoon, can answer this question for yourself.
BE AGREEABLE AT MEALS,
% and darkness would
soon fall on the
A pious widow lady had three young
A family table ought to be bright and
valley ; so, hastily quitting his work, he children whom she had taught
‘ always cheerful, a sort of domestic altar, where
made the best of his way down to the to pray” andto believe that God was ever
every one casts down his or her offering,
nearest village, and with the excitement ‘ready to hear and grant their requests.
great or small, of pleasantness or peace;

naturally caused by anxiety and fear, he
told the inhabitants of the alarming Ai
dications

he

had just

witnessed,

Often,as they looked from their windows,

where, for at least

they saw large droves of cattle crowded
together cruelly in carts on their way to

‘and

paid no hee
to dthe warning;

and

the

usually an obedient, faithful child, but he
became quite fascinated with books about

charcoal burner having done all he could

to save them from the threatened calam- wild Western
life, and began to long for
ity, went on as fast as possible to carry the freedom and lack of restraint he imhis terrible news to three other . villages, agined he should find among the prairies.
which were all directly exposed ‘to the He felt quite sure he could take care of

like danger.

But they also utterly disbe- himself; and the thought of the hunting

a brief

space

in

the

day, all annoyances are laid aside, all
stormy tempers hushed, all quarrels healed; every one being glad and content to
sit down at the same board and ‘the same
bread and salt, making it, whether it

urged them to make their escape, with- the slaughter-house. The sight moved
out loss of time, from the threafened | them to pity; and day by day they added

danger. Strangely enough, they seem’ to their simple, childish requests this peto have attached no value to. the 1Bigns. dition : “ O God, do not let the naughty
"of approaching mischief which the man men abuse the poor cattle.”
describedto them; and it would appear
This they continued for months, till the
that they considered the falling debris to Society fur the Prevention of Cruelty to
be attributable to some accidental snow- Animals was formed, and all the starving
slip, caused possibly, by the warm rays and overcrowding of cattle was forbidof the noonday
sun.
den:
ST
may have thought, they
theyer
Whatev
Harry, the oldest of her boys, was

were a rich repast or a dinrer

equally a’ joyful, almost
meal.—Dr. Holbrook.

|

of herbs;

a ‘sacramental

A OHEERFUL VIEW.

“Hoy dismal you look!" said a bucket
to his companion, as they were going to

“while

the other,

who

was

called Ruth,

weighed out the prepared clay and rolled

“No, Jeremiah, I won't pray; I'm too
sore for that.
Father's ill now, as well
as mother.
God doesn't care for us, or

he'd have kept us from so much sorrow.”
“Hush! don’t speak rashly. The Lord
has not forsaken you, but you're rebelling
against him. Didnt you tell me a week
ago you had given yourself to‘ God, and
meant to serve him with Your whole
heart?”
“Perhaps I did;

butit was only

be-

cause I thought God would care for me."

“Sit down a moment, Ruth, and hear

that way!” said the bucket. *‘ How I enjoy

- Fiterarp

UT

4

ministers unable to pay for them. There could
be no better means of peepetuating the memo-

ry and influence of a singularly pure and good

‘vase, tha
I wastable to make it. Child,

learn your lesson from this, A few days
ago you said, ‘Dear Lord, train me for
thy service.’ ‘Your Heavenly Father is
taking you at your word; but you rebel,
and do not wish to become a vessel fit for

the Masters use.

God is our Heavenly

Potter. He works in us to
do of his own good pleasure,
trust him. He deals with us
with the clay, prepares and
because he loves us. Those

will and to
and we must
as we deal
polishes us,
vases yon-

der are not nearly so beautiful as they

will be when they’ve passed through the
fire three times, and birds and flowers
adorn them. There are many steps to
climb in God's school, and the Great Potter must have faithful children, who yield
themselves to be fashioned as he thinks

best.

Don't be afraid to trust him.

The

Father who spared not an only Son will
with him freely give the best gifts. Go
home and ask the Lord to help you to say,
‘Thy will be doue.}”
Ruth took the old man’s advice, and returned to her afternoon work with a
bright face. As she put the first lump of
clay on to the - wheel, she whispered to
the old potter, * God's will be done.”

‘ Bless Him for that!” answered Jeremiah, reverenily.— Cottager and Artisan.
440-006
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HOW TO RISE IN THE WORLD.
In 1855, a young gentleman registered
his name in the largest hotel in the city of

Louisville, Ky.

He had a pretty ward-

robe, such as young

men

including a gold watch

usually

have,

and chain. He

was in search of occupation. At the expiration of two weeks he took an inventory of his personal effects : * Out of money and no business.” He had a brief interview with the proprietor of the hotel.
His trunk of clothing was left as securily
for his board bill; he hypothecated his
watch for the

loan

of

ten

dollars,

and

baving kissed the tip end of his fingers to

a kind nd sympathetic landlord,
he
‘‘ went diving for the bottom.” ' He found
‘‘ bottom” on Water street, where a
steamer was being discharged of cotton
by

Dutchmen,

negroes,

and

Yankees.

Having purchased a heavy pair of boots,
a blue shirt and overalls,

he

commenced

rolling and piling cotton. at the rate of
five cents per bale. In three weeks he

was promoted to the portion of *“ maker,”

with a salary of foriy-five dollars per
month, and at the expiration of nine

months he had a right

to grow mellow

overa salary of one-hundred and twentyfive dollars per month.” To-day this gentleman is one of the largest business operaters in Bay street.—United Presbyterian.

:

they were in, knelt down,

and reverently

repeated his morning prayer. This brave

boy grew up to be a vrave man.
the noted Captain Hammond.
faithtul soldier of Jesus.

Ile was
Ie was

a

A
:
man.
The present volume atterapts to unfold and
hatmionize, as far as may be, different relig-

ALL SAINTS’ DAY, and Other Sérmons,
By
the
Rev. Charles
Kingsley,
M. A., late
Rector of 'Eversley
and Canon of Westminster,
Edited by the Rev, W. Harrison,

M. A., Rector of Brington.
New York:
Scribher, Armstrong & Co. 1878.
12mo.

pp. 410. ($1.50).
Charles Kingsley
was dearly
beloved by
multitudes of people, . All these, that are in
the flesh, will welcome this volume, coming

as it were from the heaven that he has entered

and

bearing

sages.

the

old-time

characteristic

mes-

He was in a sense a typical Christian.

He embodied

practical

that pictured

Christianity,

maiden clinging with

representation

which

is shown

one hand

to the

of

bya

arm of

the Cross and with the other reaching down to
[help a fellow-mortal to the same

sure

resting-

place. Thus Kingsley, with a faith in the unseen that wag stronger than the arm of flesh,
and with an appreciation of the loving, practical principles of Christianity that surpassed
all other passions, was ever urging and helping men forward to an experience of the same

blessedness,

These sermons are like the man.

They deal somewhat with doctrine, because a
certain amount of that is essential; but they
also deal with those practical subjects that are
daily coming
before
every Christian mind.
The description of these who make
up the

* all saints” of God, the exaltation

of the pu-

rifying hope of the Gospel, the tender words
about a mother’s love, and the sermons on the
Comforter, God as a refuge, the blessings of

humility, heavenly peace, and the abiding love
of Christ are such as no person can really

read

without a quickening of the whole spiritual
nature. The lessons that are drawn from the
fast

and

feast

practical worth,

days

of the

church

abound in

A few of the sermons in the

volume, of which there are forty-three, have
previously appeared in “ Good Words ;” but by

far the greater number were not prepared by
Mr. Kingsley for the press.
They were prepared only for the pulpit, and sometimes at an
hour’s notice, to meet special demands.
Hence
they bear about them some impression of the
stirring, magnetic influences under +x hich they

were written.

The sermons have been gladly

received in England.

They

will also

ly received inthis country where
ley is lovingly

be glad-

Mr.

Kings-

remembered,

ious views, by explaining them: on the basis
ofa sound philosophy. * God as Life,” * God
as Unity and Duality,” *“ The Doctrine of
Influences,”

* Divine

Hell,”

and

Heaven

THE BIBLE DOCTRINE OF THE Sour; Or,
Man’s Nature and
Destiny, as Revealed.
By Charles L. Ives, M. D., late Professor of
Theory and Practice of Medicine in Yale
College.
Philadelphia:
Claxton, Remsen
& Haffelfinger. 12mo. pp. 334.

The author of this volume is an officer in a
Congregational church in New Haven, Ct.,

where he has a Bible class in the Sundayschool, many of whose members he surprised
one Sunday by stating to them that the Bible

The ‘author’s theory is not,

unevangelical, but it comes

perhaps,

utterly

suficiently near it

for all practical purposes.
He professes to
‘ take Holy Writ to mean just what it says,”
that death means literal death, the loss of existence, annihilation, which is to be the fate of

the wicked; while life means the opposite, and

is the promised reward of the faithful.

Both

the soul and the body, Dr. Ives believes, remain unconscious in the grave till the resurrection, and that the good and bad will then be

and

Law’

of the

“Christ as the Fulfillment

“ The Power of the Essential Life” are some of

e bears
the topics considered in it. Every
evidence of that spiritual insight and sweet
and gentle manner so characteristic of the au-thor.
The publishers are G. P. Putnam’sSons, New York.

Miss MISANTHROPE] a
McCarthy,
author of

Novel.
By Justin
‘* A Fair Saxon,”

‘ Lady sudith,” ete. New York: Sheldon
& Co. 8vo. pp. 238,
The heroine ofthis story is Minola Gray, a

young lady fiving'in a country place

enjoy living with her step-mother, who has
married again, She leRves the place, and,in
company with a lady friend, goes to London.
Her only friend there is a young lady, whom

she has previously met at School, but through

her and

her

formed.

family

other

acquaintances

Victor Heron, one

male characters, is a young

of the

man

are

leading

who

comes’

from the colonies, having had an appointment
in the St. Zavier's settlements.
Ie has a
grievance and desiresto be elected to Parliament that he may bring it before that body,

in which wish he succeeds.
Minola professes
to find Jittle good in mankind generally, and

Victor gives her the playful appellation of *“ Miss Misanthrope.” But ‘after various ex-

‘ periences in politics, love and misunderstandings, they reach the point where * she doesn’t

dislike men any more,”and Victor complacent-ly says “ no more Miss Misanthrope.”

St. Paul, Sheppard, Mary Blanchet

and her

brother, Lucy Money and her father, mother
and sister have all well drawn characters.
The
book is free from the extravagances of sensational writings, and on the other” hand avoids
prosaic moralizing.
It is simply, what it purports to be, an entertaining story.

The current number of the North American

of contents.

We have dealt on another page with the papers
discussing
the doctrine of future punishment.
Students of the subject would do well to consult the original papers themselves,
The remaining papersin this number are Part I of
“ The Armyof the United States,” by Gen.
Garfield; a comparison of English and American Universities, by Pres. Eliot
; * Stonewall
Juckson and the Valley Campaign,” by Gen.
Richard Taylor; * The Death-struggle of the
Republican Party,” by
George W. Julian:
“ The Position of the Jews in America.” by
Rabbi Gustav Gottheil, and* The Political
Alliance of the South with the
West,”
by

Senator Morgan,

There

are

ten important books.—New
ton & Co., 551 Broadway.

also reviews
York:

D.
‘

of

Apple-

The results of recent examinations and explorations of the Great Pyrumid in Egvpt
a
have been compiled by Mr. W.H. Wilion
sand

put into a hundy pamphlet of64 pages, which
is published by F. H. Revell, Chicago. The
compiler’s design has been to show by these

discoveries that * trae science and Holy Seript.

ures are in perfect accord.”

A portion

of his

reasoning seems to be rather imaginative in
its character, but there can be no doubt that

important lessons could be learned from these
age-worn structures, if they could be made to

give up their secrets. The discoveries of Professor I. Smith and other noted scholars form

raised and judged together, when each class the basis of the present pamphlet, which
will enter upon the state which we have al | full of curious and valuable information.

ready indicated.

The

author

seems

to

have

discovered that all the learned men have thus
far gone astray in their understanding of the
Revealed Word, and that they have not rightly
conceived

the soul,”

¢ the Biblically

revealed

Dr. Ives believes that the

nature

of

soul has

a bodily basis, that the Bible teaches that * al]
animals have souls,” and that * man’s soul is
materinl and mortal,” and that * this earth is
to be the believer's: future place of reward.”

He considers the objections that may.

be raised

to this theory, and especially to the doctrine of
annibilationism, citing Scripture to establish

his argument,

We find

some

portions of the

book inconsistent with other portions, and the
author himself insisting on rules of interpretation in some chapters that he is the first to
violate in others.
We are willing to admit
that that may be owing to our failure to understand his doctrine.
For we certainly can not
make it harmonize, on the whole, with what

we conceive to be Bible teaching.

:

in Eng-

land. She has property of her own.
Her
father and mother are dead, and she does not

Review presents a valuable table

—

J. L. Hammett

(Boston)

publishes

is

a series.

of outline studies in the sciences, intended for
beginners,

and

so

arrangedas

to

be

easily

adapted to their use,
They are prepared by
Allen F. Wood, A. M., a practical and experienced educator, and we doubt if teachers
who are ordinarily

skilled in oral instruction

will tind anything better suited to their needs.
If anything there is too close a confinement to
mere definitions. We have examined the out-lines on Astronomy, Physics and Meteorology,

and are pleased with them.
contain uniformly 24

These volumes

pages each,

and are fur--.

nished at the low rate of $1.80 per dozen in

board covers, or $1.20 in paper.
Botany and Physiology are to be
the series.
:

Outlines on
included in

The Atheneum (Springfield, Illinois) isa
monthly publication contalving original and
selected pieces for public reading, recitation or
declamation.

Superior

excellence

character-

izes nearly every piece presented, making the
CHOICE READINGS FOR PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
ENTERTAINMENT.
Arranged for the exercises of the School, College and Public
' Reader, with Elocutionary Advice.
Edited
by Robert McLain
Cumnock, A. M., Professor of Rhetoric and
Elocution, Northwestern
University.
Chicago:
Jansen,

McClurg & Co. pp. 426. (81.75).

Our first thought as we took up this comely
volume was one of protest at its size, believing
that a boek to serve best the purpose here indicated should be confined to half the number
of pages.
A careful examination, however,
has convinced
us that the purpose in the
mind of the compiler when he set himselfto

his task could hardly have been accomplished
in narrower limits, In a book of this kind its

| value must largely depend on wide variety,
representing not only the narrative, pathetic,
humorous and oratorical, but presenting also

the various

these.

modifications

and variations

of

This the book does comprehensively

and well.
Its plan embraces ten distinct elassifications, each preceded by such practical

suggestions as an elocutionist of the ability and

experience

possessed

able to render to
reader.

the

by Prof. Cumnock is

student
f

or ‘professional
:

Ofthe selections given, it is not too much to

publication especially adapted to

containing the able and exhaustive

Meth-

the Bible gives no sanction

of

odist Christian Advocate, reviewing the entire question of Bible wines and showing that

without sickly sentiment, and eloquence ‘withs
out loose declumation.
The' book is one

which will yield rare satisfhcti
when on
pit to

the test of use, and well deserves to rank high
among the many books of its class.
a

LspT

|

The late Prof, Upham’s Absolute Religion
is a book that will never be out of season with

a large class of meditative

to the

use

in-

toxicating wines as a beverage.
He attempts
toprove that the Bible speaks of two kinds of

wines, the fermented and the unfermented, and:

he also furnishes evidence to show that the
drinking of intoxicating wines is tho curse of
the nations of the earth,
He makes a strong
argument.
M. A. Coudy

(St.

Louis)

publishes

a new

map desigued to illustrate the country of Palestine as it existed at the time referred to by
the present International Sunduy-sohool lessons. It gives names in full type, and includes
rivers, mountains; cities of refuge, priestly
and levitical cities, ete. It is 40x60 inches, and
is printed on, cloth.or paper, at prices ranging
from $1.00

to

$4.50. . . Every

‘good stories for the

frivolily, description without. dullness, pathos

address by

Rev. C. H. Fowler, D, D., editor of the

this kind,

There is abundunt humor without

purpose

:

The Winesof the Bible is the title of a new
pamphlet of thirty-six pages just !ssued by the
National Temperance Society (New York),

say that they are most admirably suited, both

in character and variety, to'the wants of that
‘portion of the public seekinga collection of

the

for which it was designed.

could profitably afford one at
of those prices;

T. Y. Crowell (New

+ Bunday-school

ong or

another
r
f

York) publishes two

Sunday-school

or family

library, entitled The Birthday and Lea's
Playground. The former, written by Mrs.

Follen, whois well known to young readers,
is more particularly adaptedto girls, and the
latter, by the author of several pleasant story
books, is calculatedto ‘interest the
boys.

Eachof the book will leave a wholesome
influence

behind it.

The valuable

$3

papers, read

by

Rev. L.

in-

D..

Bevan and Rev. Dr. H. (. Potter at the Parlor
especial admirers it has a peculiar interest, for Conference at the house of the Hon. Wm. E. .
the work of revising and preparing for the Dodge, have been published in pamphlet form. .
press the manuscripts - that ‘compose it was They willl be found important and timely ad
what he was about putting his hand to, when
ditions to the temperance literature of the day,
the death shock fell upon him, But his litera- and should have a wide circulation. = The title
ry executor (Mrs. Upham) has thought it best of Mr. Bevan’s paper is * Christian Expedito publish the papers in their unrevised form, ency, or the Law of Liberty,”and Mr. Potter’s,
#nd many have thanked. her for so doing. AS * Some Ways of Strengthening and Fxtending
a stilt further -lubor of love we learn that she is the Total Abstinence Movement.” Price 20 cts.
also gratuitously distributing copies of her des for both in one : pamphlet.~J. N. Stearns, 58.

ceased husband's works

Fl

fla

Bebieto.

me. We've been working together this “ positively denies” “the essential immortalimorning. You've been weighing out the ty of the soul.” From that declaration this
volume seems to have grown, for the class and
clay, which was ready prepared, or it’ its teacher
immediately went into
study of
would not make a vase. If I'd put red the question, and Dr. Ives wrote the
out his be.
earth on the wheel, it would have blown lief about it. First appearing in pamphlet
‘about everywhere.
It was because it form, it has, after four or five years, been fscame to you in a prepared state, and to sued in this revised and enlarged form.
It is
published privately, we are told, and mast cirme in the exact quanti
I needed ty
for my | Hewlate-on-i
own merit
ts- fara,

S-0-O 0-0
roe
a well.
“Ah!” replied the other, ‘I was reflectThree little boys were playing. Suding on the u-elessness of our being filled ; denly one of them looked grave, and left
for let us go away ever so full, we always off playing. I forgot to say my prayers
come back empty.”
Fay this morning; you must wait for me.”
“ Dear me, how strange to look at it in He went quietly into a corner of the place

the thought that however empty we come
and fishing and all sorts of games, the. we always go away full: ~ Only look at it
the poor man, whose breathless and agi- could enjoy was too strong a temptation in that light, and you will be as cheerful
tated condition clearly testified to the to be resisted.
&
.a8'T am.”
th
#
hls
fe
24
fe
4
EOE

lieved i it, and laughed
at the fears of

his upright conduct made his employers
trust him entirely. He was usually assisted by twe girls ; one turned the wheel,

A re-

Heavenly Father's promise to give good
things to them that ask him? Is there
among my young readers a single one
who will not resolve to go to him in
every time of trouble and need, believing
that he is more than willing to grant the
desires of their hearts? ¢* Call upon me

ing orchards and cornfields, and carrying

Spring has come, but not its flowers,
Only its weary waiting hours—

a valued hand in the terra-cotta works,
‘for he fashioned the clay skillfully, and

what

turn express-train being near, he was put
on board and hurried back with the least
possible loss of time.
The praying children wept for joy, and
said: ‘ There, mother!
didn’t we tell
you that if we ‘prayed God would take care
of Harry and bring him home again?”
Are there not many children all over

ed by the falling debris, the waters of
the lake, which had never subsided since
its formation, instantaneously rose into

— Watchman.

with

ductor, and asked to be sent back.

and in daylight; but
a much smaller loss
of life was theresult, though the destruetion of property was even greater than on
the previous oecasion.
Owing to the tremendous force exert-

Is the God who gives you pain

dollars,

fortune.

6, 1878.

Harry yielded, in spite of the gentle it into a ball ready for use. She stood
pleading of conscience to the contrary; close to Jeremiah, to be at hand to perand that afternoon saw him a passenger form any small services he required.
on a train bound for the West.
On this morning the old man was moldMeanwhile, his mother watched for his ing some very graceful vases; it was
return, and wondered why he wasso late. .matvelous to see how deftly he handled
He had always been faithful in whatever the lump of clay, and how soon it camel
she gave him to'do; why should she dis- into shape by a few delicate touches. So
trust him now? Yet her heart misgave absorbed was he that no words escaped
her as the long day came to an end and him save, ‘‘ Steady,steady, faster, steady,”
Harry did not return. "Her younger chil to the girl at the wheel.
“It’s done now,” he said, as he surveydren, Susie and Willie, noticing her dised his work admiringly. * Take it off the
tress, said: * Don’t cry so, mother.
We
will ge and tell God-about it, and-he will wheel, Ruth, and putit along with the
others, That makes six finished, so far
bring Harry back.”
a
Hand in hand they went out of the room as I am concerned. Six vases waiting for
and knelt down side by side, each in turn the oven ; they nfust be tried in the fire
praying, *‘ Dear God, bless brother Har- to prove them, just like the believer.
Thank God, though, that our light afflicry and bring him back safe again.”
Many times during that sad evening tions are but for a moment. But what's
they prayed thus, and then would run the matter, Ruth? You've been crying!”
¢“ Never mind,” she answered, glancback to comfort their mother with the asing hurriedly round.
surance that Harry would come soen.
Jeremiah understood that he was to be
Between ten and eleven o'clock, when
they were all ready to despair; in came silent, so he pursued his work until the
the runaway boy. He said that after sun- dinner-bell rang. ¢ Now tell me what ails
set, just as it began to grow dark, he you, Ruth,” he asked again,
‘My heart will break,” she sobbed;
suddenly came to himself and thought
what he was doing. He saw that he was ‘my heart will break!”
‘Can't I help you, child? If I can't
running away from home, forsaking his
widowed mother, and stealing her money. the Lord can; so we'll ask him toHe confessed the whole truth to the con- gether.”
:

a

from

five

to spend
the boy,

your

MARCH

THE POTTER'S ADVICE.
Jeremiah Cole, a grand-looking old
man with silver hair and a long white
beard, sat at his potter's wheel. He was

of an

many boys begin life with less than tha
and become men of mark.” |

of the river Cordebeen

This

try

town

you have already saved, will surely be
enough to take you there. You know

silence

peaks,

is your time to

prairies.

None of the unhappy victims had a
moment's time for escape, even had escape been possible. The rushing down

Thankful for the heavenly grace,

_

the

of Alleghe.

For the pure one,in thy arms
" May behold the * Father's face.”

Family

of

out into what is now known

Sing, oh mother! rock and sing!

.

himself,

course by the berg-fall, and had spread

‘Who can tell what baby sees

BY

spot

terrible scene of ruin and death was reThe four little hamlets had entirely disuppeared; two of them, those
that lay nearestto’ the slopes of Monte
Pezza, were completely buried under
an immense mass of fallen earth and
rocks; the other two were submerged

beneath the wats

See, the rosy dimpling smile,
O’er her face it flits and gleams—

©

the

| vealed.

And the shadowy gates unclose,

as

Take a Western train and be off for the

quitted

| sun lighted up the mountain

|

his mother,

| their danger,

¢ Now

rocks sounded far and wide through the
| valley ; and when the first rays eof the

'

when

she was wont, sent him into

and darkaess, a fearful crash of falling

O’er the blue eyes shut from sight.

/

So one morning

errand, giving him five dollars
for her, Satan whispered to

Suddenly, in the midst

Dewy curtains pure and white;
‘White as rose leaves, softly lie

Wait a
Be
Thow’st
+ To

great

shadow of misgiving.

Bye lo baby, bye lo bye—
Now he fans her eyes so blue,
Blue and tranquil as the sky,
Soft as violets wet with dew,
Bye lo baby, bye lobye—

very

STAR,

was c'ose at hand. One and all,
they refused.to quit their dwellings; and
| the charcoal burner, having vainly endeavored t) awaken themto a sense of

| and sought shelter elsewhere.
| Hours passed and no farther disturb[ance of any kind taking place, the villagers concluded the whole thing to be
a false alarm, and at night all retired to
rest as usual, without apparently a

‘While the mother rocks and sings,
There's an angel drawing nigh,
Bearing slumber on his wings.

Bye lo baby, bye lo bye—
He has touched her lips with calm,
And the silent shadows lie
O’er them, sofily breathing balm.

a

MORNING

2g

readers.

to libres

To his

and to |

Reade: St,

New

York

city.
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THE
MANNERS AND MORALS.

Literary Miscellany.
touch the nettle

gently

If vou

pains;

it wil sting you for your

;
.

Grasp it like a man of mettle,
Soft as silk it then remains,

men,—

than

more

Ideas troubleaus even
Stafford A. Brooke.

minds, —

1 love to lose myself in other men’s

Charles Lamb,
:
things

mustbe known

— Pascal.
beginning

;
of faith is action ; and he only

ae

to be loved;

hinge must be loved to beknown,
not he

duced

Lh

thinks a question over.— Carlyle.

merely

who

Faces are as legible as books, only with these
circumstances to recommend
them to our
perusal, that they
are read in much less time

and

are

much

less

likely to deceive

us.—

Lavater.

Moderation

can not have the credit of com-

bating and subduing
er found together.

ambition,~they
are neyoderationis the languor

and indolence of -the soul; as ambition is its
activity and ardor.—Rochefoucauid.
Much as the starry heaven with its innumerable worlds fills man’s soul with wonder and

awe, making him feel his own 'littleness, yet
there is something within him which elevates
him
above
suns
and stars, above angels
and seraph, and this is his moral nature.—

Kohler,

Remember that the secret studies of an au.
thor are the sunken piers upon which is to
rest the bridge
of his fame, spanning the dark

waters of oblivion.

They

are out of sight;

but without them no superstructare

can stand

secure.— Longfellow.

. The
for in

pure tastes of virtue can not be looked
those who have mever been led beyond

their senses; nor even a wise self-interest be
expected, where no habits of foresight have
been acquired, and the intellect has not been
taught to respeet the future.
I do not even

suppose that the moral amelioration of a country immediately follows on the * diffusion of
knowledge.” On the spread of educationit may :

to

many

of their

it, and up

a

the pastor and said,

“ Trot

lished

Hooker.

friend

man

had

which

should,

in

said he, languidly,

he,

“if [ ever

quote

Greek in a coach again.” Stung by the
laughter of his fellow passengers, he
said: ** I recollect noy, sir; I perfectly
recollect that the passage is in Aschylus.” His ingxorable tormentor, diving

again in the capacious folds of his cloak,

produced a copy of Aschylus, and again
asked him to favor him with the passage.
The boiling point was now
reached.
‘¢ Stop! stop!” shouted he to -the coachman, ‘‘Let me ont! There is a man inside who has got the whole Bodleian
library in his pocket!”
On another occasion, calling upon a friend, Porson
found him reading Thucydides.
Being
asked casually the meaning of some
word, he immediately repeated the context. ‘ But how do you know that it
was this passage I was reading?” asked
his friend.
Eocanen replied Porson,
*‘the word only occurs twice in Thucydides
—once on the right-hand page in the
edition which you are now using, and
once onthe left. = I observed on which
side yuu looked, and accordingly 1 knew
to which passage you referred.”
Once, when in the house of Dr. Bur-

5

&

ney,

at Hammersmith,
with some friends,

examining some old newspapers which
detailed the execution of Charles I., he
came across various particulars thought
by some of them to have been overlooked
by Rapin and Hume ; but Porson instantly repeated
a long passage from Rapin,
In

which

recounted.

these

Upon

circumstances

were

all

one occasion he un:

“155 The Poot
and the Pound,

ferred

to Greece,

and, the

cubit

Innumerable

are

cakes and molasses,

the human body,

the

with

the

mina,

while the hundred-weight corresponded
to the talent, or weight of a cubit foot of
water. Subsequently, the Troy ‘pound
was substituted,
and, for commercial
transactions, the pound avoirdupois, from
however,

that

our weights

came

Von

“ What

Keudell.”

is your name, sir?"

+« Were

Poeckelwitzp? . « No,

you

sir.”

born

“Do

buy your horses at Poeckelwitzp”

sir.”

Two

was
a captain.

&

Marshal.

years

later

Again

“What

is

the

came

at

vou

+ hy

lieutenant

the Field-

your name,

girp”

he begins. But this, time the captain:
‘* My name is Von Keudell. = I. was not

more

interested

in

young

the

face

and

lady in the

choir than in the preacher's “sermon.
The impression made was a permanent |

He made her acquaintance,

ed into respect and love.

whic

The

.

¥

bornat Poeckelwitz, and I do not buy my
‘horses there.”
The
Field-Marshal, ; When he visited Scotland,he met one day
.aghast with bewilderment: ““'Wonder-- at a dinner-table, Lord Sterling and his
ful! That captain answers my ; questions
accomplished wife. Ile was charmed
even before my putting them! —a firgt- with the courtly manners and the conversaclass officer, Let him be a majort”’— tional gifts of the lady, which rosé. into
N.Y, Tribune. |
positive pleasure when he found that she
Sf
pi
*-0-O
reo
was the heroine of the romantic story so
Gilmore sails for Eugope with his in- often told in his native” town. He was
strumental band, early tis Spring.
proud to know. that an American lady, of
umble birth, was such
an “illustrious
, Longfellow received ‘ten ' dollars ‘per
line from the Harpers for his ¢* Keramos,” ornament to the Scottish peerage.—
Youth's. Companion.
:

postage, 9 cents.
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estion Books
are tor adults and children.
LESSONS for Every sunday, ,18, postage ,02
STORY of Jesus,
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:

WONDERFUL Works of Jesus,
The Treatise
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by

usages

the

a

15,

bref statement

of the doctrines
and our general
It 1s published by. au-

thoruy of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
lage, 1 ceut.
.
;
Ministers Manual
just issued, designed especially for ministers,
but useful

for

all

church

members.

It contains

Not more than ome

well be afforded to any

hundred

single

words

obituary,

CENTRAL

Maine.

College

INSTITUTE.

begins
Monday, Apr.
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878.

Summer

THEOLOGICAL

a

ICHOLS

SCHOOL.

A. M. JONES,

REEN

MOUNTAIN
Vt.

COLLEY,

LITERARY

4 BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.
Spring
term begins March 12, 1878.
A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,

—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English
sical. Send for Catalogue. Address,

MRS. ELIZABETH M. LOUGEE died at Gilmanton I. W., N. H., Sept. 26, aged 88 years.
For more than sixty years Sister L, walked in
the narrow way, endeavoring to exemplify
true Christian character.
She was interested
in the'welfare of the F. B. denomination, having been a constant reader of the Morning
Star for more than thirty
years. Her sickness
was short and very painful, but endured with
holy resignation... At the commencementof
her sickness, she remarked that it would be
her last, and so it was,
One son and one
daughter survive, who deeply feel the loss of a
kind mother.
J.B. L.

ILTON

Clas-

Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

COLLEGIATE

INSTITUTE.—Wil:

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangements for the coming year.
Spring term begins
March 26, 1878, For particulars address: the iy

cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary.
.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.

names

The

|

r Catalogue and
Rev, A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.

Jackson,

she came back to her old home and ‘brought a
letter which she gave to ler old church,
saying she wanted to die with the people she
bad so long'loved,
Late in the fall she return.
ed to Troy, andiin a few short weeks passed
away,
er remains were brought home for
burial. Sister’ Davis was a’ pattern of piety

bearing her sufferings without a murmur
her faithful life leaves a light behind.

and
She

leaves a brother,
two sons, three grandchildren
and many friends to mourn their loss.

;
SYDNEY SAYLES:

SEMINARY.~Pike, Wyoming Co., New
ork,
This school was never in better condi.
tion for doing
thorough work in Academic Instruc.
tion. No primary instruction. With three carecourses

Seminary
address
;

of study.

The

Classical,

and English Course.
For full catalogue,
the Principal.
:
IRVING B, SMITH.

AP

Jan, 11, aged

78.

years.

Our

brother

was

a

He was 'w

member of the, M. E. church at Starksboro
for forty years, ‘and served his brethrén as

steward

and

class leader

for twelve years,

ar

hand.
Post; 10 cents.

om

VW

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—Spriug term begins March 25, 1878. This Institution is one of
the largest and best in the Stete. Terms moderate.
Send for Catalogue.
J. 8: GANDINER, Principal,
Whitestown, Oneida
pe

»

Co., N. Y.

Ld

RE GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
ACo., Ohio. The college year consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.
.
Winter

Institution

term will

begin Jan. 29, 1878.

is already’ acquiring

the thorough’ manner

in which

This

new

a reputation for

instruction

arted.
The courses of study are the
Jommercial, College Preparatory and two
courses, viz. : Classical and Scientific.
| Board; (including room rent) from $2
pe week. For further information appiy
Pres.

is

“Hotel

Cars, OF

any

through, between Chica- -

lectures

portant points of Bible

cts.

study,

ou

an
the

the

1.00;

most

excelScrip.

ime

pos tage,

4

were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following:
ots. per dozen ; 50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,
which contains a historical statement, -and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,church pols

ana institutions,
Faith

and

Covenant

historical

statement,

&c.

of Trustees, Rio Grande, Gal

at reasonable rates.
Two full courses,
and Clagsical. - For further information
the Principal, Rey. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
Strafford, July 31, 1877.
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Its

Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis Line
Is the short line between CHICAGO

and

all points

in NORTHERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, and
for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH,

and all points in the Great Northwest.

Green Bay and Marquette Line
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Chicago and Milwaukee Line
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CARS
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between Chicago and
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running

Pulman

St. Paul, Chicago

cars

and Mil-

waukee, or Chicago and Winona, or Chicago and
Green Bay.
New York Office No. 415, Broadway ; Boston Of
fice. No. 5 State Street; Omaha Office, 245, Farnham Street; San Francisco Office,2 New Montgomery Street; Chicago Ticket Oflices : 62 Clark Street
under Sherman House; 75 Canal corner Madison Streets; Kinzie Street Devot, corner W. Kine
zie and Canal streets; Wells Street Depot, corner

Wells and Kinzie Streets.
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not
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ticket agents, apply to

W. H. Stennett

from

:

x

;

Marvin Hughitt

Gen. Pass. Ag’t, Chicago.
;
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I, D. STEWART,

Dover. N. H.
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The Great Central Route.
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st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st.,
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Pay
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Gen
Supt, Chicago

Lake Shore and Mich, Southern R. R.
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a week in your own town. Terms and a $5
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New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salles
Chicago Trains.
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i
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La Oftice 120 Randolph St.. near Clark.

CHICAGO TRAINS.

gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
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IMustrated catalogues of Furniture,
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Ilinois Central Railroad.

& Co., Chicago.

Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairs.
ete., for church use—oconstantly in
stock at reasonable prices. Silk 8. S. Banners in colors and

8:40

Atlanti¢ N. Y. Expr'ss (daily)| 5:15 pm 3 00am
Night Express
110-20p mi *5:40 a m

GOLD PLATED WATCHES, Cheapest
the known world. Sample Waich Free ta
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Over Qocheco Bank. Dover, N, H..ortland, Maine.

Pacific

* Sunday excepted. } Séturday and Sunday excepted

CALVIN SANDERS,
COUNSELLOR

Chicago Trains.

Grand

Kalamazoo Accommodation.|*3.45 p. m.|*10.30a.
m,
Atlantic Express (daily)....|§5.15p.m.[§
8.002.m
Night EXpress.....e.eseveee|149.00p.
m.|¥{6.30
2. m.
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Agents.

best route

Establishment

briet

Normal,
College

to $2,50
to Rev.

AND AUSTRALIA.

your home

ed by order of the General Conference, and for
gratuitous distrib ution.
The above named books are sold b the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash wit
the order,
Or On receiv
the books.

$3:

and

PULLMAN

Tracts

ity

Umaha and Oalifornia Line

WAUKEE.

im-

USTIN
ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H.
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

families
English
address
Center

an

and all points in NORTHERN ILLINOIS, IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH,
NEVADA,
CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN

"OREST, WAUKEGAN,
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tures 7 Twenty<two

M INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.

A HANING,
Cv'W. NELSON
lia Co., Ohio.
died in: Starksboro, 'Vt., |

good man and a help to the churchy

family

churches,

Lectures
ON THE TRUTH OF THE
BIBLE;
lent book for all who would ‘search

This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,
English and Scientific, and Ladies’
Collegiate
-{-eourse
of Study. For further particulars address
the Principal, at North Scituate, R. I.
July 11, 1876.

the Methodists in thut

.

Send your or

P

full

ans=Pu

go and the Missouri River.

of

several copies are still on
Marks,
+
.
$1.00,
Tl
Bury,
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is a

‘I

place, and so remained until last summer when

Baptist

and

Printing

Le A. H. WELCH.

her church and joined

of all Freewill

Biographies

Our

mond Bluff, Wis., Feb, 3, in his 14th. year.
He sought and found Christ a short time befor
his sickness. Those that were with him in his
last hours will not soon forges his counsels as
he took his friends ; the
hand one by one,
reeo mending his
Saviour to them, askin

the first members of the F. Baptist chureh in
Wentworth.
A few years ago she went to live
with her son in Troy, and took a letter from

and

is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a desirable church covenant.

died at Dia-

thenPto meet him in heaven. His parents fee
their loss deeply, being the fifth they have

and

I. W. SANBORN,

schools

postage, 12 cents,

DAVID MARKS, WILLIAM BURR and Daniel
Jackson are extensively read by their friends,

With competent

8.

for Sabbath

literary institutions. obituaries of deceased ministers, &c., &e.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 95 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.

Principal;

INSTITUTE.—J.

help

$1.00;

ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of our

Sec.,

assistants.
Expenses are moderate.
For further
varticulars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H,, or
tev. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.

YNDON

excellent
reading.

the

SEMINARY.—Waterbury

Lizzie

a

other form of Hotel Cars,

Is the shortest

ranged in tneir 3ppropsiate Quarterly and. Yearly
meetings, with t eir statisties; the names o1 ail

Lewiston, Me.

VERSES

No-othe

between

& COUNCIL BLUFFS.

Da

The Register
contains, in addition to the usuval Calendar,

Expenses are moder-

can

T.

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on the Gospels, 34 the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
t 18 an

SCHOOL.—The special work

ough a manneras possible.
ate. Send for a Catalogue.

George

Butler's Commentary

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

LATIN

of

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

term

of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thor-

Z.J. WHEELER.

t.

— Pittsfield,

19, 1878. Fall term begins
Send to the Secretary or

COLLEGE

CHICAGO

3 cts.
!
Butler's Theology
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.

Normal, Classi-

Monday, Jan. 28, 1878.

CARS are run alone

by it through,

The Church JMember's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
would be benefit; ed by reading it. 25 cts; postage

cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring
term begins

PULLMAN HOTEL

contains a Narrative of his ite, Letters, Ser«
Lectures.
Price 75 cents, See * Club
Rates’ with the Morning Star.

incidental

President,
:
Hillsdale, Mich.

Preparatory,

2100 MILES of RAILWAY

of the Freewill Baptists

mons and

"AINE

It owns or con-

first halt centur

Memoir

Finest

Tuition,

D. W. C. DURGIN,

HARRY, son of Henry and Jane Bonney
died in Turner, Me., Jan. 7, aged 1 year and
2 days.
The hearts of these parents are sorely
riven, but they are comforted with thé thought
that Jesus has taken their darling little one to
his own loving embrace.
5

History
covers the

college

in the Northwest.

United States.

Baptis Is

and library fees, only $15 a year.
Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term. For Catalogue
address,
‘

ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Asseciate.

Wylie,

The
Collegi-

Best of religious in-

cheap.

organization in the
trols

cents.

Spring Term commences Mar. 20.

are inadmissible.

of the Free

fluences.

Center,

FREDDY, son of Ezra

The Memorials

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
Departments.
Elective
and

Great Trunk Line between the East
and the West.
It is the oldest, shortest, most direct, convenient,
comfortable and in every respect the best line you
can take. It is the grosiodt and grandest Railway

give the rise and progress of this body of
loss, | Christians
in New York, till the time of their

their

COLLEGE. —Michigan.

Thorough

[26t35

postage, 1) cents.

A. S.D. B.

Admits both sexes.

11 Dey

Railway.

denomination,

in church-building.

Sample &

R. L. FLETCHER,

The

02

¢

Catalogue free.

CHICAGO & NORTH - WESTERN

-Sabbath

—For further information address the- President, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
.

la-

land as the wife of the young traveler.
Professor Benjamin Silliman, of Yale
College, who was born in Stratford, had
often heard the romantic story, buf had
never learned the name of the Scotch lord.

cents;

26t39

‘a day to Wide-Awake Agents.

St. N. Y.

50

Tom
101830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denom national
history.
$1.00; postage, 10 cents.
3

buildings

PARTICULAR NOTICE
Persons wishing obitd*
aries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with CASH
equal to TEN CENTS FOR EACH SEVEN WORDS, to
insure an. insertion. Brevity is specially important.

ILLSDALE

studies.

@bitnaries.

ripen- -

young

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.

Goueatronal,

ATES

qualities.

dy was placed under the best
educational
influences, and afterward taken to Scot-

of every session, and the bound volumes embrace50"

Principal for a Catalogue.

one. . On inquiry, he found that she belonged to a poor family, but was highly
esteemed for her noble personal

7)

Me.

-

Fire=

p¥]

Aungusta.

postage, 2 cents.

union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00,
Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 3

same

mourn

ALL

for the

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at tne close

*¢ Be ye also ready.”

the

to

FOR

localities, Sanvassing

OUR NAME printed on 50 Mixed Cards for 13c
| M4 Fun Carde10c.
Clinton Bros., Clintonville,
Conn.
1y24

8

to every 524,000 passengers carried on
railroads, as compared with-one to every

large circle of friendy

8°00,

2, 4,6& 8 Home 8t., Cincinnatl,0.

WORK
In their own

200,

years, there has been one case of injury

looks

LJ

ing the hours of the day long and weary,

voice of a beautiful

Staple Goods to dealers. No

meut. address S. A. GRANT

$1200

The Sacred JMelody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
35

Turkey Galt
Moroc:o,

Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
The Book of Worship
only a few copies left, All gilt edge, $1,003

“Yes,” replied the junior, with-

1,400,000 passengers during
time in Massachusetts.

coincidence

Greek-Asiatic

Salary. Salesmen wanted
to sell our

Expenses paid.

cls;

cents;

FRANK L. BATES died at Pompey Hill, N

In Great Britain, during the last seven

of length among all civilized nations is
very striking. The derivation of the
pound weight is more complicated. The
earlier Tower pound appears to have
been of Roman origin, being presumably
identical

10PER CENT. NET.

Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
Y., Oct. 9, 1877, aged 27 years. He was the
Order of Exercises
for ten or a dozen
oldest son of Rev. L. E. Bates, und died sud- | occasions;
different
)
eetl ngs; Formulas and.
denlv-af
3

out a moment's hesitation, ‘‘and he
different to the world.”

Agents wanted. Busi«

side Visitor, (enlarged) Weekly and* Monthly.
Largest Paper in the World, with Mammo
Chromos Free.
Big Commissions to Agents.
Terms avd Outfit Free. Address P,0. VI
Y

co, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1.5%;
Postage cencs each. Small,
postage 8 cents.

rela-

MRS. MARY, wife of J. L. Young, and sister
of Rev. John and Prof. Hiram Collier, died in
Maineville, O., Feb. 12, aged 39 years and 6
months.
She was a member
of the Maineville
F.B. church, For near nineteen years she has
been an almost constant sufferer, and for sixteen Jenrs under the physician’s care,yet never
did she complain at God's’ dealings with her.
May she enter into that land where there is
‘“ no night” of pain or death.

a
{se

son’s sickbed only to see him die without any
word of recognition, and with stricken heart to
bear him to the tomb.
Frank was
a fine
scholar, his father having given him the best
adyantages in the highest schools, a successful
teacher, an active member of the S. school
and Temperance Society in Fabius,and leaves a

in him.”

some caution is necessa-

that

L.

* Sweet child, we

Ten P.
8 of
new games on
or) ss cts.

ness legitimate. Particulars free.

of the International Series, for both adulls
and children; are
printed monthl
at therate of
100 Sopies to one 2 Pines for $6.00, If the order
is for ess than four months at a time, the charge
will be dt the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
men in advance. Sample copies sent free,
The Pralmody
:
is the ‘denominational Hymn Book, exien
sively mnsed. L. arge book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc-

from the effects of scalding, aged 2 years and
2 months.
Funeral at West" Woodville, by

Rev. J. A. Sutton, Feb. 13.
loved thee.”

A YEAR.

Lesson Papers

Hawthorne, died near Blanchester, O., Feb. 11,

but the ‘latter proved

- had
pt
fiustra

with no commission paid:
One old and one new subscriber,
Clubs of s1x or more, one-(kird new sueKansas, Missouri and Iowa Improved Farm
seribers, each
- $2.00
First Mortgage Coupor Bonds guaranteed. We
Postage is paid by the publisher.
guarantee, as an assurance, that weloan not to
The Little Star and Myrtle
exceed one third of the aetual value. In over
are Sabbath-school Japers, printed alternate
81x years’ business never lost a dollar; never - weeks, on superior
paper.
autifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
delayed a day on’ interest or principal. No inSTAR is for an older class of readers than the
vestor through as ever did or ever will getan acre
MYRTLE.
| of land under foreclosure, Send for particulars
Terms: single copy, each, 385 cents.
and references.
.
ric
Packages of ten or more to one adJ. B. WATKINS & CO, Lawrence, Kan., .
dress, each, ' 85 cents.
Payment always in advance, and no commission
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Brosdway;
allowed on money sent.
New York.
Sample copies sent free.
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His father, with many

New York:

bain |

Address. WORTH & CO., St Louis, Mou
a day at home. Agents wanted.
Outfit
$12 and terms od
UE. & CO., Au;
:
e.
.
.
! oat ?
Fashionable Cards, no 2 alike, with name
25 i post-paid. GEO. I, REED & Co., Nassau,

A professional man, returning. ‘to his
e Tore
iThe ules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
:
fockjaw;-)
office one-day;
after T a
substantial | aenty-or-10c¢
suffering, occasioned by an injury to the
very concise and well arranged ; stating in fiftéen
lunch, said complacently to*his assistant: treme
ages all the important parliamentary rules of defoot, but with no thought of danger.
His
*‘ Mr Peetkin, the world looks different father was summoned from General Confer- k berative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.
to a man when he has three inches of rum
ence soon after arriving there, but reached his

ry in referring their origin to remote antiquity rather than directly to the length of
the forearm or of the foot. It must be

admitted, however,

Terms
per year .
.
v
n advance,
.
Slecis) offers, strictly in advance,

tives, has the unfeigned sympathy of an unnumbered host of friends.
MAGGIE E., daughter of J. E. and M. E.

all trained men.

he dropped into the church, and soon be-

still'hons

two years ago.

es), 594,736 ; reserve of territoral army
(six classes), 638,782; total, 2,473,866—

traveling in this country, happened to
spend a Sunday in Stratford,Conn. Find-

a lieutenant, and is

she

The strength of the French army is
as follows: Active army(five classes),
719,366 ; reserve of active army (four classes), 520,982; territorial army(five class-

own yard. As all these measures were
originally derived from the proportions of

the

ored with the attention of the FieldMarshal. *

office,

years and 8 months.

:

TRBAT,
305 Broadway,

Western Deparument, should be addressed to Do.
ver, N. H.
:
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precocious child, and was thoroughly acquainted with the elementary principles of right
s
and
wrong; gave strong and conclusive evidence
of his acceptance with God and the pardon of
bis sins. - His mother passed on before some

to be syrup of squills. The boy said he
thought something ailed the molasses the
very minuie his father told him to eat all
he wanted.

Finding a Wife at Church.

Jour horses o PoscEelnjiare
y SI.”
Two years later, r) the ensign

the
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gressive.” The
publication offices are Boston and.
Chicago, but all communications
save for the
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Term

In early life he

church,
:
ELMER P.,, only son of T. E, and R. J. Wellman, died in Maineville, O., Feb. '10, aged 8

A father lately induced a croupy little
boy to make a healthy meal of buckwheat

Many years ago, a son of a Scotch lord,

A
I

in

T.

COLLEGE.—The §

The Morning
Star.
is a large reli gious paper of eight pages, in its
fifty-thirdd volume.
It is able, literary and pro-

Feb. 4, in the Maineville M.
Services by Rev. J. A. Sutton,

C.

Ei

ARG

.

od

died at Jones-

Thus it is that in the midst of life we are lg
death.
Funeral
assisted by Rev.

25 conta,

will open March 12, 1878, and pi 0) BE
ay 30.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28.
Comméncement. Thursday, May 80. For catalo
e address
the Secretary,
.
\
M, REED
Ridgeville, Indiana.

GEORGE W. ROLLAND died near Maineville,
Ohio, of inflammatory rheumatism, Feb, 2
aged 17 years and 6 months.
The. deceased
chopped wood on Saturday, was a corpse on
Sabbath, and laid in the grave on Monday.
E. church.

as,

and @ Ladies’

rthwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 1, 1877,

memory.

He leaves a wife and four sons.

wheeled in the chair and shouted: ‘‘Hurry up and bring on ‘another kag of that
sweetened wind!™— Bangor Why.

ell of medizval Europe, and in that of our

His stupendous memory, however, on acChamber's Journal. © © = '¢
Field-Marshal von Wrangel.

eye-

A dentist in this State tried his first operation with gas upon a robust colored
woman, the other
day.
After she had

having

measures in the dark ages were in an unsettled state ‘and subject to arbituary
alternations at thé will of the monarchs.—
The Saturday Review.

last.—

her

And books are brains of men.
We find the reason here why fish
Return to brains again!
— Hugh Mility.

fallen into disuse, the foot became the
ordinary standard of the Romans.
At
the same time the double cubit, which
was equivalantto three feet, would appear to have survived in the form of the

and

at

The

Duss

Ring,

BRIDE& ©O., 11 Clinton Placd,

Freewill Baptist Publications.

ANDREWS

county, N. Y,, Dec. 31, 1790.

* Oh, yes,”

adjusted

gas

his

went to Rensselaer county, and later to Green
county, N. Y.y where, in Dee., 1815, he was
married to Harriet Carter, who survives him,
Jn'1828, he removed with his “family to Walworth, N. Y., where he was converted, and, in
1834, was baptized by Elder Daniel Lyon, and
united with the Freewill Baptist church at
Walworth.
In 1854, he moved
to Jonesville,
Mich.
There
being
no
Freewill
Baptist
church there, he united with the Methodist
Episcopal church,of which he was a member
at the time of his death.
He never took backward steps in the Christian journey.
His
motto practically was, “ Nearer my
God to
thee.”
His duty was faithfully and constantly
performed, and his last days were peaceful
and happy.
He had no
doubts nor fears.

General

worms also prey on books,

the

to

Penholder, Golden Pen, and & piaceof valuable Jor

Youve

See. Trustees,

IDGEVILLE

our

the admired

May meet on some one’s dish!

used up all

where

Pencil,

| 50 New Parlor Games

and instruct-

Sanctuary

of. respect

DEA. ABRAHAM

Man, so they say, is food for worms,
And worms are meat for fish;
Tis true by logic, then, that we
Nay, more:

the

NQTICE
TE have tha
und ost selling
Stationery Packuge
in th
world, 1t contains 18sheets

Institution

W. Lebanon, Me., Jan. 13, 1877.

ISAAC HYATT.

pound ‘are foutid in
(have evidently heen

evident,

failed

she

when

a solemn

ville, Mich.; Feb. 16, in the 88th year of his
age. Dea. An
8 was born in Delaware

*¢ trot her out.”

AYES,

Truly we felt: “ Precious in the sight of the
Lord Is the death of his saints.”

| ed to the depth of 600. fathoms without
finding bottom.
It is forty miles long and
from fifteen to twenty wide, and contains
deriyedi directly fromthe ‘Romans. “But many islands.
they: caf’ claim a far higher antiquity,
for Mr. Chisholm traces their origin to the
‘¢ Reaching after the unattainable”
—A
Babylonians or Chaldeans, who, as units man feeling up under the back of his vest
of length, used both the cubit and the for the end of a parted suspender.—
foot. These were subsequently adopted Burlington Hawkeye.
by the Egyptians, who introduced considThe city of Florence, Italy, is burdenerable variety, so that there is no little
confusion between the different kinds of ed with so large a debt as to be on the
cubit and foot. The natural cubit, of eve of bankruptcy. Her rich citizens
have removed to Rome.
.
about 18 inches,
and the foot, which
was two-thirds of this length, were transThe foot:and the
every country, ahd

It is

excesses,

presented,

hour,

their last tribute

Pyramid Lake, in Nevada, 4000 feet
| above the level of the sea, has been sound-

the old French pound of 16 ounces.

count of his

sir,”

Logic.

a moment's

dertook to learn, by besrt, the entire cons
tents of The Morning Chronielein a week |

and he used to say he could repeat *Roderick Random” from beginning to end.

ive

It was

This

* EBANON ACADEMY.—Pupils fitted for business, scientific schools or the best colleges.
GEO, F. CHACE, A. M., Principal. For fu
articulars, address the prince pal, or ELIHU

a

brother so often worshiped the Lord, was
crowded by his townsmen who came to pay

glasses deliberately and slowly scanned
his clothing from boot to callar.
The
survey finished, she waved her hand and
carelessly said:
¢ Trot him back, I
have seen all there is.of him.’—77ribune.

time, transport the militant brother to triumph. On the appointed day a large
gathered to witoess the novel sight
for the understa
; which remembers the crowd
of a man six feet high mount from the
composite structure of our nature, and applies
To the
knowledge to no more than its proper office of earth with wings as an eagle.
enlightening the
reason, and
summons up
chagrin of the simple man,butthe amusefeelings of right as the fit antagoulsts to pas- ment of the spectators, a few leaps and
sions.that tend to wrong.—~James Martineau.
plunges only landed the brother on his
nose in the dust of the earth.
Thus the
cherished thought of many months was
~ BIOGRAPHIUAL,
brought to naught, and an occasion given
the public to think that thére
was a screw
Porson’s Wonderful Memory.
loose somewhere in the
ld man's head.
Richard Porson had a remarkable mem- Evidently he had notMieard of the fate of
ory. Being one day in the shop of Priest- Darius Green and hi§ flying-machine.
ly, the bookseller, a gentleman came in
Now this is but a specimen of peculiarund asked for a particular edition of ities worhing themselves into practical
Demosthenes.
Priestly did not possess experiment with a man who is like unto
seemed a many of his fellows. In this way and in
it; and as the gentleman
good deal disappointed, Porson inquired that, from the ridiculous to the simple,
if he wanted to consult any particular these kinks in character manifest thempage. The gentleman mentioned a quo- selves. The people are good and pious,
tation of which he was in search, when but they are so cranky as to become
Porson opened the Aldine edition of laughing-stocks or objects of commiseraDemosthenes, and after turning over a tion. What are we to do with them?
few leaves, put his finger on the passage. What are they to do with themselves?
On another occasion he happened to be It is hopeless to expect them to become
~ in a stage-coach; presently there en- straight and practical
like most men
tered into ita young graduate with two The twist seems to lie in the’ deepest
ladies. This young gentleman endeav- root of : their: life, beyond the reach of
~ored to make himself seem ery learned ; eradication.
The only thing lett for
presently quoting a Greek passage, which them appears to be that they plod along
he said was from Euripides. The Greek their way, faithful to the
Master, until
scholar, who was dozing at the other end” they reach the state of perfection above.
of the coach,
awoke
at the familiar Upon the rest of us it is incumbent to be
sounds, and drawing a copy of Euripides gentle in dealing with their weaknesses,
from the folds of his cloak, politely asked seeking to bear with them their burdens,
him to favor him with the passage. The thus fulfilling the Jaw of love here on
student eduld mot ; and the ladies began earth.— Christian World.
to titter. Reddening,the youth said, that
on second thoughts, the passage, he was

¢ Catch me!” said

the redeemed,

1

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

offers to students Jraportant and peculiar advanta.
es, Kor particular nformation, send for a circuarto Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

than usudli Inthe morning of Jan, 11, he
was found sleeping the sleep of death, looking
as quiet and peaceful as a sleeping infant.
The Lord saw him die, and the angels, it is believed, attended his spirit to the mansions of

at
to

b

VIRGINIA

Taylor Co., West Virginia.

months of his death, There had been no perceptible change in his health, only the day before his death his cheeks looked more flushed

lady overheard the remark, and when he
was

Still he retained

accom-

dead—of

she was

of a candle,

:

\ NEST

relish for religious. worship and delighted to
attend the house of the Lord till within a few

able young dandy was asked if he would

but it must be an education which comprises a

passage.
~The undergraduate again
tailed; the
ladies
titered greatly.

wife—now

‘When

at

OTHER THINGS,

last flickering

Back.”

like to be presented to her.

principle of sympathy as well as of instruction,
which has a discipline for the heart as well as

sure, was in Sophocles.
Porson thereupon protluced a copy of Sophocles, and
again asked him to favor him with the

*¢ Thank you,

Him

years ago he was baptized by immersion

began to fail and his faculties one after another
gradually flickered away and went out like the

beside

once at an evening party when a fashion.

one time determinedto try his, hand at
the Utopian flying-machine.
With the
help of the village youth, who gathered
for him stray goose-quills and other feathery waifs, the wings and tail were constructed,

stood

1878.

6,

united with the Starkshoro F.” B. church.
He was soon elected deacon and retained his
office till death. Within a few years his mind

Miss Groesbeck, of Cincinnati, she was

One day the poor man came to his pastor
to tell him that he thought he would better stop teaching in the Sabbath-school.
The boys who had been assigned to him
* made fun of him” while he attempted to
teach them. In the simplicity of his heart
he acknowledged to the pastor that he
was conscious of his oddities, yet thought
he did not deservé to be laughed at, exeept, perhaps, once in his life, and that
was when he tried to make a machine for
flying like a bird.
Fully
impiessed with the notion of
the good

and

A bright story is told of the

told us of such a case
in his own church.

aerial lng

Jit

and went to his seat satisfied that he had
not committed an impropriety.— Grand
Rapids,

souls,

seeking a more congenial clime.
Just the other day a ministerial

the steps,

MARCH

the Baptist | &

thinking
the
people were amused
some mistake of his, he made a bow

bore to minister and people could one
not forget their oddities.
In society they
seem to command the outward respect of
their associates, but everybody pities
them for their foibles. The simple and
thoughtless are inclined to make sport of
them, and thus they go throughthe world
pitied, laughed at, yet loved, poor

in

-child in returning to his seatnoticed, and

Their

talk in prayer-meeting would become

Natural,

sermon

r. Graves, the
pastor, who turned
towards the lad, saying ‘ What do you
want, my little manP”
«A glass of
water,” the child innocently replied. The
minister poured out a glass. of water, the
child drank it and left the platform.
The incident created considerable merriment among the audience, which the

friends,

and to others utterly unendurable.

the

STAR,

church, one recent Sunday,a five-year old
child left his seat, walked up to the pul-

There are some good people who are
nevertheless queer. No oné’ doubts their
piety. The purposes of theirhearts seem
to be perfectly upright.
In humbleness
of spirit they walk before their Lord,seeking to do his will on earth, and to minister to the wants of their fellow-men.
Yet there is a peculiarity in their comBosition which makes these good souls
isagreeable

Perfectly

;

During

Queer People.
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Summary

It requires from 8000 to. 10,000 artificial human eves to supply the annual demand

in New

York.

Congressional.
J
(For the week ending, Saturday, March 2.)
MoxDAY.
In the Senate a memorial was
presented from James Gordon Bennett, asking

Congress to aid him in seeking discoveries in
the polar regions. The petitioner's request
was referred to the commerce
committee.
Several bills and resolutions and amendments
to bills were presented and referred. The silver bill was also signed by the Vice-President
and was transmitted to President Hayes. Bills
on a variety of topics were
sented in the
House, and in committee of the whole the bill
granting pensions to the soldiers and sailors of

the Mexican and Indian wars was discussed at
considerable length.
reached.

No

vote, however, was
« E

TUESDAY. Mr. Ferry, of Michigan,
was
chosen president pro tempore
of theSehate by
a majority of one vote. Bills and resolutions
on a variety of subjects of no special public
importance were introduced apd referred. In
the House, Mr. Chalmers of Mississippi, responded to the recent speeches of Messrs. Garfield and Hale on the President’s Southern poli=
cy, and General Butler spoke at great length
on the financial question.
“
*
WEDNESDAY.
A bill was passed in the
Senate, giving the President power to appoint
a pension agent pro tempore in the city of
New York, for a term of twenty days, the successor of Colonel Howe not having been able
to secure the required bonds.
The bill to authorize the issuance of a long bond loan was
discussed, and the bill for continuing the imJove melts on the Capitol grounds passed.
he House, in committee of the whole, dis-

cussed the bill for pensioning
the

on.

Mexican

war,

but took

the

soldiers

no: action

of

there-

THURSDAY.
Congress passed the silver bill
notwithstanding the objections of the President, which were embodied in a message to
both branches vetoing
the. measure.
The vote

on the passage of the bill in the Senate was 46
to 19, and in the House, 196 to 73.

The

prinei-

pal business transacted in the Senate, besides
the passage of the silver bill

over

dent’s veto, was the discussion and.

the

Presi-

of

the bill authorizing a special term of thé
United States circuit court for the southern district

of Mississippi, for the trial of lumber-fraud
cases, In the House,reports from several com-

mittees were presenied, and the bill pensioning soldiersof the Mexican and Indian wars
was considered at length. The
Senate adjourned until Monday.
:

. FRIDAY.

important.

The session of the House was not

The Senate was not in session.
Eastern

Advices from

say

that

it is

been issued by the Porte that all men-of-war,
of whatever nationality,
shall be excluded

from

‘the

Sea

of Marmora.

It

is

. how reported that Austria has abandoned the
idea of war, but would occupy Bosnia and
Herzegovina if Russia persists in her pretensions. Andrassy demands of Austria a vote
of credit. Austria is concentrating troops at

CONOERNIN G HIDES AND. SKINS.

Financial statement of Nova Scotia for the
past year: expenditures, $811,000; receipts;

$663,006.

A Tennessee negro stole 100 pounds of bacon
and was sent to prison for nineteen years.

One hundred miles in 18h, 48m and 40s, made
by Harriman, at Haverhill, Mass., is said to
the shortest time on record.

be

Camon Farrar says that Glasgow is the most
drunken city of the most drunken nation in

the world.
The first reception of ew silver coin will .be
used by the

Treasury

to

members of Congress.

pay

the salaries

of

“The longer I live the more I see the rashness
of putting off your holiday till summer.
You

might die, you know .”—Mark

Twoin.

Mrs. J. H. H. Bone, wife of the editor of the
Cleveland Herald, jumped into Lake Erie on
Wednesday and was drowned.
Joseph Woodley, wholesale boot and shoe

dealer of Quebec, has failed,

with liabilities of

British House of Commons, Wednesday, enables the offspring of a ‘marriage, concluded

under the colonial laws, with the deceased
wite’s sister, to inherit property in the United
Kingdom.
i
The engagement of Senator John Donald
Cameron and Miss Lizzie Sherman,daughter of
Judge Charles Sherman, of Cleveland, Ohio,
and niece of General Sherman and the Sec‘retary of the Treasury is announced.

Mott, of

New

York,

has

received

a

touching appeal for aid to clothe and feed the
nearly a quarter of a million refugees and
wounded now dying at the rate of nearly 1,000

par day from cold and
ple.

hunger in Constantino-

Emigration now pouring into Kanas is without a parallel in the history of the West.
Over
1200 emigrants arrived in Atchison, Thursday,
destined to the interior of Kansas,
It is estimated that the State will receive 200,000 additional to its population this year.

Hermanstadt.

Latest
RT Womanly

The commercial value of hides and skins
takes high rank among the anjmal products of the world, since the diversity of
use and increasing demand with every nation
and people gives .market for vast
aggregated supplies.
The skins of animals are specified in commerce by the term
hide, which is applied to those of larger
and fully grown beasts; kips ds referring
to the skins of the younger animals of the
same class; while skins indicate the hides
of the sheep, goat, kid and the like.
Considerable difference exists in the
thickness and quality of the skins of various animals even those of the same class,
owing to the influence

state

of health,

of food, age, breed,

and period: of - the year

$150,000; assets $146,000.
’
when slaughtered. Large oxen are well
The grand jury in Philadelphia, Wednesday,
known to afford hides which will produce
found a true bill’ against Frank Leslie, the pubthicker and heavier leather than bulls or
lisher, on a charge of libel preferred by W.W.
Weigley.
.
airs
.
cows, especially, if the latter be old and
Late China advices state ‘that nearly 30,000
have had several calves. Bull hides are
lives were lost at the late fire in the house of
coarser grained and thinner in the back
refuge at Tien-Tsin.
The victims were mostly
famine-stricken refugees
from the northern “than those of oxen and heifers, or young
provinces.
cows, but much denser inthe neck and
Miss Clara Louise Kellogg tells a newspaper
parts of the belly.
Calves’ skins are thin-'
reporter:
‘You may say, if you please, that
ner than cows’, but thicker than most oththere never will be any truth in any reported
engagement
of Miss Clara Louise Kellogg to
r skins, the greater part of the supply
marry anybody.
Iam in love with myself.”
being tanned and curried for the upper
A San Francisco d ispatch says that, accordpart of boots and shoes, though largely
ing to the express companies’ reports, 811,000
trade dollars were shipped East’ during Febused in book-binding.
ruary, of which 364,000 went during the last
It may be remarked that hides from such
half
of the ‘month.
beasts as inhabit extreme southern latiThe editor of the London Daily News now
sits in the press gallery of the House of Comtudes are not so highly prized by tanners
mons and dictates editorials by telephone _to
as those from the temperate and northern
a stenographef in the News
office, distant
about one mile.
;
countries. The green or fresh hides from
TheWahsatch smelting works,near Salt Lake,
well-bred animals of the home market alUtah, are burned.
Loss, $30.000.
It is believways rate higher than other sorts, owing
ed they were burned by Mormon farmers,who
partly to the fact that they do not require
claimed that the fumes destroyed their crops.
The colonial marriage bill which passed the
so much labor in tanning as the import-

Dr.

Constantinople

have

been killed ‘in Great Britain and 1200 injured.

Affairs.

probable that the British. fleet will be withdrawn from Tonzla to Ismad. Orders have
hereafter

Within 4 years, 3,000 railway employes

News.

ed dry kinds; still they are expensive in
the end, since allowing that for the production of one hundred pounds of leather,
seventy-five pounds of dry hide are requisite the equivalent in salted hide would
average one hundred and fifty pounds,
and in green hides one hundred and eightyfive pounds.
Hid2s of animals dying in a
state of disease are found to be much inferior to those of healthy ones of the same
class, although the apparent difference is
not very marked before tanning.
If a hide

be thin, flabby, soft,

will not bear

good leather; but should it present the
opposite qualities, the presumption is that
itis a good article.
The vast Pampas in South America now
furnish

Duties.”

and

handling, then such a one will not make

immense’

quantities

of

excellent.

The treaty of peace between Russia and Turhides, ranging from sixty-two to sixtykey has been signed.
By it Russia fbanseven
pounds
in
weight.
Enormous
dons her claim to the Egyptian and Bulgarian
of amounts are
| tributes.
the.
shipped dry ; those that
ie Tt is also; stated thata the surrender
,
:
or
interest
than the matter of the-lecture-itselfi-|
wet-salted,
are put into
At least we have no doubt but that the future tions. There is no definite information in re- are shipped
historian would so regard it. One Miss Mary gard to the indemnity as yet, but it is said that brine pickle while quite fresh and kept
it will be in the form of territory in Asia.
The
Fisk,an actress, a cousin of the late James
there from twelve to twenty-four hours;
British fleet is said to be in great danger in
Fisk, jr., delivered a lecture on * ‘Womanly
when completely
saturated they are rethe Bosphorus from torpedoes. Count AndrasDuties” in a Pullman palace car between Tresy still persists in demanding
a vote of credit
moved
to
drain,
then
salted and placed
mont and Omaha recently. The news item from Austria.
Pope
eo
XIII,
was
in piles for ten to fifteen days, after which
goes
on to say that the lady stood
in one end of crowned at the Sistine chapel, in Rome, Sunthe ear, her auditors Sing her.
She kepther
day. The restoration of Caruinal Simeoni as they are ready for shipment.
They are
feet
the vibration of the train,
Secretary of state having been resisted by the
placed in layers on board ship for passage
half an hour.
At the
Qatholic powers, he resigned, and Cardinal
Franchi was appointed in his place.
It is re- to Europe, with bay-salf between each layported that the
Pope intends to reside mostly
er, and arrive in a moist condition.
A
at Castel Gandolfo, fourteen miles from Rome,
Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore,
in order to be sway from the seat of the Ital heavy
River Platd ox hide may meas.
.J., St. Louis, London, England;
hanghai, China, and other cities.
ian government.—The Miami Savings Bank
ure seven feet long by five feet nine inches
of Cincinnati, O., has failed. Liabilities $710,~
wide; a salted ox hide weighs from forty000.——The London Observer's special, dated
Benjamin F. Wade.
The circumstances under which a lecture on
this subject was recently delivered are of more

=

HE ijamin Franklin
Wade died at
Jeflerson, rival there of ex-President Grant.——The New
O., Saturday morning, in the 78th year of his York Herald says ‘that Henry L. Clinton,
age. Thus has passed
from earth another of counsel for William H. Vanderbilt, is authority for the positive denial of the rumors of a
that band of zealous champions of equal compromise of the will case and of the possirights, in the fights and struggles to attain bility of any settlement ever being made by
which, they have made for themselves a place Mr. Vanderbilt and the other executors.
in the hearts of the people which will outlast
itll
Ba cn
the remembrance of uny indiscretions which
some of them have seemed to have committed
HEducational.
in their after lives. A somewhat lengthy bioThe pupils at the Deaf and Dumb Asylum
graphical notice of Mr. Wade’s life will appear

on the inside of next week’s Star, which
are confident will be of especial interest to
readers.

we
our

Outrageous.
It seems to us nothing less than a moral certainty
that something
radically inhuman
must characterize a person whose blood does

not boil when reading an item like this, which
is taken from a Saturday evening paper: “The
wife of Hugh Finnegan is a raving maniac
from finding her husband’s
body at the Morgue
(New York), on a dissection
table.” Ot
course,we know nothing of the circumstances
ofthe case, but judging
by the name that this
was the husband of a poor Irish-woman,
it
does not take a prolific imagination,nor a very
thorough acquaintance with the ways and
workings of the modern neophytes of the med-

ical school, to realize the probabilities in such

a edse. At any rate, mere decency would indicate a course which would not render wives

inane by first discovering the bodies

of their

husbands on a dissecting table.
One would
think it was hard enough to find them even in
the Morgue awaiting identification.

at

Hartford

are

issuing

daily

a

little

sheet

called the News, which is struck off from an
| electric-pen press.—There is a bill abolishing
the Bible in schools under consideration in
the Wisconsin Legislature,
but there is no
probability that it will
be passed.——Some
seeds of
the
umbrella pine,” a large tree
that does not produce seeds till it is one hundred years old, and is much used for ornamenting grounds about Japanese temples, are on
their way to the Massachusetts Agricultural

College.——A

bill

has

been

recently

intro-

duced into the New York Assembly for the
‘abolishment of the College of the City of New
York.—Mr. F.P. Knight, a resident of China,
has collected $10,000 to support, for three
years, two
Chinese instructors at Harvard,
who are
to fit young men for positions in
China.—The
Woman’s
Bible
college
at
Binghamton, N.Y., which affordsa free University course to the daughters of disabled or

deceased ministers without

regard

to sect, is

full to overflowing.——The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has been obliged to ask
Miscellaneous.
| the State for pecuniary aid.——The
Johns
John Ruskin is dead.
Hopkins
University now has seventy-seven
P. T. Barnum is nearly 70.
students, of which number thirty-five are speThe Vatican has 11,000 rooms.
cial students, taking some particular course,
Tom Thumb is fast becoming bald.
President Gilman says: There is a phase of
Moody writes texts of Scripture for autoour work whch gives promise of great utility,
graphs.
and deserves especial mention here—the forKate Claxton, the actress, has gone into volmation of ¢ seminaries,” by which ‘wé mean
untary bankruptcy.

Senator Hamlin has been an office-holder 43
© years.
:
The Bank of England employs 1000 clerks:

associations of advanced

a director

in

the

students, guided

prosecution

of special

size; one thousand ox hides with the necessary salt will weigh about seventy thousand pounds.
The number of hides salted

ering the seats for saddles.
Dog .skin is
thin but tough and makes fair leather, the
skins of large .dogs being fit for boots,
shoes and thick driving gloves, but most of
the dog-skin gloves, as they are called, are
really made from Cape sheep or lamb skins.
Nothing seems to be lost or worthless to
the inventive genius of the present age,
or to the commerce of the nineteenth centary.—American Cultivator.
OTNE a A

,pgpnop

The following are clipped
Cultivator :
_. Cop-river

OIL.

from the Am.

Cod-liver oil cures con-

sumption by promoting a restorative process in the system, Its efficacy is too well
proven to admit of any ‘question in the
matter.
Heart,
In alarge majority of cases of
sickness, the disorder is brought on by the
excited imagination of the victim. Intense
fear of disease is: often sufficient to produce it. Therefore avoid: brooding over
such ideas, and keep

Tue

the mind

LAUNDRY.

Borax

to use than soda for

fine

easy.

is much

better

articles ic wash-

the nose, exercise the jaws as if in the

act

of mastication. In the case ofa child,
give it something to chew,—a piece of paper for instance.
The motion of the jaw
will soon stop the flow of blood. Itisa
simple as it seems.

To REMOVE
STAINS.
When color on a
fabric has been accidentally or otherwise
destroyed by acid, ammonia is applied to
neutralize the acid, after which an application of chloroform will,in almost all cases, restore the original color. The application of ammonia is common, but that of
chloroform is but little known.
.
Soups AND BrorHS.
Nothing is more
nutritious, nothing is cheaper or more palatable than soups and broths. They are not
so generally used in this country as is desirable,or as is the case in other countries.
In France and Germany they are universally employed as food, it having long since
been proven that, when properly prepared,
they are most economical and strengthening to the system.
Horses AND Corts. If the stable is comfortable,no horse

should

be blanketed

on,

and

provision is

made by nature for the change of season.
Don’t fail, however, to give your stock
good ventilation.
A temperature of 40
degrees is more healthy in the stable than
one of 60 degrees.
ep
App
Many express astonishment that a paper
each number could be sold at so low a
price as that at which ¢‘ Andrews’ Bazar”
is sold. The fact remains that it is done,
and the secret is known to W. R. An-

SATURDAY March 2.
BROS & CO., Commission

Reportedby HILTON

erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 3
Quincy Market, Boston.

ro)

responding week of 1877, and 21,366 bbls in 1876,
The exports for the same time have been 4,190 bbls
of which 2) bbls were Liverpool, 1,188 to Flores

and a mar!
| Provigees.

notwithstinding

and

uncertain

advices

abroad and the advance in Wheat.
urchasing only for immediate
b have no confidence in any

unsplit

roans.

Sheep-skins

the grain side)

skins

are

vary in

and

termed

texture

and

substance as much as the animals they
cover.
A sheep, though valuable for its
wool, affords but spongy,

porous skin,only

available for common work such as washleather and imitation chamois.
They are
also used

quite

extensively

by

trunk and

bag makers, pocket-book manufacturers,
jewel-case makers,
glove-makers, upholsterers, and in such

places

as

strength is

required rather than superior finish. Sheep-

skin mats are prepared by stretching. the
fresh skin, supplied with
a good coat of

wool with
of tacks at
skin over
equal parts
peating the

the wool side down, by means
the edges, and then rubbing the
witha powdered mixture of
of common salt and alum, reoperation two or three times

on successive days.

Considerable
in the quality

:

difference
of

:

may be noticed

lambs’ skins;

those from

by

such animals as are killed very young are
possessed of a very fine grain, and takea
very uniform dye; as they grow older they
begin to
deteriorate.
In the southern
part of France and Italy great numbers of

re-

lambs

any

help.

1

!

received
no

VEGETINE,

and I was in a

few

weeks

restored

a dose of YEGETINE,

“eat,

and

I recommend

:

will relieve

OF

pain,

THE BLOOD.

cleanse,

purify

in the blood;

you

and

VEGETINE
CANKER

ROCKPORT,
H. R. STEVENS :—

Dear Sir,— I have been

Bolls,

Felons,

(orus,

appicanion..

cic.

Airesis

ceultarly
pressury in

1tis the only sure curs,

stomach,

lungs,

and elsewhere,

Earache,

in

Neuralgin

i

blains,
Insects,

Ve have

skin

TOILET

letterso

a

ail mauier of

bi

USE.

A

Removes Soreness, Roughness

and Smarting js heals Cuts, Eruptions
snd Pimples, It revives, invigorates and
refreshes, while
improving the
Complexion.
3
:
FA
S—Pond’'s Extract. No Stock

TC

Breeder, no Livery Man can afford to be with

out it.

It is msed by all the leading Livery

Etables, Street Radlrosds and frat Horsemen
in New York City. It
no equal for Sprains,

POOLE.

or

Saddle

Chafings,

Stiffness,

Scratches, Swellings, Cuts, Lacerations, Bleed

ings,

IT.

Pneumonia,

Colds, &e.

with

Colic,

Diarrhoea)” Chills,

Its rangeéof

n is wide, and the

relief it affords is so prompt that it is invaluable in every Farm-yard as well as in every
Furm-house. Iet it be tried once, and you
will never be withoutit.
a
CAUTION!
Pond’s Extract has been imitated,

Nov. 14, 1876,

troubled

Secrofula,

the VEGETINE.
Iam now getting along
first-rate,
and still using the VLGETINE.
I consider there is
nothing equal
to it for such complaints.
Can
heartily recommend it to everybody. * Yours truly,

. This is -

MRS. LIZZIE M. PACKARD,

No. 16 Lagrange street, South Salem, Mass.

VEGETINE thoroughly eradigates every kind of
humor, and restores the entire system to a healthy

condition.

the only
artic
hos iy of this countr

;

in
HISTOR

Boston, Ms.

and 1a the

pamnhlet
form, seni
Rua Ey

POND'S EXTRACT
Lane, New York,

PREPARED BY

H.R.Stevens,

and

tings
Chappe

8, etc,

» and

Harness

TO

MASS.,

Musqu!

Hands,

Canker and Liver Complaint for three years; nothing ever did me any good until I commenced using

;

ine

VEINS,

t

VEGETINE.,
EQUAL

ove

HUMOR.

Yours, with respect,
MRS. ELIZA ANN

SALEM,

vee

commendation from hundreds of Physicians,
ny of whom order it for use in their owa

your VEGETINE to tuke for the Canker Humor,
which I have had in my stomach for Several years.
I took it, and the result was very satisfactory. 1
have taken a good many remedies for the Canker
Humor, and none seemed to help me but VEGETINE.
There is no doubt in my mind
that e
one suffer.
ing with Canker Humor can be cured by taki
VEGETINE. It gave me a good appetite, and I fe
better in every respect.

SOUTH

external

CR

no

Sir,—Last fall my husband got me two bottles of

NOTHING

in

Rheumatism are all alike relieved, and
often
anently cured.
PHYSIC
Sof all
whoare acquainted with

Mass., March 31, 1876.

MR. H. R. STEVENS 1

Ly

__mose,

tention.

CURE

instantly

TOOTHACHE,

medicine that does not act directly upon it, to gi
and renovate, has any just claim upon publie ai.

WILL

bivn

KIDNEY DISEASES.
It has no equal for pere
manent cure.
:
BLEEDING from any cause. For thisitisa spe
cific. It has saved hundreds of lives when all
other remedies failed to arrest bleeding from

are a sufferer, you can be cured?
hy is
this
medicine performing such*gieat cures? It works
in the blood, in the circulating fluid. It can truly
be called the Great Blood Purifier.
The
t
source of disease originates

Has

almost

VARICOSE

such

proof, if

xi

{bid

the
head, nausea vertigo, Lo. ft promptly
ameliorates and permanently heals -all
kinds of inflammations aud ulcerations.
HEMORRHOIDS or PILESnd in this tha
only imm
relief and ultimate cure.
No case, however chronic or obstinate can.
long resist its
lar use.

diseases restoring the patient to perfect health
after trying different physicians, many remedies,
suffering
for years, is it not conclusive

Destroyer,

the pains to which they are
subjeet-notably fullnéss aud

My
He

If VEGETINE
cure

exvel’
Veg:

flammation, reduces swellings, stops bleeding,
removes discoloration and heals rapidly.
LADIES find it their best friend. It asivages-

COONS,

and

Of
grea’

Promptly relieves pains of Burns, Scnida,,
Excoriations, Chafings, Gid Sores,

to

VEGETINE.
DISEASES

speak
— Tho

CHILDREN. No family can nfford 1oho without:
Pond’'s Extract. Accidents, Riwises,.
. Contusions, Cuts, Sprains, ior eved.

Seneca Falls, Seneca County, N.Y.
ALL

will

thirty years, and forcloimling sung pomp

Ye gratefully yours,

MRS. CATHARINE

XI

EXTRACT

Pain

says “VEGETINE is a good medicine.”
1 tell him it
cured me.
He says, “It is true,” I can not feel

too thankful.

for

curative virtues eannot be exeelicd,

it to my

Your VEGETINE ought to be in every family.
doctor was surprised to see me in good health.

for Pond’s Extract
Take no other,
things.”

If I feel unwell I take

;

Ask

POND'S

my former health. The VEGETINE saved my life
after the physicians said there was no. help, for me.
friends.

The Universal Pain Extractor.

Note:

relief; I was a great sufferer; finally
I became entirely helpless. The last doctor told me there was
no help; he said he might possibly save my life by
injecting morphine in my arms and legs. The encouragement for saving ny life by having this
done was so small a chance I could not consent to
run the risk. About this time my gon read your
advertisement in our paper, a testimony
of a person who had been very sick with abofit the same
complaint, and ‘was cured. My son went right
away to the apiothecar store and bought a bottle of
VEGETINE.,
Before I fad used the first bottle I
found (reat relief; I could move myself in bed.
After
taking three bottles I was able to sit up and
move about my room. I continued taking the

free on application1 to

COMPANY,

WEBSTER'S

98 Maiden

PATENT
:

COMPOUND OXYGEN
Mth
ARKABLE CURES t=:

STRONGLY

Patented June 237, 1871, and Feb. 3, 1874.
Awarded first premium at the American Institute
and Maryland Institute Fairs, 1871.
Is one of the most
important mven-

tions of the

ED Yr:Fen

have
markudle

Sor
simple
e that &a
child can work a
more perfect but-

new
[200

ton-hoie
with it
than the most experienced hand.

corer sent free. “Add

Dxs.

STARKEY

ALEN,

can work withou
it.” Every stitch?
is taken with the

tively

and Minnesota” brands and the latter is an

an outside

outside

and choice family.

srice® for the

Bakers extras continue

h

7,343

packages,

including

1,100

been

and

6,243

tubs, against 6,945 packages for the corresponding
week last year and 5,708 in 1876. Total receips
since the first of Januury 78,624 packages against
72.028 packages for the same time
ast year. Exports for the week have been 302 packages.
Very few new features have been developed
during the week. For choice and fincy grades
there
hus been a Sood demand
have been realized, but medium
moved off so easily,- Common

and full prices
grades have not
grades are
not

wanted and quotations are mostly nominal. Sales
of choice We-~tern and Northern creameries have
been at 35 @ 38c; and fall lots, including flne October make, at 25 @ 32c per pound, buton ly a very
small part of the receipts come nnder these heads,

The bulk of the sales have been fdir tp good New
York and Vermont dairies, which raffige from 20 @
24c

per

Choice

pound,

with

a

few

choice

at 256

dairy packed Western is in limited

and will readi.y command

22

@

26c; and

@

27c.

RO

are killed averaging four weeks old,

Borris rrsanssne snus ras

hd

anaes sansvans

CHEESE.

e
10 @18

in a neat

case, with

Lothrop

&

Co.,

Boston,

PUBLISH

Choicest Sunday S8choolBooks,

con.
Sg
, 500 Sugeavings,

rices

and

vise

averianie

and send Catalogues free.

\

oe onsSher
pu HOY
of Vegetable and Flower Seeds, Plants,
(0 at

Bend for it.

110
Roses, Its,

Address

A

D. M, FERRY & C0., Detroit, Mich,

:

SAR Sh

SMITHNIGHT'S

18 SMITHNIGHT,

Gro 1

SPLENDID

OVER

FLOWERS!
:

#\'\/
S
i

Distinct

All Streug
Plants, each labeled and Relea
by mail,
Lurgest assory
ent. Lo
‘e have been in
088 2 RO
satisfgetion, Our stock of

of

§ 1

n

“Brown’s

ir

chial Troches have been steadily winning
their way into public favor, natil they are
known and used nearly all over the world.

FLOWER-SEEDS

No. 2.25 Choice Annuals, free

No. 3. 20 Choice Biennials
Very choice

allay

Throat, and Consumptive and Asthmatic Complaints. The BronK1sM6-20A10

No. 4.12

Bronchial

Troches*’ will

mat

Collections

Chemist, Cleveland, 0.

Coughs and Colds.

comprises all desirablevarie-

ties, and
contains
none but
purchaser's choice of 6 for
new Illustrated Hand-Book,
anddi

Asthma REMEDY
Sample

coughing, and gives immediate relief in Bronchitis,
Catarrh, Influenza, Hoarseness, Sore

to

good Western factory has been selling at16 @ 20c
pet pound. A few sales of common
Western have
en made at 10 @ 12¢c, but there is no demand to
speak of for low grades and reliable figures can be
given. Some consignments of Canada have been
received, and we notice sales at 3v @ 26¢ per pqund
but it must be a choice lot to- command over 25¢.
We quote:

Button-hole Cutter packed

D.

supply
fair

+h

machine, and w
last a lifesime. Does away with pricking the fin
gers, straiuing the eyes, and imperfe
ct
and irregu
ar-worked Button-holgs.
They give universal
satisfaction. Ladies who use them say that they
are worth their weight in gold. Over eleven thou. .
sand sold during the first week of *their intro
tion. They sell at sight, and five over 100 periucct.
rofit. Sample Button-hole
Worker and sample

full directions for use, together with a sample of
our new and novel way of canvassing, mailed to
any address on receipt of 65 cents, or two for
£1.00. Orders by mail receive prompt attention.
Address WEBSTER M'F'6 ©O., ManufactuTors, ANSONJA, CONN,
Please mention the
Morning Star,
3m7

$6060;

have

boxes

Pa

best

and Wiscousin at $56 @ $6 per bbl. Common
Western extras have been in moderate
demand
at $4 75 @ $5 25 per bbl; and Western supers at $4
“@ $1 50 per bbl.
.
:

BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the week

wo

30 UW

quiet

with small sales of Minnesota at 85350 @

independ.’

ent of the

mediate wants.
Included in
the receipts of the
week are 4,895 bb's by the GrandJunction Rail) oad
for distribution in neighboring markets. The sales

the latter is now

age!

The most perfect
Button-hole Wor-

from

brands of Michigan.
Southern Flour is dill and
prices are nominally $6 @ 8 25 per bbl for medium

(being

sick with what the doctors called Lumbago. For
weeks I was confined tomy bed. had three differ-

The trade are

and ten millions of dry and salted skins.

the

The People’s Remedy.

medicine.

Three years ago I was taken

wants and appear
higher range
of

England.
England receives annually from
India about twelve millions of tanned hides

called skivers

I am 58 years of age.

150 to Hayti, and 765 to the British
The market for Flour eontinaes dull |

have been at $6 @ $7 50 for 8t. Louis medium aad
choice family; Illinois at $6 @ $725; and Ohio,
Indiana and Michigan at $6 @ $6 25 per bbl, and

fleshers;

door can know the value of such a good

The receipts of Flour for the week have been 30,-

price for thesbest brands on the market with few
exceptions. Winter wheats are dull and the sales

into two portions

.

© Dear Sir,—As youare an entire stranger to me, I
want you to know what VEGETINE has done for
me.
Only those who have been raised from death’s

231 bbls of all kinds against 28,111 bbls for the cor-

States,followed by Belgium and

split

9, 1876.

FLOUR.

have been $7 @ #8 50 per bbl tor Patent Wisconsin

former are usually

Nov.

dteow2

video one and a half millions, and about
the same quantity from Brazil. France is

There is an extensive use of sheep and
lambs’ skins for different purposes. The

FALLS,

3

and dried, shipped annually from Buenos
Ayres, is about three millions, from Mente-

the United

SENECA

MR. H. R. STEVENS

so full of illustrations, and fresh matter in

puices at present. For all leading family brands
our market is from $150 @ $175 per bbl lower
than at this time last year but even pre.eat low
prices are no inducementto operate beyond im-

the principal market for these hides, next

SAYS IT IS TRUE.”

at

night.
Much mischief is dune by keeping
animals too warm, and then bringing them
out of doors into a keen Winter atmosphere. The coatis greatly thickened as
cold weather comes

“HE
x

I have had no doctor since.

ing. French laundresses use it altogether.
It saves soap, and does not harm the finest lace goods.
Itis used in proportion
of a handful to ten or twelve gallons of
water well mixed.
Nose BLEEDING.
To stop bleeding at

sure remedy,

V

ent physicians, without

DOMESTIC HINTS.

PONDS EXTRACT.
PONDS EXTRACT.

‘Yegetine.

afford a thin, porous, light though tough
and durable
leather, largely used for cov-

foomers,

and Per

1.

ials,

$1.

Annuals,free bleomers,$1

No.7.5 Very rare Annuals ( Florists’)
$i.
ASSORTMENTS of Asters (12var.), Balsams

(12 var.), Pinks (16 var.), Phlox Drammondi
(16 var.), Pansies (8 Yards Primulas (6 vari),
German Stocks (12 var.) all of the finest sorts,

colors separate, per assortment, EACH

VEGETABLE

$1.00.

SEEDS!

EPILEPSY
aii
RHR RE
or FITS

! pred

i r,

CURED!
. TRIAL P.

‘BE
TRS

TAS es.

:

AL

PACKAGE

:

418

THE MORNING STAR

and the leather prepared and employed as
Twenty Varieties of the leading sorts, $1.00.
The re ine for the week have been 1,684 boxes
a substitute for kid leather. The Russian,
8 an able and progressive
: devoted largeconstantly.
$5, $10,
in operation during the past seventeen months
against 7/0 boxes for the same week last
year, Colleetions of larger quantities for $2, $3,
Lys Relifioud Foaffure and filehigence, but con$20.
Any of the above collections sent
FREE
Astrachan,
Hungarian
and
Spanish
lamb
‘Expo; ts for the week 129 boxes, There hae
0
Canadian trade with the United States is in Greek and in American history. The Proa steady demand from the trade and prices are BY MAIL On receipt of pricé: CALENDAR
steadily increasing.
;
fessor of Greek informs me that the meetings skins are remarkably fine. The gray and well sustained. Sales of good to choice Western Jor 3839 ives ons. olafied Jee.
Sanhath Schoalay.
i
«
DREER, Seedsman and Florist,
The Seljuqment taxes in Memphis amount to under his guidance are attended not only by black Russian lamb-skins,are used for cloak
©
Family Circle
H
and Northern tactory have been at 13 @ 14¢ to the
Lock-box 37, Philadélphia, Pa.
1t10
and
coat
linings
collars
and
caps.
The
over $2,000, 0.
trade;
Fair
lots
command
11%
@
12X%c
per
pound,
RE
SR
: :the director
and
fellows,
but
also
by
the
J
an
Joatizs
is
about
the
lowest
price
for
sound
Cheese.
Astrachan' lamb has
a rich ‘glossy, 'black«
these
Mormon missionaries are still proselyting in |
;
Litera:
view, |
little poor Cheese on the market, We quote:
diss
Collegiate Professor ‘of Greek ‘and Latin,
‘who skin, with short far, having the appear- Very
Europe.
3
:
)
v
News
Summary,
So
EW CHEESE.
pose of 00
&c.,&c.
;
8, of
has lent his valuable aid to the furtherance of ance, when genuine of watered silk. The
Choice factory.
14 fArst-class
kerg,
George Bancroft’s overcoat pockets will hold
at lower prices for
It i8 under the direction. and
patronage
of the
Fairto good,.
13 cash or Installments than evér before offered. Freewill Baphiati, but is 11 eral 10 ards a, and is
an octavo.
the plan, and by some of: the graduate stu. skins of the kid are of great importance
WATERS PIANOS & ORGANS are the taken by many of othér religions views, because of
Mrs. Hayes has been having her portrait dents, who have entered upon the work with in the glove trade, France alone manuBEST MADE, warranted for 5 years: Il- its real worth.
1 4
thirty million paits of
pais Haye Andrews. .
ii
:
lustrated Catalogues Mailed. Great in-|
Common
to good.
lively interest. Every memberis encouraged | 'factures above
ERMS: $3.0
por year:
0 gr, if paid strictly in
ducements fo the trade. PIANOS, 7 octave
"gloves,
while
England
and
Germany
have
iY
:
/
EGGS
Grace church, New York, isto have, a new
to an active participation in the proceedings
Under the influence
if a ‘good demand, prices
7
ANS,
recently
made
rapid
strides’
in
this
direcreredos costing $30,000.
:
REMITTA
NCES
must be made in money-orhave
of the seminary, andl the whole undertaking tion, Notwithstanding
ine: strength and 18c per dozen has been
many
of these’ rea
ders, bank checks, or drafts, ie. possible.
‘Typhus is increasing rapidly among the
hex
ohtajuad tor fresh Kastern the past few |
Jeitner of these can be proc
has been amply justified by the papers which
» Bend the money
gloves are made of lambs’ and other skins,
Russian
troops in Roumanis.
days. i oice Vermont will all also command 18c,
’
letter,”
registered
a
‘have been_p
a3 well as .by gratifying the best are always of kid. "© oof
but most that Coltics under the head of Northern
. Money thus sent will be at our risk, and may
from 16°@ 17¢ per dozen. Western have been
manifestations ‘of .hightened) zéal! and wide,’
Horse hides are of value when properly | range
| sent at our expense.
selling at 15 @ 16¢ per dozen. Limed codtinue duli
In writing to this office, pergons will
tanned
and
cured,
for
harness
work,
collars
]
vision,
The
other
seminary
(in
American
his
please des
10
@12
per
dozen.
We
quote:
Near Zacatecas,
Mexico, 13 silver mines have
ate their STATE, as well as town, and give bot
:
Wt 7 been cas Moxos fa
:
: tory) meets in the l{hrary of the Maryland His- and the like. Large numbers are obtain- ‘Kastern..,.
the old and the new address, when they order
PIANO
change
in the direction of their paper.
Gen, Breckinridge has joined the Murphy torical Society, under the guidance of one ed in Russia and South America; one milThe Star Joes 18 press Tues
lion horse hides are annually
tanned in the
morning, and
temperancé movement in
Kentueky.
of the associates, and is engaged in prosecutcommunications for insertion ought to be liere on .
former
country.
Many
of
the
tribes
of
the
Limed.
...
lil
Vas
ddiiiidadin
ns
ss
.
Bismarck is said to be almost hopelessly en- ing ' the study of the origin of the - political ini
ng Saturday previous.
Wi
East
make
articles
of
dress
of
horse
leath.
BEANS.
tangled in pecuniary embarrassment,
Each ‘subscriber is particularly requested to
stitutions of this country.
The best evidence
For Medinms there ha« been a moderate deY, pa;
SONGS. Fr GRACE
AND
ik
i
er, and are experts in leather plaiting.
note the date on the label for the expiration of his
.One_of the’ dogs at the international dog
mand,
with
sales
of
choice
at
$1
75
@
$1
80
per
bu,
'8'FRC
ON— Boards, 13¢c.
SAB- subscription, and to forward what is due for the
ofthe work of this department is afforded by Great Britain annually imports about one
show in St Louis yr valued at $50,000,
and al the close there is a firmer feeling. Pea
a
]
igstian
2 - ensuing year, without further reminder from this
moves slowly, and very few sales have veen male
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8. 8. PAPERS.
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